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SYNOPSIS OF SCREENPLAY 

 

The screenplay The Last Foreign Nuns in China is about the expulsion of the last foreign 

legal missionaries in China mainland. It is a historical docudrama. The main story deals with 

the expulsion of the last foreign Catholic nuns in China which occurred in 1966 during the 

Cultural Revolution. There are two main groups’ characters involved in the narrative conflict, 

eight Catholic foreign nuns from the St. Mary’s Franciscan Convent in Beijing, and several 

Red Guards from different schools. The story covers the expulsion from China, and the 

expulsion incident which began on the morning of August 26th, 1966 at the Sacred Heart 

School ran by those foreign nuns and ends at the Hong Kong border on 31st Aug, 1966. It also 

reveals the mystery of historical events discovered in a series of in-depth investigations 

conducted by this doctoral research.  

 

Moreover, there is an associated narrative line involving the three important historical 

moments in Chinese Catholic history: Matteo Ricci in the Ming Dynasty first brought 

western scientific knowledge to China; The Emperor Kangxi’s officially banned the Catholic 

church due to the Chinese Rites Controversy in Qing Dynasty; The conflict between foreign 

churches and Chinese locals after the Opium War in late 19 century. The references in the 

screenplay indicate the status of Catholic missionaries and the attitudes towards Christianity 

in China throughout history. The screenplay describes the attitudes of the upper echelon of 

society and the common people in China towards the Christians at various points in history.  
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ABSTRACT OF THE EXEGESIS 

 

This is an exegesis of the docudrama screenplay of The Last Foreign Nuns in China. It 

introduces the historical background of this screenplay, emphasises the significance of 

docudrama and analyses the pros and cons of film co-production. With the exception of the 

introduction and the conclusion, there are three parts to this exegesis.  

Part one, Chapter 2 focuses on the literature and history review. It examines the history and 

literature of the Catholic Church in China and the background of the incidents. It not only 

highlights the relationship between the Chinese government and foreign missionaries, but 

also provides a historical context in which to observe the development of attitudes towards 

foreign missionaries in China. Three historical moments have been included: missionaries 

and the new technology - the Golden Age of Christianity and the Chinese Rites Controversy;  

the Church’s development after the Opium Wars and ‘rice bowl’ Christians. 

These historical moments, as well as the historical figures, have been chosen carefully in 

order to summarise the positive and negative social impacts on various aspects of Chinese 

history. The screenplay gives the audience a brief but comprehensive understanding of the 

performance of the Catholic Church in ancient and contemporary history.  

Part two, Chapter 3 begins with a critical discussion of the relations between the documentary 

and politics. The first part mainly deals with the documentary and political history.  It gives 

an introduction to the intimate relationship between documentary film and politics, as well as 

the huge power of social influence. By understanding the documentary’s potential political 

impact, the second part of this chapter naturally shifts to distinguishing between the 

documentary and docudrama. Docudrama inherits the advantages of the documentary and 

combines the freedom of the dramatization and creation of melodrama. It not only has 

flexibility in creating plots and better audience assessment, but also has a deeper political 

impact on society. This also gives an explanation of the choice to use docudrama in the 

interpretation of the nuns’ story.  The third part of this chapter mainly focuses on the exegesis 

of the screenplay. 

The last part explores the general theme of globalisation and internationalisation of the 

Chinese film industry.  The focus of the investigation is on the challenges and opportunities 
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arising in relation to the co-production of Chinese films between Chinese and Western 

studios.  It finds that these co-produced films provide a path for Chinese films to enter the 

world film market.  However, due to the way they are made, these films may also alienate the 

movie audiences in their local cultures.  Given that the Chinese film market is becoming 

equally important as the world market, this creates a a serious dilemma for these films.  The 

paper undertakes an in-depth analysis of this dilemma using a cultural and linguistic 

framework, and provides some suggestions on how to effectively overcome it. 
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TITLE CARD (Black screen, white words): 

1966 Early July 

Franciscan Sisters of Mary Convent, 

Dong Dan San Tiao, Beijing 

 

In the church in the convent.  

“ In the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost…” A Chinese priest walks 

to the foot of the altar to begin the Mass. The blessed Virgin in her blue cloak looks down on 

the old ladies in snow-white veils and habits kneeling in the front row. They are confessing 

that they have sinned exceedingly in thought, word and deed and they are imploring Our 

Lady to pray for them. 
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OPENING MONTAGE 

A group of pigeons are flying and passing past the windows of the convent. They are flying 

to the clouds, higher and higher. Their bird-song is blowing on the wind and is audible 

though the church windows. The sound sustains.  The pigeons soar across the desert sky.  

 

Several Caucasian missionaries riding camels in the middle of nowhere. They are hunched, 

moving through a fierce sand storm. The sun is barely visible through the haze.  Someone is 

dying. A Western priest is baptizing a baby, surrounded by family members, dressed in Tang 

Dynasty costume. 

FEMALE NARRATOR :  Christianity was introduced to China on four separate occasions. 

The first wave was the Nestorians, a Christian sect condemned by the Catholic Church as 

heretical. They came from Persia via the famous silk route during the Tang Dynasty, around 

800 AD. This sect survived for about 250 years in Dynasty. 

Above, pigeons fly over the vast prairie. Cooking smoke curls around groups of Mongolian 

yurts. Inside a big yurt, it is dark. An emissary from the Pope is handing a letter of credence 

to a respectful Mongol Khan. 

FEMALE NARRATOR :  The second coming of Christianity arose out of the Mongol 

conquests that reached into the heart of Europe. Friendly relationships were  established 

between the Pope and the Mongol Khans.  

The flock of pigeons reaches the Forbidden City in Beijing. In the Emperor’s  study, a golden 

clock attracts the attention of all the young eunuchs in the room. A goose feather quill and 

several writing brushes are lying on a traditional Chinese stone pen holder.  
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The young emperor stands on the top of a tower, and looks through using a telescope to see 

the world outside the Forbidden City. In the scene, a group of Confucian scholars worship a 

statue of Confucius. A few Western missionaries dressed as Confucians mingle with them.  

 A large black crucifix crosses this image on the screen.  

Two of the Pope’s European envoys are being expelled from the palace by the imperial 

bodyguards. Chinese bibles are thrown into a fire.  The Emperor Kangxi (Qing Dynasty) 

looks on, angrily. 

 

FEMALE NARRATOR : In the sixteenth century, the arrival of the Jesuit, Matteo Ricci, 

and his companions brought the third coming of Christianity to China. In order to approach 

the locals they dressed first as Buddhist monks, then as Confucian scholars. With their 

displays of scientific instruments from the West they gained the respect and protection of 

several Confucian literati. Matteo Ricci was the most famous missionary in China. His 

scientific contribution enabled Catholics to win the favour of the Chinese emperors, so that 

the Catholic Church could survive and take root in China. But when the year 1704 Pope 

Clement XI prohibited the use of Chinese Rites, the Emperor Kangxi was offended and 

imposed an official ban on the Catholic missionaries in China that lasted for the next 

hundred years. 

 A thin, sickly looking Chinese man, lies on a bed, smoking opium. In the background, there 

is the sound of intensive cannon fire between the Chinese and the British navies.  

Across the ocean, a British naval ship force is sailing to China. On board the sailors, there are 

several missionaries, priests and nuns.  
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FEMALE NARRATOR : In the fourth phase, Christianity came to China following the 

gunboats of Western imperialists during the Opium War of 1841. In 1948 — after two world 

wars and one civil war, there were 3.2 million Catholic and 1.4 million Protestant converts 

in China, just before the establishment of the People’s Republic. They flourished until the 

communist victory in 1949 brought the suppression of the church, and the expulsion of 

foreign missionaries.   

 

ANIMATION  

A map of Asia, is showing small ships with different national flags and white crosses coming 

from different continents to different ports along the Chinese coastline. After flame and 

smoke erupts from the chips cannons, the crosses expand from the coast across most of the 

Chinese mainland. Small symbols representing churches, schools and hospitals mushroom on 

the map.  The two world wars are slow depicted by the fire of guns, cannons and fighter 

planes. Japan’s national flag fall and China’s national flag rises. The Civil War erupts. The 

national flag falls and red stars cover the map. It’s 1949, a red flag with five stars covers the 

whole of China, except for Tibet, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan. Red flags quickly push the 

crosses off the map of China.  

 

TITLE CARD:  Summer 1966, Beijing  

 

FEMALE NARRATOR : By the summer of 1966, at the very beginning of the Great 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution, across China’s 9.6 million square kilometre continent, only 

8 foreign Catholic nuns still remained. They shared a small Catholic school in the capital city, 
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Beijing, with several Chinese nuns. The eight Western nuns serving the convent Franciscan 

Sisters of Mary Concerns were from eight different countries. 

Showing cameo portraits of each of the nuns.  

 

FEMALE NARRATOR:  

Sister Winifred Duff (76, born in 1890) Mother Superior from Canada 

Sister Mary Eamonn O Sullivan (60, born in 1906) from Ireland 

Sister Catherine Rogan (65, born in 1901), from Glasgow (Scotland, UK) 

Sister Olga Sofia Fedorovitch (58, born in 1908) from Poland  

Sister Ida Stephanie Muggeler (73, born in 1893), from Switzerland 

Sister Irene Larotidou (70, Born in 1896), from Greece 

Sister Rosa Millesanti (66, born in 1900), from Italy 

Sister Sgisbert Gressiens(61, born in 1905) from France  

                                                                                 

 CUT TO      

 A CHINESE COMPOUND IN BEIJING   

The pigeons are flying back to their home - a big icon in the small yard of a typical Chinese 

four-section compound in Beijing. A middle aged Chinese woman is standing near the pigeon 

house. She is changing the pigeon’s drinking water. A 12 year old boy is playing with his 

mother.  
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This is a small but beautiful yard. Chinese roses bloom everywhere; several goldfishes are 

swimming in a big ceramic pond.  

  

Inside the house, a shirtless teenage Ma Jisheng is using his father’s army issue enamel cup 

filled with hot water to iron the wrinkles out of his uniform. The jangling of bicycle bells 

calls him outside. He quickly smoothes the last wrinkle and puts his clothes on.  

 

Ma: Mum, mum, I’m going out.  

Mother: Again? (She looks at her watch.)  

Young Brother:  Take me please? Please, brother.  

Boy: Of course not. 

Young Brother: Please…  

Boy: I’m going. They’re waiting for me. No time.  

Mother: Why must you always make me worry…  

Boy: See you. 

Mother: Wait, please wait….  

 

The boy shuts the door without waiting for his mother to finish her. She tries to catch the boy, 

but overturns the water in the cage. The pigeons flap in panic. 
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Outside the gate, a group of teenagers are waiting for the boy, Ma Jisheng to join them.  

The boys ride their bikes across the busy streets and back lanes. They pass local shops and 

houses. Young students are milling about everywhere. They ride down Chang’an Street and 

pass by Tiananmen Square. 

MALE NARRATOR (Ma Jisheng): I still remember the heat of the summer of 1966, and 

how my friends and I hastened to go on the streets to continue our “great task” as Chairman 

Mao’s Red Guards. As we would say then, to “ruin the old world, build up a new world”. In 

other words, to go out into the streets to find everything that could be identified as “Four 

Olds” in our society: “old customs, old culture, old habits and old ideas”. After Chairman 

Mao welcomed the Red Guards’ cheers in Tiananmen Square, no one could stop or challenge 

them. No one, not our parents, not our teachers, not even ourselves. 

Archival documentary footage of Mao before a crowd of thousands of Red Guards in 

Tiananmen Square. 
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The background blurs.  

CUT TO 

The group of teenagers are riding their bicycles. The image becomes black and white. The 

face of the boy, Ma Jisheng, freezes to a portrait.  Just as with the 8 nuns, still images of nine 

Red Guards follow, one by one (Interview, 2008). 

Ma JiSheng (M): riding a bicycle on the street 

Feng Guoqing(M):  giving a speech in public 

Fu Yili (F):  using a brush to write big posters 

Zhou Honglin (M):  standing outside a shop, pointing out the name of the store to an adult, 

indicating a demand to change the store’s name  

Qi Pingfen (F): dancing in the street with other Red Guards  

Liu Huanhuan (F): in a group meeting 

Wang Pingjun (M): swimming in a lake with other boys 
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Liang Zhonghua(M): painting a slogan on a wall 

Wang Fengcui(F) :  arguing vehemently with another girl in uniform 

 

TITLE CARD:  Beijing Morning, August 24th 1966 

It is a beautiful sunny day. The streets are noisy with marching children, red flags are flying. 

Photographs of Mao Zedong are held aloft on banners proclaiming the goodness and 

greatness of the Chairman. Bugles are blowing, drums are beating ceaselessly.  

 

Exterior Dong Dan San Tiao St.  

A five storey building on a quiet street. On the top of the building, there is a large statue of 

the Virgin Mary.   She appears to be serene and full of kindness as she looks down on the 

world.  

 

Convent Exterior 
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In the main hall of the convent, a smaller statue of the Virgin Mary appears to accept the 

people’s devotions. The muffled noise of the drums and the bugles outside are just audible, 

but the room resounds with organ music as the Mass is in progress.  

A sudden sharp knock on the door startles the congregation. It breaks the spell of peace and 

serenity. The knocking becomes intense and strong. Sister Winifred Duff (76, Mother 

Superior from Canada) stops praying and nods her head towards a young Chinese nun. The 

young nun nods and rises to open the door.  

The door opens.  The noise from the outside world rushes in.  

Outside the door, there is a small group of teenagers, boys and girls, dressed in military 

uniforms and wearing red armbands. They jostle and push each other forwards to peer inside 

the building. They seem to be encouraging each other to speak. And then one of the tall boys 

- one of the nine Red Guards - says, “We are Chairman Mao’s Red Guards. We come here 

to…”  

Someone pushes him forward. He is upset by this act behind his back and shouts at those 

behind him: “Don’t push me anymore!!”  

The other Red Guards stop in their tracks. He turns back to the run and continues speaking 

politely 

“Um, we think the statue on the top of your building should been taken down…”  

“Yeah, it is a symbol of the imperialism,” a voice interrupts.  

As one voice falls, another rises 

“Should change it to Chairman Mao’s statue!” 

“Take it down, take it down!” 
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The Chinese sister frowns. She doesn’t know how to deal with this unreasonable demand. 

Another soft voice replies for her: “I am sorry, my dear Children, the statue is embedded in 

cement. We couldn’t take it down from the top of the building.”  

Sister Olga (58) nervously follows the Chinese sister to the door.  

The Red Guards are a little surprised at this answer and the way the elderly foreign nuns look. 

They hurriedly talk among themselves.  

Then, still polite, the boy says, “If it is impossible to take it down, you must cover it up”.  

His attitude is decisive. All the young people stare at the nuns. Sister Olga looks at their 

young faces, just nods her head, saying nothing.  

 

TITLE CARD:  6 Hours later, 3pm   

Franciscan Sisters of Mary Convent, Dong Dan San Tiao Steet, Beijing 

In the heat of the summer afternoon, the loud buzzing of the cicadas in the trees adds to the 

noise in the city.  Outside the convent, it is clear that the statue of the Virgin Mary has been 

covered by a white sheet. In the strong afternoon sunshine, the stark whiteness stings the eyes.  

 

Convent interior 

The nuns are working in different rooms. The Chinese sisters are using brooms, mops and 

cloths to clean and tidy the convent. One is rearranging the books on a bookshelf. Another is 

wiping a picture frame on the wall.  One Chinese sister is polishing the big wooden front door. 

The door is half open. 
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As the nun polishes the front door, she hears the sound of talking outside.  More and more 

Chinese teenagers are gathering near the front gate. Some of them wear white shirts and blue 

trousers. Others wear soldiers’ uniforms with wide leather belts. Some o f them are playing 

with the bells on their bicycles. Bored, some form a circle, just waiting for something to 

happen. Others hold red flags, flyers and little red books — the Quotations from Chairman 

Mao.  

The Chinese nun recognizes some of the Red Guard from the morning. She   hurries to report 

this unusual situation to the Mother Superior. She is in such a rush that she doesn’t even 

notice that she knocks over a bucket.  

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  1582 Macao, High Summer, Ming Dynasty   

(PLEASE NOTE: To reinforce the link between the long history of the Catholic church in 

China and the 1966 incident, the same actors who play the Red Guards and policemen also 

play the characters in the earlier historical episodes.) 

Chinese laborers are busy unloading bags and boxes from a big ship. The weather is really 

hot and humid and most of the workers and sailors are shirtless. A white man is very 

noticeable among the Chinese. He wears Indian style clothing and holds a bible. His Western 

appearance doesn’t make him particularly special in this busy international port which bustles 

with travellers from around the globe. His pale, haggard face shows that he is recovering 

from a serious illness. Behind him, two porters are carrying his large European hand-made 

leather situation, worn from many years of travel. He carefully walks down the plank 
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separating the ship from land. When he reaches solid ground he clutches his bible and gazes 

excitedly around at the busy port with its seething and the mass of people.  

FEMALE NARRATOR : This 30 year old Italian arriving in China after 4 years in India is 

a Jesuit missionary. His name is Matteo Ricci. In Italian, this means “gift from God”. But in 

Chinese history, this Jesuit will have a more famous and popular name: “Li Madou”, a name 

linked with many “first time experiences” for the Chinese people. Ricci is the first Westerner 

to win the Emperor’s permission to stay in the capital city of China and to visit the 

mysterious Forbidden City. He will build the first cathedral in Beijing, a church later called 

the “Southern Cathedral”. When he first stepped onto Chinese soil, he could never have 

known the great impact his mission would have on the development of science in China.   

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  1966 Franciscan Sisters of Mary Convent, Dong Dan San Tiao, Beijing 

 

Outside the Convent   

There are more and more young people gathering outside the convent, but no one gets inside 

the gate. They young Red Guards talk among themselves.  

“How long do we still need to wait? It’s so hot here.” 

“ What are we waiting for?” 

“Yeah, yeah, totally a waste of time!” 

 “Don’t ask too much. Just follow the order.”  
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More and more teenagers are gathering, coming from different directions.  

A room, inside the convent 

Mother Superior, Winifred Duff, looks through the window, staring out at the street and 

noticing that more and more Red Guards are gathering in front of the gate. Sister Duff turns 

to face the rest of the nuns clustered in the room.  She speaks in a quiet voice:  

 

“ What we have always worried might happen, has come about.  We must hold on to our faith. 

God is always with us.”  

 

She makes the sign of the cross. The other sisters follow.  

 

Outside the convent, later 

Led by one group of Red Guards - and without any invitation - students start to climb the 

front gate and break into the yard. Two young boys prise open the iron bars of the gate with 

to let more people in.  

 

The young leader of the Red Guards climbs up the steps waving a big red flag. He faces the 

group of the foreign nuns standing at the top of the steps. Sister Duff stands at the front of her 

little cluster of nuns. 

 

Sister Duff: Dear children, what can I do for you? 
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Red Guard: Shut up, you’re foreign enemies!  

Sister Duff: We are not your enemies.  We are your friends 

Red Guard: Friends? How dare you say you are our friends! We are proletarian soldiers!  We  

                    are Mao’s Red Guards! We know that you foreigners have come to China to  

                    shatter our goal of achieving communism! 

Sister Duff: That’s not true. We came here for love. We are just teachers.  

Red Guard:  Shut up, I have nothing to say to you! We come to break the “four olds”. We  

                      have our task. You, you and you (he points three of the Red Guards)  take them  

                      back to their rooms. And you (he speaks to a boy besides him), bring some   

                      people to search this building.  The rest of you come with me to get rid of the  

                      statue on the roof. Now we will take over here. Let’s go!  

 

On the roof of the convent 

A huge red flag has been set on the top of the convent tower. Many students remain on top of 

the roof of the five-storey building.   They are waving flags and shouting slogans:  

“ Long live Chairman Mao!” “ Smash capitalism!” 

 

A teenage girl stands at the edge of the roof. She cranes her neck to look down to the street. It 

is an extremely dizzy height. She staggers and nearly falls. A boy steadies her.  
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Boy: What the hell! Do you want to fall from the fifth floor and become mincemeat?  

Girl:  I just had one glance. Don’t yell at me like that!  

One of the Red Guard attaches ropes to the statue of the Virgin Mary. Another young Red 

Guard cautiously approaches the statue from the other side.   

 

In the street below, some students stand and shout orders at those on the roof whose job is to 

topple the statue.  Other Red Guards are plastering the walls of the school with posters 

reading “Get out, foreign devil!” and “Chase out running dogs of imperialism.” 

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  1582 Macao, four months later.     

Several western Jesuit missionaries members are sitting in a small room, trying to pronounce 

Cantonese.  They are holding brush pens and trying to write very simple Chinese characters. 

Ricci’s pronunciation makes it clear that it is difficult for him to learn Chinese. He carefully 

imitates the brush strokes of the teacher. On his table, a notebook is open. In it, each simple 

Chinese character corresponds to some Latin letters. His brush pen is marking  

FEMALE NARRATOR : Ricci has been Macao for 4 months.  His daily work is studying 

Chinese. Ricci can speak Italian, Latin and Portuguese, but none of these languages has 

proved as difficult for him as Chinese. Ming Dynasty China has a policy of extreme seclusion 

and Ricci knows that the first step towards gaining trust from Chinese governors and the 

common people is to be fluency in the Chinese language. In order to remember how to 
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pronounce the Chinese characters, he and the other missionary are using the Latin alphabet 

to spell out the pronunciations . 

 

CUT TO 

In a small room, another Western missionary is shaving Ricci’s head. Ricci is looking in a 

mirror. The mirror reveals that he is wearing a Buddhist robe. He puts his two palms together 

and bows in the Buddhist fashion. 

Michele Ruggieri, another Western missionary dressed in the Buddhist style, nods his head to 

show his satisfaction at Ricci’s appearance. He makes the sigh of the cross. Ricci follows. On 

the big table behind them, there are many Western artifacts including chiming clocks, globes 

and a telescope.  

 

FEMALE NARRATOR : After a year of intense study, Ricci now speaks and writes Chinese. 

But Westerners are still not welcome anywhere throughout the whole country. So to avoid 

being expelled, the senior priest, Michele Ruggieri, suggests they pretend to be Buddhists 

from India rather than Catholic missionaries from Europe.  Although they don’t look Indian, 

their many fancy European products, like the chiming clock, are attractive bribes for the 

local officials. At last, they are allowed to stay and build a house in Zhaoqing, in Guangdong 

Province. 

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD: Black screen, white words:  
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1966 Franciscan Sisters of Mary Convent, Dongdan Santiao Street, Beijing 

Inside the Convent, a foreign nun’s cell 

Sister Eamonn lies on her bed. A towel is on her forehead. Several sisters are standing around 

her as well the Mother superior Sister Duff.  A Eurasian nun uses a towel to wipe Sister 

Eamonn’s face. Her name is sister Mary.  

  

Sister Duff: Mary, how is she doing now?  

(Outside, the students are shouting: “1,2,3 come on! Again,1,2,3!”)  

Chinese nun: She just took some aspirin, but her temperature has been increasing.  

(Noisy sounds are coming from throughout the building as the Red Guards move through the 

entire convent, banging on doors, searching everywhere.) 

Sister Duff walks across to Sister Eamonn, and holds her hand.  

 

      Sister Duff: How do you feel now? 

Sister Eamonn: I’m fine. I can’t lie down anymore. I need to pack. I need to find my           

                            passport… 

A loud crash is heard coming from outside. Everyone is suddenly shocked into silence.  Mary 

runs to the window to check what happened.  

Mary: Holy Mother! My god! They…they have dragged the Blessed Virgin’s statue off the    

           roof. 
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Outside the convent, in the grounds 

The broken pieces of the Virgin Mary’s statue which has been toppled from the roof are 

spread everywhere. Some of the young students are holding shovels and mattocks and they 

keep smashing at the statue. Red Guards round up the nuns and make them stand in front of 

the shattered statue. Some of the Red Guards carry buckets of red paint and throw the paint 

onto the broken pieces. Others stand surrounding the pieces and the nuns.    

 

Some of the foreign nuns are weeping. The boys step close to them and dump the broken bits 

around the nuns’ foot. The boys’ hands are covered in blood red paint. The nun’s once snow-

white habits are now stained red. The Red Guards stand close to the nuns and look them 

straight in the eyes, saying with utter seriousness: 

 

Red Guard A: You, you and you are dogs. And you (He stares  Sister Eamonn) Ha ha,you are  

                        too fat, you are a pig. 
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A girl steps up. She waves a red book in front of the nuns’ faces.  

Red Guard B: All reactionaries are paper tigers. In appearance, the reactionaries are terrifying,   

                        but in reality they are not so powerful.  

A boy paints the nose of one of the nuns. His other hand clasps a red book.  

Red Guard B: Do you love Chairman Mao?  

Sister Olga:   I am a Christian and I love Chairman Mao very much. I love the Chinese people.  

                      In fact, I love you, too. 

 

The boy looks baffled by the nun’s reply.  

Red Guard B: We don’t love you. We hate you!  

On the ground, the Virgin Mary’s face is covered with red paint.  

Up on the roof, Chairman Mao’s portrait replaces the statue of the Virgin Mary   .  

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  1584 Zhaoqing in Guang Dong Province.   

Matteo Ricci is talking with a Chinese officer, Wang Pan, who is wearing the uniform of the 

Ming Dynasty. They are in a simply room, which looks like a traditional Chinese ink and 

wash painting. The Chinese officer is pointing at a map hanging on the wall. There are many 

other Chinese standing around. They are admiring the objects on the table which include a 
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globe of the world, a chiming clock, a triangular prism  and some beautiful Western hardcopy 

books and paintings . 

FEMALE NARRATOR : Ricci begins to display some novel Western objects such as a 

globe of the world. 

Local Official: Mr Li, are you saying the world is a ball? Liar! We all know the world is flat. 

It is obvious. If what you say is true, the people living on the other side would 

drop into the sky.  

Ricci: It is round, sir. A great sailor called Columbus has already travelled around the world 

and proved that we are living on a globe.  

Official: Oh? Someone sailed the whole ball? He didn’t find the edge of the world?  

Then Ricci shows a model of the celestial bodies   

Ricci:  Not only is the world we are living on a globe but the sun and the moon are also 

globes. And what’s more the earth spins around the Sun. In the same way, the moon 

spins around our earth.  

The Chinese audience is obviously dubious about these statements.    

Official: If it is true, then show me on this map where you come from.  

Ricci: My colleague and I had to travel on the ocean for around half a year to come from my 

homeland to China. 

(He walks closer to the map and puts his finger near its centre.)  

Ricci: Here, this is my country, Italy.  
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The map has many Italian notes.  

Official: Oh?  Show me where our great China is?  

Ricci moves his finger to a side of map and indicates a part to the officer.  Suddenly, the 

Chinese officer becomes angry.  

Official: How dare are you! Why does our China only stay on the edge of the map?  

The rest of audiences raise their voices in chorus.  

Person A: How dare you! You foreigners have no idea about how big China is.  

Person B: Our vast country is the centre of the world! 

Person C: It is a fake map. These foreign monks know nothing! 

Ricci is surprised by the people’s reactions. To try to ease the situation, he stands in front of 

the map, concealing it with his body. 

CROSS FADE 

Ricci moves away to reveal the map. It is a new map totally different from the previous one. 

Now China has been shifted to the middle of the map and each country has notes in Chinese, 

showing its name and major cities.  

The official who was angry with the previous map now is very satisfied with Ricci’s new 

work. The crowds gathered around the map are nodding their heads in agreement. They begin 

asking many questions, and Ricci answers them.  
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FEMALE NARRATOR : Ricci realizes that the best way to enable the Chinese people to 

accept a new view of the world is to put China’s 15 provinces at the centre of the map and 

enlarge their size. Although it is not an exact map, it proves really popular with locals.     

Ricci composes the first ever map of the world in Chinese and introduces the idea of Five 

Continents, latitudes and hemispheres to the Chinese people. He even gives these Chinese 

names based on his understanding of the language, and these names are still being used 

today. The Chinese official, Wang Pan, pays from his own pocket to print this map and 

spread copies of it throughout the whole country. And this first Chinese map leads many 

young scholars to explore other Western technology.  

 

CUT TO 

 TITLE CARD: 1966 Dong Si Street August 24th Afternoon 4-5pm 

A group of boys in the standard uniform of the Red Guards is walking down the side of a 

broad street. They are playing with each other, looking very excited. On both sides of the 

road, workers are busy changing signboards for the stores. The group of Red Guards is 

slowly passing a local photo shop. The old signboard of this shop has been dumped on the 
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ground. Another, simply decorated board with “Red Flag Photo Shop” is being hung. Some 

people are plastering new posters; others are giving flyers to passersby. Some flyers are 

thrown out of windows on the higher floors of the buildings. The boys fight to catch these 

colorful papers.  

 

 

MALE NARRATOR: At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, the Red Guard 

movement consisted simply of groups of unarmed young people, mainly students, bent on 

carrying out the reforms they had come to believe were necessary in the narrow streets and 

laneways. They were on the lookout for elderly landlords, spies, and other anti-government 

“hutong dwellers” with counter-revolutionary attitudes and, usually, with property to rent, 

money in the bank to gain interest on, and some stocks of gold and silver. On August 20,1966 

the Red Guards in Beijing launched a fierce offensive against all old ideas, culture, customs 

and habits. They took to the streets, posting revolutionary handbills and big -character 

posters, holding rallies and making speeches everywhere. They smashed the signboards of 

many restaurants, antique and old-fashioned furniture shops, tailor shops, barbershops and 

patent medicine firms, anything which carried the names of founders from before 1949. 
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A group of the Red Guards catches some flyers.  

 

Red Guard 1: We’ve walked a whole street.  There’s not a shop left on this street that needs 

its name changed any more. Even the street name has been changed to 

Revolutionary Road. There’s nothing left for us!  

Red Guard 2: Yes, you’re right. Other groups of Red Guards must have given these shops a 

lesson already. 

Red Guard 3: I am so bored! We’ve spent a whole day hanging around but haven’t found 

even one class enemy.  If we find nothing to revolutionize, we’ll definitely be 

laughed at.  

Another group of Red Guards passes by them.  
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Red Guard 1: Have you heard some Red Guards have found a group of foreign nuns?  

Red Guard 2: Where? Where? 

Red Guard 1: Dong Dan San Tiao Street. I’ve heard it is very crowded now. And a lot of Red 

Guards are heading there too. We can’t be left behind.  

The leader of these Red Guards rolls up his sleeves, and waves his hand,  

“Brothers, brothers, be quiet, quiet. Let’s go to meet these nuns.”  

 

St. Mary’s Franciscan Convent 

The group of young Red Guards approaches the convent. There is no one guarding the big 

front door, but there is noise from inside. The boys push the door open and walk into the yard. 

It is quite dark as cautiously enter the building. Inside, the wall lamps dimly light the hallway. 

They move forward timidly.  Turning a corner, they are suddenly surprised by another group 

of Red Guards emerging from the blackness in front of them. The old wooden floor creaks as 

they walk. 

There are many doors off the hallway. One is opened to reveal some girls playing the organ.  

A boy opens a second door. It reveals what looks like a small classroom. There are tables, 

chairs and a blackboard in the room. A tall Red Guard is writing “Long Live Chairman Mao” 

on a blackboard. Two others are turning the pages of the books on the bookshelf. Paintings 

and pictures litter the ground, obviously torn down from the wall. Those already in the room 

tell the newcomers to leave. 

The boys continue up the hallway.  The leader of the group opens a heavy wooden door. 

There are several foreign nuns in this room, but they are silent. In the darkness, you can 
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barely see the nuns’ faces. They are dressed in their while habits and they sit without moving. 

One old sister, Mother Superior, Winifred Duff, is sitting on a rocking chair. It is hard to see 

any emotion on her face. Her eyes are closed and she is breathing slowly.  

The leader of the group of Red Guards stands in front of the nun.  They look at each other. 

One of the guards steps forward.   

Red Guard A:  Heh!  Do you speak Chinese? Who are you? Where are you from?  

The nuns remain silent.  

Red Guard A: I don’t think they can understand Chinese.  

Red Guard B:  Didn’t you learn  a foreign language in school?  

Red Guard A: Бросай оружие, не убъём! Сложишь, не убъём! Мы великодушно к  

                       пленным. Мы хорошо обращаемся с пленными (Russian).  

(SUBTITLED: Hand over your gun! You will not be killed!)  

Red Guard B: What does that mean?  

Red Guard A: Hand over your gun! You will not be killed! 

There is no response 

Red Guard B: Try something else.  

Red Guard A: дравствуите .  

(SUBTITLED: Hello) 
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Again there is no response.  

Red Guard A: I guess she’s deaf.  

They stare at the sisters.  There is still no sound save the creak of the  rocking chair on the 

wooden floor. The young guards are bored. Another group of Red Guards enters the room so 

the leader of the first group takes his comrades out.  

The convent is like a huge labyrinth. They walk for a while before entering a large room in 

which there are some leather chairs and a long couch. The room looks like a small cinema. A 

white screen is set in front of the chairs. The leader of the group settles down comfortably on 

the sofa. Some boys are playing with the buttons of the cine-projector when, suddenly, the 

machine starts to run. This surprises the boys, and they jump and cheer. A black and white 

film is showing on the screen.   

 

The film shows a totally different style of life. The boys can’t understand the language but 

they are attracted by the rich variety of scenes: a horse race, afternoon tea in a British cafe, a 

huge ship launching, and an elegant society dance…  

MALE NARRATOR : For these boys, what’s on the screen is really attractive. They know it 

is the “bourgeoisie”. In Marxist theory, this is the social group opposed to the proletariat in 

the class struggle. In other words, it’s their enemy who should be totally destroyed. The Red 

Guards have been to school but they haven’t had many chances to see what the outside world 

looks like. Now, thanks to the nuns, they get a special lesson.  
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CUT TO 

 

TITLE CARD:  1587     

Using quill, a man’s hand writes a letter an ink pen 

Ricci’s Voice Over: My dear religious friend, nearly 3 years have gone by since I arrived in 

China, and with God’s help our religion is becoming popular. Every day, many Chinese 

people come to visit. This first step for our great mission is going well. I think if the Pope 

could see so many believers coming to our Church, he would be truly delighted…  

ANIMATION 

A map of China in the Ming Dynasty shows Ricci’s path to Beijing over a 10 year period. 

Changing western cartoon images of Ricci show him: 

 

in Macao, wearing the traditional vestment for a priest;  

in Zhaoqing, Guangdong Province, the cartoon Ricci hides his priestly gown and dons 

Buddhist robes. He is bowing to the audience, as if he was a monk; 

in Shaozhou in Hunan Province, Ricci takes off the Buddhist gown. His hair has grown 

longer. He changes his appearance from that of Buddhist monk to Confucian scholar. Ricci is 

holding a brush pen to write like a Chinese scholar; 

in Nanchang in Hunan Province, with many Chinese scholars around him; 

in Nanjing, in Jiangsu Province, he dresses like a Confucian ; 
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FEMALE NARRATOR : In 1589, the new satrap of Guangdong province coveted the 

residence of these Jesuits. So the missionaries made a deal with the satrap to move to 

Zhaoqing, a town further inland. During their time there, the other two priests who had 

joined Ricci died. And Ricci’s superior, Michele Ruggieri, went back to Europe. Now, Ricci 

was the only missionary left on the mainland China. He realized that the best way to make the 

people accept Catholicism was to use traditional culture, especially Confucianism, to 

approach the Chinese scholars, most of whom worked for the government. As long as the 

governors could be brought to believe in Catholicism, the common people would follow, 

sooner or later. So he abandoned his Buddhist appearance and donned for the robe of a 

Confucian scholar. 

  

Ricci wears Confucian clothes. His beard grows to his chest and he looks much older than 

before. He steps lightly down from a traditional Chinese sedan at the royal family’s home.  

He demonstrates the ‘magic’ of a triangular crystal prism, casting a rainbow from the sunlight 

onto Emperor’s palm.   

Some Chinese scholars surround him on the table. In front of them, there are some papers, 

rulers and protractors. Ricci is discussing geometry with his Chinese followers. When he is 

listening, he takes hold of his long beard just like an elderly Chinese man.  

Ricci is stroking his long beard and smiling to the crowd. Expensively dressed people 

applaud him. They are taking place gathered in a courtyard. In the night sky an eclipse of the 

moon is. 
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FEMALE NARRATOR : Ricci called himself “xi ru”. In Chinese this means ‘a Confucian 

scholar from the West’.  He has decided to try to convert the Emperor and has concentrated 

on building up his influence with the nobles in order to access the Forbidden City. A small 

triangular prism has made him a valued guest of His Royal Highness, and also he has 

introduced geometry and some trigonometric instruments to Chinese scholars. A shared 

interest in mathematics has won him many loyal friends in the circle of scholars. His 

reputation is confirmed when his use of astronomy enables him to predict the exact time of 

the eclipse of the moon.  So Ricci’s name becomes a legend in the whole of southern China. 

CUT TO 

 TITLE CARD: Night August 24th 1966 Dong Si Street  

 Convent exterior 

It is late night, quite peaceful. Moonlight is falling on the cold broken face of the statue of the 

Virgin Mary on the ground. Two young boys are guarding the front gate, acting just like real 

soldiers.   

Convent Interior 

Inside the school, the young Red Guards are worn out and many can’t resist falling asleep. 

They lie on sofas, on tables, even on the ground.  But some of them are still chatting and their 

noise draws complaints from the others.  

 

Red Guard A: Hi buddy, do you know what “nun” means exactly?  I mean, what do they 

normally do?  
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Red Guard B: Oh, of course I know. They are pretty much the same thing as the Buddhist 

nuns in a temple. But they eat meat 

Red Guard A: Huh?  

Red Guard B: They don’t get married!  

Red Guard C:  I heard that they murdered a lot of babies for some experiments before   the 

liberation.  

Red Guard A: Really? What kind of experiments? 

Red Guard C: I am not really sure. Some kind of medical test or something. They had a lot of 

orphanages and when babies were sent there, they gave them injections. They 

would test medicine on the babies and then some of the babies would die.   

Red Guard A: That’s horrible! Really? But, but they don’t look that evil…  

Red Guard B:  Chi, You know what! You have no experience identifying the  enemy. They  

                        are all under good cover! This time we can’t let anything escape us. They must  

                        be hiding something! 

Red Guard C: I agree. No foreigners can be trusted! 

  

Convent Kitchen 

Three young boys are searching for food in the convent kitchen. They angrily open the 

cupboards one. It is clear that the kitchen has been searched many times. There is not much 

left. Finally, they find some tins of food in a small cupboard behind the stacked plates. The 
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boys are really excited. They sit together, trying to prise open the cans with a large kitchen 

knife.  

Red Guard A: We are very lucky! This is my favorite tinned meat! They have so many!  

Red Guard B: Tinned meat is nothing special. I have it all the time. 

Red Guard A: All the time, in your dreams! You’re bragging!  

Red Guard B: No, I’m not!  

Red Guard A: Yes, you are!  

Red Guard B:  My father’s monthly ration is above average.   

Red Guard A:  Bah, your father is just a brigadier, not a general! 

Red Guard B: What would you know? 

Red Guard C: Ok, ok, Guys, stop it! Just stop it. Can we open some first? These foreign pigs  

                       really do have a   life of luxury. 

The two boys look each other and stop arguing.  

 

Red Guard B: Is that food? 

Red Guard A: I think it is.  

He opens a paper pack. There is a piece of round cheese under the paper cover.  

Red Guard C: Give me some! 

Red Guard B: And me! 
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They put a piece of cheese into their mouths and chew.  

 

Red Guard A: Does they really eat this stuff every day? 

Red Guard B: It’s rotten.  

Red Guard C: What is it?   

 They look at each other, then they throw the remaining cheese out quickly.  

Red Guard A: I don’t understand why the foreigner’s food always tastes so strange.      

                        Remember those Russian experts who used to live near us?  My mum learnt a  

                        soup recipe from them. Every day she’d boil cabbage with milk as our dinner.  

                        It was horrible!  

 

Red Guard B: Um, I used to like those Russian experts. My parents’ favorite restaurant, you  

                       know that “Moscow Restaurant”, would one only serve high ranking officials.     

Red Guard A: Of course, it’s the best western restaurant in Beijing.  

Red Guard C:  Russia! Fake brother rather than big brother! Foreigners! Not one you can  

                         trust. See what the Soviet Union does to our country now? They just want to  

                         control us, want to make use of us! They want to isolate us! 

Red Guard B: Revisionists! Sooner or later, we’ll teach them a lesson!  
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Red Guard C: Did you know that some of our schoolmates have joined the protest near the  

                       Soviet Embassy?  

Red Guard A: Really? Why didn’t you say so earlier! Protesting is much better than just  

                       staying here!  

 

The kitchen is bathed in the yellow light of the lamp hanging from the ceiling.  

 

CUT TO 

Archival Newsreel footage from 1966 showing protests in Beijing, with Red Guards in front 

of the Soviet Embassy, carrying huge portraits of Marx, Engels and Stalin.  

 

MALE NARRATOR : Foreign relations with other countries were practically impossible 

during the Cultural Revolution because of the actions of the young Red Guards. The name of 

the road outside the Soviet Embassy was changed to Anti-Revisionism Road and there were 

regular demonstrations there. Most of the demonstrators were Red Guards.  Carrying huge 

portraits of Marx, Engels and Stalin in criticism of the Soviet Revisionists who had departed 

from the correct party line. 

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  1601 The Forbidden City   
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Exterior palace 

The Sun is rising above the high wall of the Forbidden City. The whole palace is covered in 

snow. A eunuch is using a horsetail brush to sweep the road. Ricci is teetering to step into the 

door of the Royal palace. He is almost 50 years old.  His every step shows that he is 

trembling with great excitement.  

FEMALE NARRATOR : Just a few days after New Year in 1601, Matteo Ricci finally 

enters the fabled royal palace in the Forbidden City. No Westerner has set foot inside the 

Forbidden City before. It is 19 years since Ricci first arrived at Macao, and he is nearly 50 

years old. For this great honour, he can thank one of the Jesuits and one of their gifts, the 

chiming clock. 

 

Interior Emperor’s palace  

Emperor Wanli of the Ming Dynasty is dressed in the yellow dragon robe. He is carefully 

playing with a small clock. When the hour hand points to twelve, beautiful music sounds. The 

imperial concubines are astonished. 

The emperor is alone with his favorite eunuch. His furrowed brow shows that he is curious 

about where inside the clock the chiming sound comes from. He tries to pull the clock apart.  

 

FEMALE NARRATOR : Ricci presents many extravagant tributes to the emperor. The most 

attractive gifts are two chiming brass clocks. The bigger one is set in a special clock tower, 

while the smaller one becomes the favourite toy of Emperor Wan Li.  The story goes that the 
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Queen mother heard of this magic chiming clock and wanted to have a look at it, but the 

emperor cunningly asked the eunuch not to give her the clockwork spring.  So when the clock 

was sent to the queen mother, it no longer chimed. She soon lost interest, and readily agreed 

when the emperor asked for it back . 

 

A SERIES OF TABLEAUX FOLLOWS  

Interior of Emperor’s Palace  

Ricci is facing a half dismantled clock in a room in the palace. Three of four Some eunuchs 

surround him. He opens his case in which there are various instruments for repairing the 

clock.  

A fully repaired clock is in Emperor Wanli’s hands in the Wan Li Emperor, and he is very 

happy. He gives orders to a eunuch. 

 

Interior Ricci’s Residence Beijing  

Ricci is kneeing on the ground with his servant in a temporary residence in Beijing. A eunuch 

is standing in front of him, reading a royal order.  

Interior Forbidden City 

Ricci is taking a few Western missionaries around the Forbidden City.  A maid- in-waiting 

salutes him.   

FEMALE NARRATOR: The clock constantly needed to be maintained and repaired, and 

since no one else could do this job, Ricci was not only allowed to remain in Beijing, but was 
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also allotted a generous monthly stipend. Amazingly, he obtained the freedom to visit the 

Forbidden City whenever he chose. Later, he was even able to show Western newcomers 

around the great royal palace.  

But though Ricci was given free access to the Forbidden City he never met the Emperor Wan 

Li, who had sworn that he would never see anyone except his imperial concubines and 

eunuchs. And indeed the emperor didn’t meet anyone else — including his officials — for 

decades. Even though the Emperor was curious about this western scholar, he refused to 

break his oath.  

So Matteo Ricci never got a chance to try to convert the emperor to Catholicism, but at least 

he had royal support to build the first Cathedral in Beijing.   

Ricci stands at a building site, looking at the progress of the cathedral’s construction.  

Contemplating his life from the first time he set foot in China, he recalled his arrival in 

Macao, the first time he shaved his long hair, pretending he was a Buddhist, his first map of 

the world in Chinese, teaching geometry to Chinese scholars, bowing to  the empty emperor’s 

Chair in the Forbidden City…  

The end of the scene displays the South Cathedral, completed.  

FEMALE NARRATOR : Ricci introduced western ideas on subjects like geometry, 

astronomy and philosophy to the Middle Kingdom. His most important work, however, was 

the Chinese version of the first six books of Euclid’s Elements, which he wrote in 

collaboration with one of his pupils, Xu Guangqi, a Chinese government official and a 

scientist. This work alone assures Ricci an important place in the history of mathematics. 
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Ricci wasn’t just a simpleminded missionary. He came to appreciate Chinese values, 

eventually proposing a synthesis of Confucianism and Catholicism.  Though he didn’t realize 

his ambition to convert the emperor of China, his mission wasn’t a complete failure – by the 

time of his death, there were 300 Catholic churches in China.  

  

CUT TO 

The cathedral is ablaze and a crowd of Red Guards is cheering. In the ashes, there is an 

ancient half burnt clock, with scorched portrait of Matteo Ricci. 

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  1966 Second day (Beijing 25th / London 24th) 

FEMALE NARRATOR : At night, the convent again becomes peaceful, but on the other 

side of the earth in London, the  “Times”, newspaper of Wednesday August, 24, 1966 

reported that: ‘Thousands of teenagers, enforcing China’s drive for a stricter communist way 
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of life, swarmed through Beijing again today, changing street names and closing Christian 

churches’. 

 

Exterior Beijing  

Red flags flutter from the dome and western tower of the south cathedral, the main Roman 

Catholic centre, and demonstrators refuse to let foreign correspondents enter the walled 

compound.  

On the walls are bible scenes heavily crossed out with black brush strokes. Some windows 

have been shattered. 

At the protestant church, the foreign press corps is again kept outside. The interior has been 

completely rearranged with a larger-than-life white bust of China’s leader, Mao Zedong, now 

at the centre. The church is covered inside and out with red flags, banners and posters .  
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Convent, early morning  

The convent is very quiet. The sun rises very early on Beijing summer mornings. A pigeon 

lands on the windowsill of the building. Inside the hall, most of the teenage Red Guards lie 

on the tables and chairs. Apparently they are still asleep.  

 

A Nun’s cell 

Sister Mary, the young mixed blood sister, has not slept at all and looks anxiety-ridden. She 

stands beside Sister Eamonn’s bed.  

The young nun’s tears fell onto the old nun’s hand. Sister Eamonn opens her eyes and look at  

the young woman beside her. She struggles to sit up from her bed. Sister Mary helps her sit 

up. 

     Mary:  Are you feeling better Sister? 

Eamonn:  Yes, I am. But what’s the matter with you, my dear?  

     Mary:  I…Sister, I, I feel scared.  

Eamonn:  Dear, feeling scared is natural. We all have that feeling sometimes. It is a test from  

                 God. We need to trust our beliefs.  

      Mary: I never have any doubts about my belief. I just … the Red Guards, they are savages.  
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                 Mother said we will leave soon. All non-Chinese nuns will leave.But I don’t know.  

                 I don’t know if I can go. This school is my only home and I want to stay with you.  

                 But I don’t have a passport. I feel I don’t belong anywhere…  

Eamonn:  Of course you will come with us. You will. The Red Guards are just children who  

                 are searching for themselves. I’m sure they will open their eyes one day. As for me,  

                 I left my country, Ireland, when I was your age.  Now I barely know what my  

                 hometown looks like…  I have been here in Beijing for nearly 30 years.  It’s my  

                 second home.  

      Mary: Don’t you miss Ireland? Are any of your family still alive there sister?  

Eamonn:  Yes dear. I miss my family and my home. I still can remember being a child, with  

                 my sisters and brothers. I went to a Catholic school called St. Aloysius School. It  

                 was a small school, but it had everything. We learnt maths, foreign languages,  

                 painting, music…  

      Mary: It’s just like our school.  

Eamonn:  Yes it was. And I had a big family, four sisters and two brothers. My mum is lovely,  

                 but very strong and determined. She’ll be 86 this year. We still write to each other.  

                 But since I came China, I’ve never had the chance to see her again.  

 

CUT TO 
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Photos of Sister Eamonn’s childhood in Cork. A typical Irish Catholic family in the Ireland of 

the early 20th century. We see her at school and as a novice at the convent, finally as a young 

nun, embarking on her journey to China.  

FEMALE NARRATOR : Eamonn is a common family name in Cork and Sister Eamonn is 

from a very traditional Catholic family. Like every other member of her family she goes to the 

local Catholic primary school. And every Sunday, the whole family attends the local church.  

This is the biggest event in her family’s week. The children all dress up. She has three 

brothers and two sisters. Her brothers are featured in the choir. This makes little Mary very 

proud, and she devoutly sings the hymns in church and at school.  

Her decision to become a nun is especially supported by her mother. It is a matter of pride 

and honour for the family. She is the third of the girls in her extended family to enter the 

convent, and the whole family rejoices, even though at the time she joined, they knew the rule 

was that she would never return to their home.  

In the convent she learns French, and gains medical and nursing knowledge. She is trained in 

music, painting and natural science. And she practices cooking, sewing and cleaning.  

After the first year, she completes her Novitiate. She becomes a bride of Christ. Her hair is 

cut and she dresses in the full nun’s habit.  She is now Sister Mary Eamonn. Soon she is on a 

ship to the Far East—a whole new world . 

 

CUT TO  

A Nun’s cell, Convent 

Eamonn: From the first day I joined the convent, it became my real home.  My life’s work  
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                has been bringing the Gospel to  people. And as for you, you belong with us and  

                you will certainly come with us my dear.  

Sister Eamonn takes the young girl’s hand. And the girl kneels on the ground, kissing the 

hand of the older nun. 

 

Convent Exterior 

More and more people are arriving at the convent, and every minute, new posters cover the 

old ones. 

 

TITLE CARD: noon August 25th  1966 

Convent Interior 

Sunlight streams through the open doors of the rooms on both sides of the corridor,. Pools of 

light are on the old wooden floor. The dust slowly floats on the air through the sunlights.  

Young Red Guards are busy ‘redecorating’ the buildings. They are moving out the elegant 

furniture and dumping it in the yard.  

Several young boys are strolling about the building. As we follow them, it looks like scenes 

from a revolutionary war. They push open a door to reveal the foreign nuns in a room with a 

group of female Red Guards.  

A girl is holding Mao’s red book, reading very slowly and loudly to the nuns, trying to 

educate them about Mao’s thought.  
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Red Guard Girl: All reactionaries are paper tigers. In appearance, the reactionaries are 

terrifying, but in reality they are not so powerful. From a long-term point of 

view, it is not the reactionaries but the people who are really powerful.  

I have said that all the reputedly powerful reactionaries are merely paper 

tigers. The reason is that they are divorced from the people. Look! Was not 

Hitler a paper tiger? Was Hitler not overthrown? … 

While the leader is reading from the red book, a short boy in an oversized uniform asks the   

boy besides him: 

Red Guard A: Do you think they could understand what she says?  They don’t look like they  

                       understand at all. 

Red Guard B: Don’t be fooled by their white skin.  

Red Guard A: What do you mean? 

Red Guard B: I hear they can speak Chinese very well. They talk with the Chinese nuns.  

                       Some of these old women have been here more than 30 years. Their Chinese  

                       could be better than yours. 

Red Guard A: Bah, no way their Chinese is better than mine. I don’t like their attitude, like  

                       they don’t give a damn.  

Red Guard B: Well, dealing with foreigners is a very tricky job. We have to be careful. That’s  

                       why we separated the Chinese nuns from the foreigners.  

Red Guard A: Shit, if they keep going on like this, I’ll let them know who’s in charge!   Who  
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                       do they think they are?  A bunch of aggressors! 

The boys look at the nuns who bow their heads and hide their faces in big habits.  

 DISSOLVE TO  

The nuns’ heads are still hidden beneath their habits and another girl voice is reading from 

the little red book of Mao. 

Red Guard Girl: Look! Was not Hitler a paper tiger? Was Hitler not overthrown? I also said 

that the Tsar of Russia, the emperor of China and Japanese imperialism 

were all overthrown. U.S. imperialism has not yet been overthrown and it  

has the atom bomb. I believe it also will be overthrown. It, too, is a paper 

tiger.  

 

Interior Chinese Nuns’ Room 

Another group of Red Guard girls is supervising the Chinese nuns. Unlike the foreign nuns 

who were allowed to sit on chairs to be educated, these Chinese women kneel on the floor, 

bowed. 

A familiar group of Red Guard boys is standing behind the group of girls. The leader of the 

girls raises her right hand and makes a fist and shouts “Long live Chairman Mao!”  

Other girls and boys immediately follow her behaviour and they shout: “Long Live Chairman 

Mao!” 

The devotion these young adolescents feel for Chairman Mao fills the air. They shake their 

red books in their hands. 
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The Chinese nuns keep their faces hidden and remain silent. There is a strong contrast 

between the Red Guards’ noisy fervour and the nuns’ silence.   

Suddenly a girl roughly pushes one of the Chinese nuns kneeling in the front row.  

“What are you mumbling?” the girl asks.  

The Chinese nun seems startled.  

She screams, “Maria”.  

Everyone freezes and turns to look.  

 

Red Guard1: What did you say? 

Chinese Nun: Maria, Maria, Maria…  

She does not answer but just keeps repeating the word. 

 

Red Guard1: Maria? Maria! You still follow the wrong line! You have been totally 

brainwashed by these foreign enemies. Your Maria has been destroyed by our 

Mao’s Red Guards.  If your Maria is such a powerful god, why couldn’t she 

save herself?  We have come here to reveal the truth behind their lies. Open 

your eyes and see it!  

Red Guard2: Destroy the old world! Build up a great new world! We don’t need to  

ask a statue to tell us what to do. The Great Chairman Mao will lead us  

to victory. Your Maria is just a stupid statue. “The Great Leader  
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                      Chairman Mao”! Say it! 

The Chinese nun ignores the Red Guards’ demands. She joins her hands and prays “Maria” 

over and over again.  The other Chinese nuns remain silent.  

The Red Guards are offended by the nun’s attitude.  

 

Red Guard: Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao! 

Chinese Nun: Maria, Maria, Maria…  

Red Guard: Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao! 

Chinese Nun: Maria, Maria, Maria…  

The Red Guards are enraged. They all gather around this stubborn woman who just bows her 

head and continues repeating the name of the Virgin Mary. Suddenly, the Chinese nun is 

slapped hard by the girl and she falls sideways.  

“You are obviously not a mute!” the girl says angrily.  

Another Chinese nun reaches down to the sister on the floor, taking the chance to squeeze the 

nun’s hand to signal she should keep silent.   

The nun lifts herself from the floor and adjusts her habit.  

The girl who slapped the nun now pulls her by the sleeve and points her finger a t the nun’s 

nose. “It’s just a small lesson.” 

The Chinese nun closes her eyes and clasps her hands again in prayer.  

Chinese nun: Maria, Maria, Maria…  
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She speaks the name louder and louder, then dares to stand up and pray in front of all the Red 

Guards. One boy immediately starts to take off his belt.  Other girls and boys imitate him.  

The sound of the belt cracking like a whip fills the people in the room with fear.  

He warns the nun “Stop that!”  

Chinese nun: Maria, Maria, Maria…  

The belt brushes her body.  

Chinese nun: Maria, Maria, Maria 

Boy: Stop saying that! 

He pushes her and the nun falls down again. No one helps her this time. No one has the 

chance. The Red Guards circle around her. Blows strike her face, her hands, her legs,  her 

back, falling from different angles. All the time she keeps her eyes tightly closed.  

A Red Guard girl glares at the nuns, shouting slogans.  

Red Guard girl: Smash Maria! Smash imperialism! Smash the reactionary clique!  

Other Red Guards echo her slogan and shout “Smash Maria! Smash imperialism! Smash the 

reactionary clique!” 

The remaining Chinese nuns keep their silence. They can hear the name of Maria being 

groaned painfully. The torture and beating continues. But the nuns don’t move; don’t say 

anything. They just bow their heads and close their eyes and secretly clasp their hands in 

silent prayer for their sister.  

 

CUT TO 
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TITLE CARD: Daytime, the royal shooting range, Beijing 1675  

The sound of firing, “bang, bang .” The ear-splitting blast startles a group of wild pigeons, 

and sets them careening skywards from a small wood. From above, it is easy to see that this is 

an old shooting range surrounded by trees.  Chinese soldiers are loading large iron cannons. 

Among the busy workers, a Caucasian man wearing a Mandarin uniform is very noticeable. 

He is instructing the Chinese how to shoot. To the side of the shooting range stands a 

Christian altar with a huge cross. With each shot, the altar shakes a little.  The cannons shatter 

every target.  

On the royal viewing platform, the Emperor Kangxi puts down his telescope. Involuntarily, 

he stands up and applauds the display.  

Kangxi: Brilliant! One shot, one kill! The old cannons you made demonstrated their power in 

Shanxi, Guangxi and other provinces. But these new cannons are much better! They 

are so light and so effective. Well done! It is my luck to have you here.  

Kangxi takes off his mink coat and he himself puts it around Ferdinand Verbiest. This is a 

high reward from the emperor and the Jesuit missionary bows his head. 

Verbiest: It is my honour, your Majesty, to bring peace to China. In return for your     

                appreciation, I will spare no effort.  

The emperor laughs and put his hands on Ferdinand’s shoulder, but the priest looks a little 

worried. He looks across at the altar. The holy chalice has toppled over and red wine stains 

the white altar cloth.  

FEMALE NARRATOR : How Father Ferdinand Verbiest came to take on the unlikely 

occupation of cannon maker is well known in Chinese history. He came to prominence after 
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the Sanfan Rebellion in the south of the China and the military expedition against the 

Russians in the north. Despite gunpowder being one of the four great inventions of ancient 

China and one widely used in battle, the Chinese emperor Kangxi insisted on letting Father 

Verbiest, a foreigner, takes on the crucial role of cannon maker. According to Chinese 

historical records, Father Verbiest cast at least 566 cannons for the imperial army between 

the year 1674 and 1676. For this Pope Innocent XI commended him for “using profane 

science for the safety of the people”. It is unlikely such a commendation would be made 

today . 

 

A SERIES OF TABLEAUX AND ANIMATIONS 

A vast battle scene. Blood smears the dead bodies strewn about. Soldiers on horseback are 

rushing to battle. Mandarin riders draw their bows and send their arrows flying against their 

enemies. But soon, more arrows are returned by the enemy.  

Beijing sends cannons drawn by strong bullock teams to every disputed border. Through 

heavy rain, the soldiers drive the bullock teams along muddy roads. On the carts, the cannons 

are covered by oil cloth and are well protected by the soldiers.  

In South China, under a hot sun, the howl of wounded soldiers is drowned by the roar of the 

cannons killing hundreds.  

Mandarin soldiers are using cannons to attack the gate of a castle. This new weapon changes 

the nature of warfare.  

Father Ferdinand Verbiest, wearing a Mandarin uniform, is working on the design of new 

cannons.  
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The new cannons have been cast and the priest is blessing each of them with holy water.  

More cannons are being moved to the front line. Royal victory flags spread over the map of 

China . 

Emperor Kangxi and his Mandarins are happy to hear the news of victory from the borders.  

The emperor presents Father Verbiest with a new, higher ranking Mandarin uniform.   

 

CUT TO 

Father Verbiest, wearing his missionary robe, kneeling in front of an altar.    

Verbiest: My Lord, I have to confess. I am guilty. It is not my intention to kill people. But  

               what I have done and what I have made, has ended many lives and my hands are  

              covered in blood. I came to this country to bring Your love and to follow the orders  

              from my Pope…I know I can’t oppose the emperor. He is the key to our mission.  

              And if I gain his trust and he begins to accept Your love, one day he will become the  

              Constantine of the East. And then the whole country will follow Your lead and  

              China will become the greatest Christian country in the Eastern world.  

 

His Chinese servant quietly walks into the room. 

Servant: Sir, a message has come from the royal palace. The Emperor is waiting for you. You 

must prepare now. 
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Father Verbiest wipes away his tears and makes the sign of the cross before the altar.  

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD:  August 25 1966 daytime, convent front gate: 

A group of male Red Guards — the ones opening the tins of food yesterday —  is securing 

the front gate.  A crowd, including some foreign journalists with cameras, is outside the door 

trying to get into the convent.  

Group 1: Go away! Get away from here. There is nothing to see! Nothing, you, you and you,  

                go away! 

Two Red Guards are trying to disperse the crowd of people, refusing entry to anyone who 

doesn’t have permission to enter.  

Another group of Red Guard follows their leader Ma Jisheng (from the family with the 

pigeon coop) towards the gate. His comrades are opening a path for him through the crowed.  

They reach the gate. 

Group 2: We heard what’s happening, and we’ve come here to support this Red   

               Guards’  action.  

Group1 :  Oh, which school are you guys from? Who is your leader?  

Group2:  We are from the School of October 1st.  

Group1:  Oh! But your school already has a group here.  

Group2:   Yes I know. I was here yesterday. I just went back this morning to bring more of  

                our  people to relieve those on duty.  
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Group1:  How many people are you bringing?  

Group2:  7, including me.  

Group1:  Oh, go in…1,2,3,4,5…  

One extra boy tries to steal into the campus. The guard notices him and blocks his way. 

Group1:  Where do you come from?  

Boy: I’m with them.  

Group1:  Wait! 

He turns his head to the leader of the group.  

Group 1: Do you know him?  

Group 2 leader: Woo… (He frowns and turns to the other younger followers)  

Group 2 others: No, no, he is not with us.  

Group 2 leader: No, don’t know him.  

Group1: How dare you! Do I look stupid?  Lying to me? Pretending to be a Red Guard?   

Other Red Guards step up and push the boy out of the doorway. The rest of Group 2 follows 

their leader into the convent.  

Inside the building, late afternoon. 

The young boy (Ma Jisheng) walks into the building.  
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Ma Jisheng Voice Over: I was just 17 years old. Back then the whole society was just like a 

pot of boiling porridge, really messy. No one looked after us or cared about our daily lives, 

not even our parents. And of course, most parents faced their own huge problems as well. I 

remember it was a really hot afternoon when I followed the other older Red Guards into the 

nuns’ school.  We kept searching everywhere again and again, turning it all upside down, 

although we had no idea what we were looking for.  

 

Ma Jisheng, enters the kitchen. He sees the empty tin cans that have been dumped on the 

ground. Picking one up, he smells it, and swallows. He’s hungry. He searches the half-opened 

cupboard again. It seems there is nothing left.  

 

The boy walks around the kitchen but finds nothing but rubbish. Frustrated, he turns and 

walks out. Suddenly, the sound of shouting comes from somewhere in the building “Lo ng 

live Chairman Mao! Where is everybody? Come here! Come here! Look what I’ve found!”  

The young boy runs in the direction of the voice.  

There is a hidden storage room behind a large cupboard. The door is in a neglected corner. 

Ma Jisheng sees Red Guards carrying bolts of beautiful silk cloth and a radio transmitter out 

of the room. They are very excited.  

 

Ma Jisheng Voice Over:  I didn’t get a chance to carry any of the discoveries from the 

storage room. When I got there, it had already been searched thoroughly already. And I was 
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just so hungry; I’d eaten nothing and worked for the whole morning. I hoped there would be 

some food left. 

Outside, the young students are celebrating the discovery of this new evidence of  “bourgeois 

life”. The boy is left alone in the room and he continues searching for something to eat. By 

chance, he looks up and notices a basket hanging from the ceiling. “Food!” he whispers. 

Without hesitation, he moves a chair and climbs up to grab the basket. Once he gets hold of 

the basket, he quickly lifts the cover. 

The frame of his hands lifting the cover freezes on the screen.  

  

FEMALE NARRATOR: This 17 years old boy never imagined that his hunger could 

indirectly lead to a change in the course of the history of the Catholic Church in China, or 

more directly, in the destiny of the eight foreign nuns.  

The basket contains only a few stale fried flour balls. When he picks up this food, Ma Jisheng 

is disappointed. He grabs one of the yellow balls and smells it. He doesn’t like the smell and 

throws it back.  

He looks around the room again but there are no hidden nooks or crannies left to check.   His 

stomach growls noisily. He sighs and resignedly he again picks up one of the fried balls and 

bites into it. Immediately, he throws up.  

Straight away spits out what he has bitten and in a huff crushes the rest of the ball. 

Unexpectedly, there is a folded slip of paper inside the flour ball. Ma Jisheng unfolds it 

carefully. It is a note, written in a foreign language. He angrily smashes the other yellow balls. 

He discovers more slips of paper .   
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MONTAGE 

The notes are passed from the young Red Guard’s hands to men; from one department to 

another department. The sleeves of different uniforms show the long journey of these notes. 

In the end, a yellow bag labelled “Top Secret” lands a high official’s desk.   

Convent exterior  

Police now surrounded the convent.     

Convent interior  

More and more unidentified people are turning every part of the convent upside down.  

FEMALE NARRATOR: Exactly what was written on those notes, no one except the highest 

authorities knows.    

 

TITLE CARD 1966 Aug 25th Night   

Convent interior: nuns’ sitting room  

Knocking.  A nun opens the door. Two Chinese nuns carry bowls of porridge into the foreign 

nuns’ room. In the lounge outside, the Red Guards pay no attention to the comings and 

goings of the nuns.  Some of the Red Guards are playing a make believe war game.  

Inside the room, the nuns carefully close the door behind them. The Chinese sisters kneel on 

the floor and kiss the hand of the Mother Superior Sister Duff.  She speaks French to the nuns 

in case they are overheard. (The dialogue is subtitled.)  

Sister Duff:  How are you? How are the others? 
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Chinese nun: We are fine. But Mother, when the Red Guards were talking I heard them say  

                       they were making all the foreign sisters leave.  

Sister Duff:   So, it has finally happened. I have expected this. We are the last missionaries in  

                      all of China. But they won’t let us go that easily. 

Chinese nun: As long as you can leave. It is too dangerous here now.  

The other foreign nuns feel relieved and excited at this news, “Thank God! We can leave!” 

 

Sister   Duff: What about you, what about all the Chinese sisters?  

Chinese nun: I don’t know, Mother. I don’t think there’s any chance that we could go with  

                      you. But please don’t be worried about us. God will take care of us. We’ll be  

                      fine. 

One of the young Chinese sister’s sleeves slips up. Her arm is black with bruises.  

Sister Duff: What’s happened to you? Your arm!  

The Chinese sister quickly covers her arm. Sister Duff sighs deeply.  

 

Exterior convent night: 

The city has finally settled down, and the night has become quiet and peaceful. A crescent 

moon hangs in the night sky.  
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Interior convent night: In the hall of the school, some young Red Guards are sleeping on 

the floor; others are playing games or chatting.  

Two girls are playing the organ in the hall. They pick out a melody.  Others pick up the tune, 

singing a song which everybody knows. Their voices are harmonious. When they finish the 

song, they look happy. Just then, a sweet, soulful sound in heard. An elderly foreign nun 

walks slowly out from her cell, playing. A beautiful, touching tune on a violin. The young 

guards stop talking and turn to look at her. She returns their gaze, smiling and playing her 

violin.  

Flash back 

Images from the nun’s memory:  

teaching the children of the foreign embassy’s staff music and singing;  

in a music room, teaching a Western teenage girl to play violin; and  

after her demonstration, handing the violin to the girl -- a white hand holding the violin.    

Now a Chinese hand rudely grabs the same violin from the nun.  

Red Guard: What are you doing? Who let you out? 

The hand roughly throws the violin to the floor, breaking it. Everyone is silent. The old nun 

looks at him but says nothing.  

Red Guard: What are you staring at! 

The sister turns around and walks away. 

This Red Guard feels embarrassed. He looks around. Some people are laughing, the rest of 

Red Guards are just looking at him.  
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He yells “What are you guys staring at! Mind your own business.”  

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD Royal Funeral, March 1st 1688 Beijing 

Father Verbiest has died, and has been granted a royal funeral.  

The funeral procession makes its way slowly through the streets. Crowds of people line the 

streets to watch and pay their respects.  

It is a long procession. At the front, several people are holding a large placard covered with 

red silk. On the placard, Father Verbiest’s name and title are written in Chinese characters.  

A marching band is playing a sad melody. Following the band carrying a huge crucifix comes 

a group of weeping Catholic disciples.  

Following is a portrait of Father Verbiest, wearing his Mandarin uniform and regalia. The 

mourners are all in white; behind them, an opulent coffin with golden decoration 

demonstrates the emperor’s high regard and respect for Father Verbiest.  

FEMALE NARRATOR: Father Verbiest died in Beijing shortly after suffering a fall  from 

a bolting horse. On 11 March 1688 Verbiest’s remains were carried to Father Ricci’s burial 

place. Father Verbiest and the emperor had formed a real friendship, with the Jesuit teaching 

him geometry, philosophy and western music. In response, the emperor elevated him to a 

Mandarin of the highest rank and granted him permission to preach Christianity anywhere in 

the empire. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beijing
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An imperial decree is announced by a Mandarin officer in the Forbidden City, in Chinese: 

“西洋人治理历法，用兵之际修造兵器，效力勤劳，且天主教并无为恶乱行之处，其进

香之人，应仍照常行走。” 

(SUBTITLED:  The westerners manage the calendar. During wars, they repair and make 

weapons. They are very hardworking. The Catholics do not preach bad behaviour. Their 

disciples should be allowed to practice normally.] 

 

A MONTAGE OF TABLEAUX 

Tears of joy stream down the weather-beaten faces of the veteran Western missionaries. 

Churches are being built everywhere. The foreign missionaries walk down the streets without 

exciting too much attention. Now, the common people accept the Westerners’ presence.   

Inside a church, some faithful converts light candles before a statue of the Holy Mother. A 

western priest sings a verse of a hymn, and the followers join in the chorus. The windows of 

the church are stained-glass in the European style.  

 

FEMALE NARRATOR : In 1692, four years after Father Verbiest’s death and because of 

his achievements, when Verbiest’ successor asked for tolerance for Christianity, the Kangxi 

Emperor obliged. He issued the Edict of Toleration. This recognized Catholicism, forbade 

attacks on Catholic churches, and legalized their missionary activity and the practice of 

Christianity by the Chinese people. This was a huge achievement by the Jesuit missionaries 

from the time of Matteo Ricci to that of Ferdinand Verbiest.  In just over one hundred years, 

from the time of the Ming Dynasty to the time of the Qing Dynasty, travelling from a remote 

http://www.iciba.com/hymn/
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island in south China to the Forbidden City to the capital Beijing, Catholics had finally won 

legal status in China .   

CUT TO 

The Irish Times Friday, August 26, 1966 

Page 1 Headline:  Convent of the St Franciscan Mary in Beijing Taken Over by Red 

Guards 

Male journalist voiceover: Agency reports yesterday that a Convent of the St Franciscan 

Mary in Beijing has been taken over by the Red Guard. Demonstrators and desecrated were 

denied by the Sacred Heart Order in Dublin who said that they had had no convent in Beijing 

for many years. The reports stated that four elderly nuns, who ran the convent as a school for 

the children of foreign diplomats, came from Ireland, Britain, France and Switzerland, and 

had lived in the convent since pre-Communist days. 

It was stated that the Red Guard demonstrators took over the convent and plastered it with 

posters denouncing religion and “foreign devils”.  

From the street outside the convent it could be seen that effigies of Christ and the Virgin 

Mary had been broken.  

The Chinese Foreign Ministry advised foreign embassies that “revolutionary masses” had 

taken over the convent and said that diplomats should keep their children away from it. The 

children are, in any case, on summer holiday.  

Closure of the convent follows similar action during the past few days against Catholic and 

Protestant churches. Red Guards yesterday also invaded the capital’s largest mosque. 
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A SERIES OF TABLEAUX 

Vatican City 

A newspaper is on a long table. Several purple robed cardinals in the room are silent.  The 

picture on the front page of the paper shows triumphant Red Guards. The headline asks: 

‘What is the destiny of the catholic church in China?’.  

Cork, Ireland 

Sister Eamonn’s family in Cork is reading the same newspaper. Her 86 years old mother uses 

a magnifying glass to read the words one by one. She is anxious.  

Convent, Australia 

One of Eamonn’s sisters serves in a catholic convent in Australia. She lights a candle in front 

of the statue of the Virgin Mary and prays for her sister.  

Hong Kong 

The St. Mary Franciscan Convent. A group meeting is going in a small meeting room.  

Hong Kong nun: We don’t know what is going on there. What should we do? The situation in 

Beijing is getting worse now. 

British priest:     We can do two things, wait and pray.  

 

CUT TO 

Beijing Day time 26th August, 1966 
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Exterior convent 

Young boys and girls are stepping across the smashed statue of Virgin Mary outside the 

school. Some Red Guards are studying a notice board at the entrance to the convent. On it is a 

propaganda poster: a cartoon of Pope Paul VI, with imperialist soldiers emerging from under 

the cover of his robes. Another boy joins them, laughing.  

Red Guard 1: Who’s that strange guy?  

Red Guard 2: He’s those foreign nuns’ emperor.  

Red Guard 1: Oh, they have an emperor? I thought they were from different countries.  But  

                      they have the same emperor?  

Red Guard 2: That’s what it says. (Pause) Imperialism must be smashed!  

(Students join in, cheering, “ Smash Imperialism!” several times.)  

 

Beijing Street 

Meanwhile, several elderly men and women are marched along the streets. They are jeered at 

and occasionally beaten by taunting youths.  

A black car slowly pulls to a halt near the front door of the convent. The car’s number plate 

indicates it is from a foreign embassy. A Caucasian man is looking out of the back window. 

From his point of view, the large front entrance is surrounded by Red Guards. They 

aggressively question anyone who wants to enter the convent.  
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 Interior. A typical Chinese government office. Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

 A Chinese official shakes hands in turn with the representatives of several countries.  

Official: Gentleman, today I represent the Foreign Ministry of the People’s Republic of China. 

It is my duty to announce to you that the school of Sacred Heart Academy operated 

by St. Franciscan Mary Convent in Dongdan, which is the school at which your 

children currently study, has been officially closed because it is dominated by anti-

communism, anti-socialism and anti-Mao Zedong thought. Frankly speaking, 

personally I don’t think the school will be re-opening again during the Great 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The school has now been occupied by the Red 

Guards. So, gentlemen, for your own safety, please make sure your children and 

your family members no longer attend the school.  

Diplomat 1: Hold on! Wait a minute! You can’t do that! How about our children’s education?  

                    It is the only school for them! 

Diplomat 2: Without the nuns to educate our children, it is really difficult to persuade          

                     married diplomats to stay in Beijing. And after all, I think you can understand  

                     that married ones might be more mature, stable and appropriate than bachelors.  

  Official:   I certainly do understand. That is one of the reasons why the nuns have been  

                   permitted to remain here for as long as they have. But they broke the rules.   

Diplomat 3: What have they done to be accused of anti-communism, anti-socialism or anti-  

                    Mao thought? 
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Official:      We have our hands on some evidence, but I have no comments to make about  

                    further  details. 

Diplomat 4: How about the nuns, the teachers in the school? Where are they now? ” 

      Official: They are being supervised by the Red Guards inside the convent.  I am  sorry to  

                     say that I cannot give you any more information. We are waiting on further  

                     advice.   

Exterior convent 

The policemen are everywhere. Several jeeps are parked outside the convent walls. Two 

policemen are putting up a large poster. The white poster is handwritten in Chinese, but 

carries a national security bureau stamp prominently displayed.  

Afternoon in the room of the Chinese nuns 

The young Chinese nuns are quietly embroidering under the older Chinese nun’s instruction. 

They are sitting in a circle. On the wall, some needlework pieces display their skills.  

Suddenly, the door is kicked open. Several Red Guards stride into the room. The younger 

Chinese nuns stop their work and look up at the Red Guards. They are obviously scared. But 

the oldest one — who looks over 40 —doesn’t stop working.  

One young Red Guard girl is incensed by the way the nun ignores them. She steps forward 

and tries to grab the cloth from nun’s hands. The needle pierces the nun’s thumb and drops of 

blood colour the white cloth. The young Red Guard girl holds up the fine embroidery.  
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Red Guard A:  Embroidering! You have enjoyed a leisurely time, haven’t you? But now,  

                        your good times are at an end!  We already know your evil plan and what you  

                        have done.  

Chinese nun: I don’t understand what you are talking about.  

 

Red Guard A:  Come on! No one will be fooled any more. You know our party’s Policy,  

                        ‘leniency  to those who confess their crimes and severity those who refuse to’.    

                         Just confess what have you done. We have the evidence in our hands. Don’t  

                        even think about lying.    

Chinese nun: I am afraid I still don’t understand what you’re talking about. There must be  

                      some misunderstanding. 

 

Red Guard B:  Ok, don’t tell the truth. Maybe you need a little reminder to recall what you  

                         have done.   (He glances at the boy beside him) Read it to her.  

 

The boy steps forward and holds up a poster…  

 

CUT TO  
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Rome, Vatican City, Daytime (Qing Dynasty, 1707) 

Sunlight streams through stained-glass windows in a palatial hall. The Pope (Clement XI)  is 

sitting on a throne before representatives of several Catholic orders, including Jesuits, 

Dominicans, Franciscans and Augustinians.  Each representative has a distinct accent 

(French, Spanish, Italian etc.) (Li, 1995) 

Dominicans: Your holiness, it is clear that the purity of Christianity is at risk from the 

Chinese. Even after baptism these so-called Catholics are still worshiping their 

ancestors. They light joss sticks and candles and offer sacrifices. The emperor is 

called “son of the heaven”. People make sacrifices to him. All of this is against 

our teaching. Holy Father, we have to protect our pure Christian believers from 

this.  

Jesuits:   Your holiness, please listen to me. After Matteo Ricci, our greatest missionary, set 

foot on China’s mainland and the Chinese Emperor Kangxi finally permitted us 

set up our missions throughout the land, it has been our greatest opportunity to 

win more converts. Ancestor worship is not like worshipping other spirits. It is a 

part of traditional Confucian ceremonies, their culture. It is just a way to 

remember their deceased family members.  

Dominicans:  This is all just excuses. Your holiness, it is obviously idolatry which our    faith 

cannot tolerate! (Turns to Jesuits) Do you forget Moses’ Ten Commandments? 

Then let me remind you. God said “You shall have no other gods before me! You 

shall not make for yourself an idol! You shall not make wrongful use of the name 

of your God!” 
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Dominicans:  What’s past is past. Now is the time for our Holy Father to clear up  such 

misunderstandings. Why should we adapt to local customs in China?  

Dominicans, Franciscans and Augustinians confront similar circumstances in our 

missions to other places. But we each take the same “clean” approach.  We don’t 

share the Jesuits willingness to sacrifice our basic principles in order to cater to an 

emperor or other authorities. To be frank, your order benefits from your 

flexibility, doesn’t it? 

Jesuits:    Ridiculous! This is a despicable charge! Forgive my rudeness, your holiness, (turns 

to Dominicans) you simply feel threatened by our success in China. This issue of 

Chinese rites was resolved years ago. What is your real purpose in raising it 

again?   

Dominicans: Holy God! What are you saying? You..  

Clement XI :  Enough! 

Immediately, all of priests become silent.  

Clement XI: I am disappointed, bitterly disappointed. Stop arguing. In my view, the Chinese 

are still living in the Dark Ages. Their ancestor worship is clearly idolatry and 

unacceptable to Christianity.  I have made my decision. These Chinese rites 

must be banned… 

The Jesuit representative is very disappointed. The other orders are very pleased.  

CUT TO  

Interior, foreign nuns’ room 1966  
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Three Chinese men enter the room where the young boys and girls of the Red Guards are 

looking at the nuns together in a group. Their luggage is piled in the corner of the room. For 

what seems like a very long time, they wait for the newcomers to do something. At last one 

man addresses the nuns in English.  

Officer:      Sisters, good afternoon. I am from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. I think   you  

                  may have been waiting for me to come.  

Sister Duff: Yes, Sir. We have been waiting for you. 

Officer:    Good. Then, you must already know why I have come. I am here to inform  you  

                  that finally the decision has been made. We found enough evidence to  support the  

                  expulsion of all foreign nuns from China. You will be sent to  the Hong Kong  

                  border by train under security surveillance. You are permitted to take some    

                   necessities with you, but due to your crimes you will be not allowed to return  

                   China.  Any questions? 

Sister Duff: What about all the Chinese nuns? Where they will be sent? Can they  

                  come with us? 

Officer: There is no order to expel them. They are all Chinese citizens and will be treated 

according to Chinese law under the protection of the Chinese government. It is 

obvious that they need to be rehabilitated in order to better understand the Great 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution. All Chinese citizens need to be aware of it. We 

must examine everyone’s passports and confirm your identities. 

Sister Mary: Passport. Passport. But I don’t have any passport.  
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Officer: Oh?  

Sister Duff: Mary’s father was a British and her mother was Japanese. She is an orphan, and   

                    was brought up in our school. So she should go with us. 

      Officer: According to my resource, only eight sisters here are non-Chinese citizens. If she  

                    is registered as a Chinese citizen, she must stay with the other Chinese nuns.  

   

Interior, a conference room 

There are around twenty Red Guards in the room.  At the head of the conference table sits a 

group of policemen and government officials.  

 

Officer: Discovering the evidences of the nuns’ anti-revolution activities is a very valuable  

              contribution you young Red Guards have made.   

(Prolonged handclapping and cheering by the delighted Red Guards.)  

The officer signals the young Red Guards to “calm down”, but they are still too excited.  At 

last, a young leader stands up and asks the rest to be quiet.  

 

Officer: The authorities have agreed to your request for the expulsion of the nuns. They will 

be sent to Hong Kong accompanied by police. This is a major blow against our 

foreign enemies.  
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Red Guard 1:  Since these nuns have been caught by our Red Guards as they carry out the 

Great Proletarian Culture Revolution, we want to follow our pursuit of the 

revolution one step further!  Let us accompany these nuns alongside the 

policemen! What do you say to that? 

The Red Guards are delighted by this proposal. One after another, they stand up make the 

same request. The officer and the other adults glance at each other.  

Officer:  Calm down! Calm down, please! We hear your request. We understand your desire  

               and we will report it to the authorities.  

 

This is greeted by more cheering.   

 

CUT TO  

Newsreel Footage:  Outside the Soviet Embassy, the Red Guards’ demonstration is heating 

up. A high wall muffles the noise from the outside. All the embassy’s windows are closed 

and the curtains are shut. Someone carefully lifts a corner of a curtain and tries to observe the 

demonstration. A Red Guard boy notices the observer and calls out. This attracts a new wave 

of demonstrators. They are holding the red books and shouting loud slogans over and over. 

MALE NARRATOR: In everyone’s memory, the summer of 1966 was extremely hot. 

Homes and shops were invaded at all hours by the wild student storm troopers seeking to 

destroy any vestige of foreign or bourgeois inf luence. In its early stages, the Cultural 

Revolution ushered in a major change in Chinese foreign policy. It stimulated the idea of  
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promoting the Cultural Revolution outside China — an idea that the Red Guards were all too 

ready to advance. It fomented unprecedented hostility against all foreigners who hesitated to 

embrace left-wing policies.  And while this crowd was jeering and swearing outside the 

Sov iet  Union embassy, other Red Guards were mak ing headlines around the world. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Archival Footage :  Red Guard demonstrators watch a formal ceremony to rename the 

quarter mile street leading to the gates of the Soviet embassy “Struggle Against Revisionism 

Street”. The Chinese characters of this street’s new name are carefully painted in both 

Romanized form and in Chinese characters. 

 

FEMALE NARRATOR: The London Times notes that ‘Two East German diplomatists and 

their families have been attacked by Chinese demonstrators near the Soviet Embassy in 
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Beijing”, the Yugoslav Tanjug news agency reported yesterday. The East German Embassy 

in Beijing was said to have made an immediate sharp protest to the Chinese Foreign Ministry. 

Western Correspondents who tried to telephone Beijing from Moscow yesterday were told 

that the line was damaged, but there was no information on where the break was. The 

demonstration began with a formal ceremony renaming the quarter mile street leading to the 

embassy gates “Struggle Against Revisionism Street”. The new name was painted in red on a 

gleaming white plaque in Chinese characters and Romanized form: Fan Hsui-lu. 

 

CUT TO 

The Forbidden City, Beijing , Day time ,1692 

Emperor Kangxi flies into a rage, smashing his teacup into pieces. Now he is middle aged 

and a powerful ruler, rather than a young monarch. He is giving an audience to the 

representative of the Pope, Charles-Thomas, and a Jesuit priest is present as a translator.  

Kangxi: This is preposterous! Again and again you Westerners have tried to tell my people 

what to do or what not to do.  I believe my attitude on ancestor worship has been 

conveyed to the Pope. It is a traditional custom in China. It does not harm anyone 

and is a way to respect our ancestors. I have sent many messengers to your Pope 

during the past years.  I respect him and his religion. And he should respect me and 

my country’s customs. 

Charles-Thomas:  They are different things, your Excellency. Believing that the spirit     lives 

in the memorial tablets and offering sacrifices are superstitions. We regard 

ancestor worship as evil.    
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Kangxi: How many times must I explain that memorial tablets are simply to honour our 

parents or earlier generations? We write the names on the tablets in order to remember them. 

It is just like you westerners drawing a picture of your parents in order to commemorate 

them.  But our drawing skills might not be good enough here, so we write down the names.  

Charles-Thomas: Your Excellency, if ancestor worship involves no superstitious belief then it 

should be no problem if you order your people to stop offering them 

sacrifices. God cannot tolerate heathens.  

Kangxi:  This is the final absurdity!  You have no idea about my country and you ask   me to 

disrespect my own tradition.  I say it again. Listen, we don’t need you westerners to 

tell me what I should do or what my people should do.  Where are my guards?!  

Expel these foreigners from my palace! 

The Royal Imperial Guards rush into the room and drag the Westerners out.  

A Series of Tableaux: 

In different provinces of China, Day time 

Chinese soldiers close churches across the country. Western missionaries queue in front of 

the gates of the local government officials.  

FEMALE NARRATOR: On 19 March 1715, ten years after Pope Clement issued the Papal 

bull Ex Illa Die, which officially condemned the Chinese rites, Emperor Kangxi felt 

compelled to retaliate. Unwilling to accept the Roman Catholic Church’s interference in 

China’s internal policies, Kangxi issued an edict banning Catholicism.  
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In the legislation Kangxi wrote, “How can we expect foreigners to understand Chinese 

culture? In the first place, none of them really understand the Chinese language and their 

words and philosophy are often laughable. Since this teaching is similar to Buddhism, 

Taoism and other cults we have no need for these foreigners to preach to us. And so we can 

ban this religion altogether.”  

Significantly, although Kangxi was outraged by the Vatican’s view of Chinese Rites, he didn’t 

expel or exterminate every missionary. Under the new law, missionaries who had needed 

skills and wished to stay in China permanently could apply for visas to stay. Others were 

deported. By the end of Kangxi’s reign, there were still 300,000 Catholics in China, and 

more than 300 churches. But nonetheless, after the Chinese rites controversy, Catholicism in 

China was officially banned for more than 130 years until the churches began to redevelop 

during the Opium Wars of the 19th century ( Leung,1991).   

 

CUT TO 

 Dusk, the front door of the convent 1966 

The throngs of people are growing. All the Red Guards are crowding around the front gate. 

There is a banner hanging on the gate “Imperialism foreign devil! Get out of China, 

Imperialism! It is your doomsday.”  In the centre of the crowd, the Red Guards cluster around 

a big photo of Chairman Mao. In front of the picture, a policeman is trying to adjust a 

microphone. His voice is drowned by the cheering of the crowd.  
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Policeman: Bring out the eight foreign nuns.  

When the nuns appear, people become agitated. The Red Guards come to attention as  

the policeman starts to make an announcement. There is an audio cross dissolve.  

  

MALE NARRATOR : The Beijing government announced that under the cloak of religion 

the nuns had used the school as a cover for ‘secret collaboration with a number of counter-

revolutionaries in the Catholic churches in Beijing, Hopei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia and 

Harbin’. They were also accused of ‘espionage, printing reactionary documents, instigating 

counter-revolutionaries to engage in plots and committing acts of sabotage.’ 

There is cheering all around. 
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CUT TO 

Day time, a street in Ireland 

A newsboy hawks the Irish Times, “Breaking news! Eight foreign nuns to be expelled from 

China. Buy a paper to find out more about the fate of the Cork nun trapped in Beijing!” 

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD: 1966 August 26th dusk 

The boy, Ma Jisheng, is in a hurry to ride his bicycle back home. He is shouting out happily 

because he has been chosen to be one of the Beijing Red Guards taking the nuns to the Hong 

Kong border. He hasn’t been home for three days.  

Ma Jisheng: Mum, Mum, I am back. I am back. Mum, I have big news! Mum, mum? 
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As the young Red Guard leans his bike against the front door, he sees that many people are 

crowding around the door. He pushes aside the crowd of people and sees a mess. The urn for 

the goldfish has been broken. The pieces are everywhere. The pigeon cage is empty. He sees 

a group of Red Guards searching his family home. His mother stands to one side, holding 

onto his younger brother who is sobbing. The whole house is being torn apart. They have 

brought out all the valuable things from the house and displayed them in the yard. Some of 

them, like a small radio and a beautiful antique clock, have been smashed A Red Guard 

leader is condemning Ma Jisheng’s family.  

 

Leader:     Come and see the fancy goldfishes and the flowers! They even have pigeons. What 

a wonderful bourgeois life! We are here to cut the capitalist class down to size! 

Although the father of this family is from a high level military background and 

the mother is an old revolutionary pioneer, they have already begun to forget their 

revolutionary tradition. But we Red Guards are afraid of nothing! We are a new 

generation! We are the new revolutionary soldiers !  

 

The crowd listens to the speech and no one really pays attention to the mother and her 

sons.While the leader is speaking, Ma Jisheng moves near his mother. As he wear a Red 

Guard’s uniform, it’s easy to blend in with the others. His younger brother notices him. Ma 

Jisheng puts his finger to his lips and shakes his head. The younger brother understands and 

nods his head. His mother sees Ma Jisheng. 

Mother: I’ve been worried sick about you. Where you have been?  

Ma Jisheng: Mum, mum, I am leaving again soon. I must go to Guangdong Province tonight,  
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                   to carry out a special task.  

Mother:     With all this happening?  Don’t you know that your father faces investigation now?      

Ma Jisheng: What? Why? 

Mother:      I can’t say here and now. Don’t go away anywhere anymore. Just stay at home.  

Ma Jisheng: I can’t! It is very important. I’ll be a hero. I’m a hero now! I found  evidence of   

                    spying. By taking this mission I have been chosen to represent all the Red   

                    Guards in China! I will be a model for all Red Guards! I must go! 

Mother:       What are you talking about?  Where have you been for the last three days?  

Ma Jisheng: I can’t tell you the details. It’s top secret! Don’t hold me up. Just give me some  

                    cash. I’ve only come back to pick up some clothes.  

Mother:    What are you thinking? Our family is in trouble. Your father is under investigation.  

                  You are the oldest son. If I am taken for questioning, I need you to take care of  

                  your brother! 

Ma Jisheng: No way, I have to go! Father will be fine, he is a General! How dare they   

                      question him? We are a pure revolutionary family! Unless they’ve gone crazy!  

                      But what’s happening to father? How come our home is being searched?  

Mother:        It’s not that simple anymore…Just listen to me, don’t go anywhere.  

Ma Jisheng: I’ve no time to stay and listen to the story. But mum, I do agree that some petty- 

                    bourgeois sentiments need to be corrected here at home.  As a proletarian soldier,  
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                    I am willing to be improved. Hurry up though and give me some cash.  

 

His mum looks at him, sighs and says nothing. She takes some notes from her pocket and 

hands them to him. He puts the money into his pocket and turns his back. And then 

something occurs to him, he turns back. 

 

Ma Jisheng: Give me your watch mum, before they see it and take it away.  

 

His mother quickly takes off the watch hidden under her sleeve and passes it to him.  

He runs out of the gate, leaves his fearful family behind, and hides his mother’s watch in his 

pocket. 

 

CUT TO 

History (1865, after Second Sino-British Opium War) 

Two middle-aged poor Chinese men are chatting on the steps of a rundown Buddhist temple  

Person 1: They are very generous, giving rice, clothes, even some copper coins sometimes.  

Person 2: No wonder you always go.  

Person 1: I’ve been to several of their churches. You just tell them you would like to            

                become a Christian, one of them will bath you in their holy water; they call it   
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                “baptism”. Then they fill your rice bowl.  It’s great.   

Person 2: So they have a big bathtub there? I don’t like to be naked in front of every  

               one. 

Person 1: No, no, not like that, it’s hard to explain to you. But just do what I told you. The  

                foreign monsignors will treat you as their own people.  

Person 2: Do I need to take bath there?  

Person 1: So what, if they asked you to take bath there? Being baptized then they give a lot if  

                 you sign up as a Christian. Worth it!  

Person 2:  It’s easy for you to say. I don’t even wash my feet that often. Once those foreign 

monsignors see me, they definitely won’t believe that I am clean.  

Person 1: You are so slow. So many people there, they have no time to let you enjoy hot bath. 

They just spread some cold water on you, too easy! 

Day time: Outside a Catholic church, there is a long queue. 

It is a hot summer afternoon. From inside the church, a long queue extends into the street. 

The two poor guys are in the queue, each of them holds a cloth bag.  

Person 2: Damn weather, so hot. There are so many people here, I’m surprised.  

Person 1: Naturally! Who’d miss this? It’s not clever to be late. Follow me.  

Person 2: You’ve said that again and again.  
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They follow as the line of people shuffles into the church.  

Inside, it is a classic cathedral. People are attracted by the mysterious atmosphere of music 

and candles. The nuns with their long habits, and the fathers with their robes, add to the 

atmosphere. 

Person1: See, up the front at the desk. That person will register your name and date of birth  

               and where you live. Just make up something. Then the next time, give them another   

               name, and get another benefit.  

Person 2: You know how it works! 

Person 1: As a matter of a fact, I have been here twice. Of course you can’t come  

               back too often. But there are so many people here, they can’t recognize  

               my face.  

“Next”, the receptionist is calling them.  

Receptionist: Name, date of birth, address.  

They register and rejoin the queue. When the first passes each statue and image on the wall, 

he crosses himself. The other man follows him but clasps hands and bows as if showing 

respect in a temple. The first man immediately stops the other’s hands and winks. The 

newcomer realises his mistake and follows the lead in crossing himself.  

On the second floor of the church, two Western priests stand in the corridor and look down. 

They wear black robes. The older one passes a glass of wine to the younger one.  
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    Older priest: Here, enjoy! You just arrived, let’s relax a little bit.  

Younger priest: Thanks.  (He smells the wine and tastes a little.) Oh, it’s very nice. Actually  

                          it tastes like a Bordeaux wine. 

    Older priest: Not bad, eh? It’s directly shipped from France.  

Younger priest: I have to say, I am surprised that I could still have decent wine here. It must   

                         be really hard to get. 

    Older priest: Not that hard, not that hard, if you really want to make some efforts.  Every    

                         two weeks, new shipments arrive at Tianjing port which as you know is in our  

                         territory. ( He savours the wine.) So, what do you think about our church?  

Younger priest: I heard a lot things in Europe about how fast the number of our believers is   

                          growing. Now, I can see for myself.  Just look here Amazing! Indeed you  

                          have done a great job.  

Another father approaches.  

Third priest: Sometime,  you can’t  trust what you see.  

 Older priest: Come on! 

Young priest: What do you mean? 

  Third priest: See that man, the one at the counter right now? 

Young priest: Yes? 

  Third priest: I have seen him in the queue three times in the last month.  
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Young priest: Oh? You must be mistaken. They all have pigtails and wear similar  

                      clothes and look the same. 

 Third priest: No, I wish I was.  I have been working here long enough to know Chinese   

                      better. See, he has a big birthmark behind in his left ear, on his neck.  

     (The one they are talking about turns his head and the birthmark is easy to see).  

Younger priest: You remember him because he stands out so much?  

     Third priest:  I remember him because he changes his name and address all the time when   

                           he registers. He only comes here for the gift after the Mass. I mean, he only   

                           wants the rice and money we provide for the believers.  

   Older priest: So what, at least he comes back.  

   Third priest: Yes, he comes back all the time, not only by himself. He brings more  people.  

                        In fact, many people in the queue do the same thing. Some of them come just  

                        to find out how to win a law suit because the local government has to give face  

                        to us. These people, I bet they don’t even know how many people attended the  

                        Last Supper! 

Younger priest: It’s ridiculous! It’s cheating! Cheating on God! How can we accept that?  

                          That belief can be bought here? 

  Older priest: Calm down, my dear student. You are new to China. There are many things             

                        you need to learn down to the track. It’s just a way to attract more Chinese 
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                        believers. The Jesuits a long time ago offered teaching in western  advanced   

                         science and technology to attract the Chinese, so why not food and money?  

                         You have to admit, it works quicker and better .  On the other hand, they are  

                         all poor. Isn’t our aim to help the poor and give charity?  

  Third priest: Oh, you use this excuse again! 

  Older priest: Come on, brother, I know you still have some objections, but you  have to        

                        admit, our church protect our believers. It makes them more faithful later.  

                        Trust God, trust Jesus, and they will see good things happening, don’t you  

                        think so?  

Younger priest: But… the figure of registered Christians is incorrect!  

     Older priest: The important thing is that the superiors are happy with our achievements.   

                          Over the last hundred years, it’s never been better!  

   Third priest: Never better? I don’t know how much money we can keep spending on  

                        bringing the Chinese to join our church. How long can we could afford this!   

   Older priest: There is a Chinese phrase: ‘After all, the wool still comes from the sheep’s  

                        back’. The war reparations we are obtaining from the Chinese government will  

                        keep our coffers filled. More and more new churches are being built. The Holy  

                        See is happy to see the gospel being spread quickly and efficiently. The  

                        establishment of a kingdom always requires different strategies.  
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The older priest laughs and drinks his wine. They look at the long queue downstairs. On the 

ground floor, the two Chinese men are still in the queue and are finally near the reception.  

 

Person 2: Why don’t they still give out food or money? Didn’t we just register? 

Person 1: It’s not finished yet. See the old guy standing in the centre?  

Person 2:  Yeah,  

Person 1: Later it’ll be our turn. No matter if you don’t understand what he says, when he   

                finishes, just answer “Amen”.  

Person 2: Amen? What’s that mean? 

Person 1: Why  do you always have to ask questions?  

  

Person 2 moves to a position beside the priest. He closes his eyes and experiences the whole 

process of baptism. The foreign priest makes the sign of the cross on his forehead and speaks 

in Chinese with strong foreign accent. The Chinese man looks nervous when the foreign 

priest touches him. Finally, when the priest stops, he opens his eyes and stammers 

“Amen” ． 

 

Daytime: Back alleyway behind the church 

Each of the Chinese men has a half bag of rice. They are laughing.  
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Person 2: This is real high quality rice, not even mixed with any sand! We’re lucky!  

Person 1: Haha, Haha, yes we are. In the current situation, after those damn wars, even corn 

grit is precious, and now we can have beautiful rice, thanks to those rich foreign 

monsignors. 

Person 2: I want to do it again, then we can have more! 

Person 1: We can go to another church in the southern part of the town next time. They      

                 provide lunch once a week. 

Person 2: You know a lot!  

Person 1: Of course, the churches are my rice bowls. Ah men.( He speaks in a funny way).  

They laugh loudly together.  

 

FEMALE NARRATOR: The classic term “rice bowl Christian” comes from this approach 

in China. At that time, churches were eager to register the most Christians. So when the 

missionaries filled the rice bowls of those who attended, a church was filled with speaks in. 

When the rice ran out, so did the church members.  

 

TITLE CARD : 1966 August 26th Later that night, Beijing Railway station 

The eight foreign nuns are being sent by a train from Beijing to the border of Hong Kong. A 

normal train with a special first class carriage has been arranged. It is a hot summer night, 

and the noise made by countless cicadas is very loud. A small fan in a very small train 

compartment is making a similar noise to the  cicadas. Two foreign sisters and two Red 
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Guards are in each small compartment. The doors of the carriage are open. The train is slowly 

pulling out from the Beijing railway station. Outside the window there is the deafening sound 

of gongs and drums. The nuns look through the window as the train gathers pace and leaves 

Beijing. Outside, the views are changing faster; the cicada’s noise fades and gradually is 

replaced by the train’s repetitive comforting sounds. The view from the window moves faster 

and faster. 

Another railway station 

The train stops and newspapers are handed to the attendants.  

 

Lavatory on the train 

Ma Jisheng hasn’t showered for many days. His shirt is off and, in front of a blurred mirror, 

he washes himself with a trickle of tap water from the small tank in the public washroom.  He 

uses soap to clean himself. He grabs his shirt and coat and smells them. They stink. So he 

decides to not wear any clothes on his upper body.  When he walks out of the door, he almost 

collides with a girl who is leading one of the nuns to the toilet. The girl immediately screams 

at the sight of his half naked body. And the old nun immediately closes her eyes and crosses 

herself. People come out of all the compartments. The boy is embarrassed and quickly puts 

his smelly clothes back on and runs past the passengers.  

The boy doesn’t return to his carriage. He randomly chooses a seat in the passageway. There 

is a newspaper on a small side table.  It is the Reference News, published by the Xinhua 

News Agency, the only foreign news available to Chinese readers. It carries a story about the 

nuns’ expulsion. As he reads we hear a voiceover.  
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MALE NARRATOR : The foreign nuns secretly colluded with a number of 

counterrevolutionaries in the Catholic churches in Beijing, Hopei, Shansi, Inner Mongolia, 

and Harbin. They were guilty of being against China, printing reactionary documents, 

fabricating and spreading rumours, encouraging counterrevolutionaries to engage in plots to 

create riots, and committing acts of sabotage seriously detrimental to China’s sovereignty. 

Lunch time on the train 

Two train attendants move a trolley with covered dishes into the special carriage.  The Red 

Guards are attracted by the smell of food. It’s lunchtime.  

Red Guard1: Smells good, what’s for lunch?  

Attendant: Two meat dishes and two vegetable plus egg soup. This is the set first class menu.  

 Red Guard 1: There is so much. They are lucky! 

     Attendant: This is special. Just for this carriage.  

Red Guard 2: I feel somehow lucky because of those nuns. This is the first time                          

in my life I’ve been in first class.  

Red Guard 1: You idiot!   It’s not for them. It’s for us. We’re the heroes. It’s for the Red 

Guards of Beijing. The nuns benefit from us. That’s the right way to think!   

Except for us Red Guards and those nuns, the rest of them in here are either 

officials or from the central police bureau.  We are VIPs! 

Red Guard 2:  Yes, you are right. We are VIPs.  

The steaming hot egg soup blurs the view. 
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Elsewhere in the train compartment 

One of Red Guards is a girl who can speak English. She has been educated in a single girls’ 

school run by Christians. When she realizes that one of the nuns is actually from Canada, she 

begins to chat. The Red Guard girl recalls her school life where she learnt science, foreign 

languages, even etiquette.  

Another short, chubby, bespectacled girl is closely watching everything the nuns are doing. 

She looks pleased with herself, proud that this mission to expel the foreign nuns will make 

her immediately famous. She has been taught that the foreign missionaries have always been 

linked with foreign aggression. She closes her eyes and recalls the moment she forced one of 

the nuns to stand on a crucifix which had been knocked to the floor and trampled on by the 

Red Guards.   

 

CUT TO 

TITLE CARD : 1870, on the other side of the city of Tianjing 

On the city street, western soldiers are humiliating Chinese people. They laugh at them and 

play with their pigtails. Some missionaries pass by.  

MALE NARRATOR: Missionaries re-entered China in 1840 during the First Opium War, 

along with the Western traders who accompanied the gunboats. This marked the start of the 

fourth phase of the coming of Christianity. But a succession of humiliating and unequal 

treaties allowed the Western powers to extract as much profit as possible while leaving China 

increasingly desolate.  
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Noon, a summer day of 1870, river beach, Tianjin.  

A group of Chinese peasants are digging in a cemetery. More than a hundred peasants 

surround them. Their digging reveals a recently buried body wrapped in a small, straw mat.  

Peasant A: Quick! Move!   

Two people remove the covering from the body. It is a little Chinese girl.  

The crowd is furious.  

Peasant B: It is sin! The foreign devils have killed another Chinese child.  

Peasant C: Last night, someone saw the foreigners’ carriage coming here.  Dead bodies are 

everywhere along the riverbank.  

Peasant D: The foreign devils steal our children. They pay the kidnappers to bring the 

children to their orphanages. So many children have gone missing recently. See, 

there are dozens of children’s bodies here.  

Peasant C: The foreigners bring the opium to ruin us. They use guns to attack our country.  

                   They occupy our land. And now, they kill our children.  

Peasant B: Their churches hide secrets and the heavy doors are always closed. They must do    

                  evil things inside. 

Peasant E: I heard from my neighbor that the foreigners are from some cult. They use fresh 

children’s bodies to make potions.  

A man stands on the top of a big stone. He yells: 
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Peasant A: My friends, now we’ve found this poor child’s body, can’t we do   something?  

The government cannot protect us. We have to protect   ourselves.  We have to seek 

justice for ourselves. Who’s with me?  

 

The appeal gets a strong response from the crowd. People grab their tools, light torches and 

head towards the local church .   

Inside the church (Wang Hai Lou) 

A priest is baptizing a baby. Several Chinese converts surround a nun who is holding the 

baby.   

Servant: Emergency, emergency! Father, a crowd of people is gathering outside the church. 

They look angry and they’re carrying weapons and looking for a fight. The priest 

responds to the rising noise outside and stops the baptism.  

Priest: Go to Fontanier, the French consul, and ask him for help.  

 

CUT TO 

Night time, on train, 1966 

As the train travels towards the south of China, the temperature in the compartments is 

increasing. Sister Mary Eamonn becomes sick.  

She is wearing too many clothes for the summer heat. The Red Guard responsible for her is a 

young small girl and she is worried about the nun’s health. She tells the doctor on  the train, 

but the doctor responds coldly that “she is pretending now, just ignore her.”  
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The sisters gather around the sick nun to look after her. One of the oldest nuns put her hand 

on the nun’s forehead to comfort her.  Sister Eamonn worries aloud about the Chinese nuns 

she’s had to leave behind at the school. Those women face uncertain futures.  

 

DISSOLVE TO 

TITLE CARD: Beijing, 1946 

A series of tableaux. 

A young British soldier and a Japanese geisha meet in a small Japanese restaurant in Beijing 

and fall in love. The woman falls pregnant but the soldier receives his orders to return to 

Britain. 

The Japanese woman gives birth to a baby.  

Tearfully, she hands over the baby to an old nun in front of the door of the Sacred Heart 

Convent .She turns away and never looks back.   

After many changing seasons, the baby, a girl grows up.  

At night, when she is sleeping, a nun makes a doll for her. The girl seems to be having a 

sweet dream. 

She is brought up by the foreign nuns and becomes a teacher and a Franciscan nun at Sacred 

Heart School. 

During the upheavals of 1966, the young nun is separated from the foreign nuns.  

The Red Guards force her and the other Chinese nuns to leave the convent.  
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The nuns are sitting in a big truck going who knows where.  

The door of the convent is closed.  

The Eurasian nun’s tears fall.  

 

CUT TO 

Exterior, noon, a summer day of 1870 , French church Wang Hai Lou 

An angry crowd gathers in front of the church. The local Chinese official and a group of 

soldiers are trying to move the congregation to safety. The French consul, Fontanier, appears.  

French Consul: What are you doing here? This is a church, it is French territory. Yet you 

Chinese dare to gather here. Don’t you know what will happen?  

He turns to the local official.  

French Consul: What are you going to do about it? It’s not a big problem. Why are   these 

people still allowed to block the way? You’re useless!  Do you want me to 

complain to your superior?  

Official (angry): I’ve done my best. It’s not easy when the peop le’s feelings are so strong and 

bitter. And after all I am the local magistrate. My first duty is to protect 

Chinese people, not your people.  

French Consul: What?   Not even your emperor dare speak to me like that!   
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The consul grabs his gun and fires at the magistrate. But the shot hits the official’s servant 

who falls to the ground. The crowd is outraged. They beat the French consul and his retinue 

savagely.  Someone tears the French flag to pieces and sets it on fire.  

The burning flag dissolves through to pictures of churches and orphanages in flames and ruin.  

FEMALE NARRATOR : In history, this is called the Tianjin Massacre; the worst religious 

clash of the late Qing Dynasty.  

By 1870, a wave of child stealing had spread throughout China with the Catholic 

missionaries frequently being blamed. For years Catholic nuns had been drawing children to 

their orphanages, sometimes by paying families. But often the babies taken to the orphanages 

were very ill, and some were even at death’s door. During 1870, outbreaks of serious disease 

increased the already high number of deaths at these orphanages. This, together with the 

rumours of child stealing sharpened the  antagonism between the foreign missionaries and 

the Chinese.  

In the Tianjin massacre, Catholic institutions were ransacked, and 40 local converts and 21 

foreigners were killed.  

(An orphanage in China) 
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(A priest is baptizing baby) 
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CUT TO 

TITLE CARD: Beijing, 1949 

The flag of the People’s Republic of China is flying over the street.   

Below, a mixed blood girl is bullied by Chinese kids. She has brown hair and they laugh at 

her ‘half westerns’ appearance. They refuse to play with her and call her a “bastard”.  

She feels inferior and rejected. 

The girl returns to St. Franciscan Mary Convent. At the entrance she stops, tugging at a 

strand of her hair, looking closely at its colour. She starts to cry.  

The Mother Superior of the convent is watching. Obviously she can feel the girl’s pain.  

 

CUT TO 

On the train, 1966 

The nuns are gathered around Sister Eamonn, attending to her.  

In the background is the sound of the broadcast news about the current demonstration in front 

of the Soviet embassy in Beijing.  

In an English voiceover we hear that the demonstration is agains t the diplomatic interference 

from “Big Brother”, the USSR. The news continues, giving further   details about foreign 

countries trying to interfere in China’s domestic issues.  
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CUT TO 

TITLE CARD: Beijing 1 October 1949 

Newsreel: Surrounded by a sea of Red flags in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square, Chairman Mao 

solemnly declares the establishment of the People’s Republic of China.  

He proclaims that from then on the Chinese people would stand on their own feet.  

The newsreel continues, mixed with archival photographs. It shows Monsignor Antonio 

Riberi, the Papal nuncio to the National government in Nanjing. We see footage of other 

western officials packing and learning the country.  

MALE NARRATOR : While Mao proclaimed the victory of the revolution Monsignor 

Antonio Riberi, the Papal Nuncio to the national government, was anxiously waiting for 

permission to meet the Great Leader.   Most other Western diplomats had already left China 

but the Nuncio had stayed, hoping to forge a relationship with the new government. Two 

years later, Mao’s reply was delivered.  On 6 September 1951, Monsignor Riberi was 

ordered to leave China. From that date on, diplomatic relations between China and the 

Vatican ceased. 

 

CUT TO   

Interior train 

The nuns and the Red Guards are all sleeping. 

Exterior train 

In the night the Train passes through a small village in the south of China.  
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Exterior apartment 

 An old man gives a coded knock on the wooden door of a small flat. The door opens.  

Interior room (somewhere in China) 

The small room is full of people. A secret Mass begins…  

  

CUT TO 

Guangzhou Station, afternoon (August 30), 1966 

People are getting off the train. Two rows of policemen are surrounding the last carriage. The 

door is opened from inside. The conductor is walking out first, followed by the passengers.  

The leaders of the two rows of police are shaking hands and chatting to each other. After a 

short conversation, one of the policemen turns back, and gives a signal for the rest of the 

passengers to disembark.  

One by one, the nuns get off the train.  

 

Hong Kong border, 11 am, the next day ( August 31), 1966 

The nuns are hustled toward the border crossing point by broom-wielding Red Guards, who 

go through the gestures of sweeping the departing nuns out of their country as if they were 

dirt. When the nuns cross the border, about one hundred Red Guards gather at the railway 

station on the Chinese side, jeering at the nuns, shouting slogans and singing.  

The nuns, dressed in white habits with gray cloaks are surrounded by the nine Red Guards 

who obviously have cleaned themselves up after their three day train journey. The young Red 
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Guards look excited and proud of themselves in front of the hundreds of other local Red 

Guards. The nuns, on the other hand, appear tired and stressed.  

Suddenly, a girl is shouting. Sister Eamonn is fainting, falling down and leaning on her 

slender guard. The girl almost falls down as well.  The boys come to help her support the   

nun. The other nuns are really worried. They try to help but are stopped by the other Red 

Guards.  

Ma Jisheng: Oh, only a few more steps to go. She could choose a better time! 

Red Guard 1: She is damn heavy. I can’t support her for too long. We must move faster. We  

                      need to get rid of them quickly.  

Red Guard2: We cannot move her over the border. They supposed to walk by themselves. It  

      is the plan! 

Ma Jisheng: All these people are watching us. We can’t stop here!  

Red Guard 1: We could let the other nuns hold her up and take her across to the other side.  

Red Guard3: Are you out of your mind? Look at them, if they don’t move faster, maybe  

                      another one will faint here as well! 

Ma Jisheng: Wait a minute. I have an idea! 

He notices that there is a luggage trolley left by the wayside.  

Ma Jisheng: First class coming! (He pushes the trolley and runs back with cheers.)  

Sister Eamonn is unceremoniously dumped face down on the baggage cart while scores of 

Red Guards standing nearby let out hooting jeers. The young boys and girls push her towards 
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the border. Two Hong Kong policemen and a western priest who is from Hong Kong St. 

Franciscan convent, are standing in the middle of the bridge between the territories, waiting 

for them.  

When they arrive the line of the boarder bridge, the two Hong Kong policemen ask to 

examine the nuns’ passports. One by one, the eight passports from the eight different 

countries are opened for checking.  

The policemen take over the cart, helped by the western priest.  

They push the cart towards the border.  

On the bridge, the Red Guards and gathered Chinese are roaring like thunder. The Hong 

Kong side of the border is quieter.  The only sounds are the hundreds of cameras clicking and 

whirring and the siren of the ambulance with its lights flashing.  

 

1966, August 31st, 11:04 am 

The eight nuns cross the border and set foot in Hong Kong.  

A journalist delivers his piece to camera: 

Catholic officials said that with the arrival of the nuns, the only non-Chinese Catholic official 

remaining in Communist China was Bishop James E. Walsh of Cumberland. Walsh, 74 this 

year, was accused of espionage by the Communists in 1960 and sentenced to 20 years 

imprisonment. 

 

Red Guards sing a song (Lyrics):  
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Everything reactionary is the same; if you do not hit it, it won’t fall. Where the broom does 

not reach, the dust will not vanish.  

 

Black Screen 

Sister Winifred Duff (76), Mother Superior from Canada 

Sister Catherine Rogan (65), from UK; 

Sister Olga Sofia Fedorovitch (58), from Poland;  

Sister Ida Stephanie Muggeler (73), from Switzerland; 

Sister Irene Larotidou (70), from Greece;  

Sister Rosa Millesanti (66), from Italy 

Sister Sgisbert Gressiens(61), from France  

Sister Mary Eamonn O Sullivan (60), from Ireland 

 

FEMALE NARRATOR: 

The morning of the nuns arrival in Hong Kong, Sister Eamonn, died in Theresa’s Hospital, 

exhausted by the journey. She had lived in China for 30 years. At first, her body was buried 

in Hong Kong.  But after complex negotiations, her remains were sent on a special flight to 

her hometown in Ireland. Her 86 years old mother and a papal representative joined the 

townspeople at her funeral. 
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The rest of the nuns were sent from Hong Kong to Macao for a brief rest, and then flew to 

Paris and on to Vatican City.  

Not one of them would ever return to China.  

The Vatican City 

Pope Paul VI speaks at the weekly general audience at his summer retreat.  

Sitting on the chair and facing the journalists, he says “China is the most dear to me”.  

 

The black and white photo of the 9 Red Guards   
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Ma Jisheng (M):Joined the navy and later worked as a manager in one of the earliest five-star 

hotels in Beijing. Now he is working as a body corporate manager for a private company.  

Feng Guoqing(M): retired  

Fu Yili (F): became a doctor and now works in a small clinic.  

Zhou Honglin (M): retired from the army 

Qi Pingfen(F): retired 

Wang Pingjun(M): lost contact 

Liang Zhonghua(M): now works as a body corporate manager for a government retirement 

community. 

Wang Fengcui (F) : lost contact 

 Liu Huanhuan (F):  she joined the army, and became a successful pediatrician in the General 

Hospital of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. She has been to Italy and has visited 

Vatican City. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

This exegesis, “An Exegesis to The Last Foreign Nuns in China Screenplay: the Significance 

of Lost History, Docudrama and Co-production” explores documentary-drama screenwriting 

as a writing genre. Accompanying the dissertation, bound separately, is the feature 

documentary screenplay, The Last Foreign Nuns in China. The dissertation is not a 

supplementary text servicing the ambitions of the practice of writing, even if it takes its cues 

from that practice. Rather, both the screenplay and the exegesis constitute their own, 

complementary investigations that employ the narrative form of the feature documentary in 

order to uncover new ways of looking at the history of Catholicism in the People’s Republic 

of China and Sino-Vatican relations.  In particular, the screenplay investigates the early 

stages of the Cultural Revolution in which the incident occurred. Nonetheless, the research 

attempts to explore the complexities of writing history in relation to the problems that exist in 

the feature documentary world. The research question could be stated as a re-examination of 

the incident of the expulsion of the nuns in 1966, in light of new evidence and a revised 

historical perspective. 

At present, or since the first actualities of the Lumiere brothers, documentary makers have 

maintained the interests of the audiences. Since the time of the Rodney King video1 (1991) 

and news coverage of events such as the Gulf War and P.J. Simpson’s “slow-speed chase” 

and subsequent trial,  the documentary has been given a renewed position of importance in 

daily life. Several documentaries, including The Thin Blue Line (Morris, 1987), Madonna: 

                                                 
1
 This is refers to the beating of Rodney King by the LAPD which was captured by George Holliday, a 

bystander, on a hand-held video camera. Millions around the world  saw the footage. This incident was the 

impetus for the creation of witness.  People began to realize that a citizen with a camera in his/her hands could 

be a powerful actor (Alexander, 1994). 
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Truth or Dare (Keshishian,1991), Paris Is Burning (Livingston, 1990), Hoop Dreams (James, 

1994), and Unzipped (Keeve, 1995), have managed to break through the stranglehold of 

institutional exhibition practices and attain successful commercial runs. The director of 

documentary The Thin Blue Line, Errol Morris, is indeed the pioneer of this wave. His film 

could be considered to be one of the most influential motion pictures in documentary history, 

although it failed to obtain a nomination at the Academic Awards due to the fact that it was 

categorized as “non- fiction” rather than “documentary”. This documentary has grossed 

$US1,209,846 domestically (Internet Movie Database Inc. A, 2011). On its opening weekend, 

showing in only one theatre, it took $US 17,814 (Internet Movie Database Inc. A, 2011). The 

film has had a considerable influence on later television and documentary film and is often 

credited with pioneering the style of modern crime-scene re-enactments. The director’s 

investigation demonstrated that five witnesses had committed perjury. As a result of the 

publicity around the film, Randall Dale Adams (whose death sentence by the US Supreme 

Court in 1980 had been overturned and commuted to life in prison) had his murder conviction 

overturned by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeal and the case was returned to Dallas 

County for a retrial. The district attorney’s office declined to prosecute the case again and 

Adams release was subsequently ordered as a result of a habeas corpus hearing in 1989. 

Harris had testified in the original trial that he was the passenger in the stolen car that he 

allowed Adams to drive and that Adams committed the murder. He recanted this testimony at 

Adams’ habeas corpus hearing, but never admitted guilt in a judicial setting and was never 

charged in the case. In 2004, David Harris was executed by lethal injection for the unrelated 

1985 murder of Mark Mays in Beaumont, Texas, which occurred during the attempted 

abduction of Mays’ girlfriend (Morris, 1987). 

“Morris never set out to tell the story of Randall Adams’ innocence. He was interested 

initially in the story of ‘Dr. Death,’ the psychiatrist whose testimony about the sanity of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randall_Dale_Adams
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Supreme_Court
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Supreme_Court
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dallas_County,_Texas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dallas_County,_Texas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habeas_corpus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lethal_injection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beaumont,_Texas
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numerous accused murderers had resulted in a remarkable number of death sentences. It 

would seem that the more directly and single-mindedly a film pursues a single truth, the less 

chance it has of producing the kind of ‘reverberations between events’ that will affect 

meaning in the present (Williams, 1998)”.  

There is a documentary element in my films, a very strong documentary 

element, but by documentary element, I mean an element that's out of 

control, that's not controlled by me. And that element is the words, the 

language that people use, what they say in an interview. They're not 

written, not rehearsed. It's spontaneous, extemporaneous material. People 

talking about their thoughts, their ideas, things that have happened to them. 

It's interesting — when The Thin Blue Line came out, the use of stylized 

re-enactments was considered unusual (Morris, 2004). 

                                                                                           

In 1989, Roger & Me, a documentary about an “inept” documentary filmmaker and economic 

hardship in Flint, Michigan USA, became the most commercially successful documentary 

film ever made (Rothman, 1998, p.23).  

Some scholars have pointed out that in Roger & Me, Michael Moore betrays his 

journalist/documentarian’s commitment to the objective portrayal of historical fact when he 

implies that events that occurred prior to major layoffs at manufacturing plants in Flint, 

Michigan were the reason for these layoffs. Moore himself argues that as a resident of Flint 

he has a place in the film and should not attempt to play the role of objective observer but of 

partisan investigator. This point is quite credible and consistent with the postmodern 

awareness that there is no objective observation of truth but always an interested participation 

in its construction (Williams, 1998).  
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Thus, to write this screenplay, as an investigator rather than a reporter, a participator rather 

than an observer, the author has experienced a similar journey to Moore by being involved in, 

investigating and writing the story of the nun’s expulsion. The screenplay is based on the 

face-to-face interviews of  the witnesses in China who were the young Red Guards practicing 

the expulsion in 1966, several older Franciscan nuns in Hong Kong who are familiar with the 

people who met  the nuns at the Hong Kong border, the numerous documents regarding the 

incident involving the history, religion and politics which are stored in Beijing, Hong Kong, 

UK, Italy and Vatican,  and finally this author’s visit to the significant stops on the journey of 

expulsion in order to re-experience the actual trip made by the nuns and the Red Guards. The 

crucial questions in my creative writing progress are firstly how to carefully make the change 

from observing to presenting, secondly how to re-make/re-present the history by creatively 

writing the documentary drama, And finally, how to make use of the oral history to recover 

the whole journey which occurred 40 years ago without losing perspective, and to invent 

conversations that may have only possibly occurred in a real world hundreds of years ago.  

 

A useful and productive approach to the complexities of defining the forms on the fact/fiction 

divide has been provided by John Caughie in his important essay Progressive Television and 

Documentary Drama (1980). Caughie’s essay provides succinct definitions capable of 

accommodating the majority of established and emergent works in this area. Within a 

discussion of the ideological implications of realist styles of television production, Caughie 

identifies two dominant forms within the fact/fiction representational divide: “dramatized 

documentary” and “documentary drama”. According to Caughie, dramatized documentary is 

an approach based on facts derived from investigation and research. Such practices are 

commonly signalled in a program’s opening titles, or within television scheduling guides 

through a statement to the effect that the content is “based on fact”. In this form, factual 
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graphical details of a well-known historical figure, for example, is communicated through the 

conventions of drama. On the other hand, a documentary drama is a work which relies on 

dramatic codes and conventions for the basis of a fictional narrative that makes reference to 

factual or possible situations, people and events (Beattie, 2004, p.148). It seems that the lines 

drawn between these two types of documentaries have been defined well. However, the 

author’s screenplay features two separate story lines which involve both elements, those of 

dramatized documentary and documentary drama. This will be further discussed in Chapter 3 

in order to better understand the narrative forms of the screenplay.  

Nonetheless, regardless of how the form is defined or how the techniques are used to create 

the fiction/drama screenplay, as a storytelling device it has fundamental significance 

pertaining to history, national identity, issues of gender, social, cultural and political 

dynamics, views and representations of self and of other(s), ethnicity, religion and so on. 

There are plenty of issues that inform the writing, the script, representation by characters, and 

story.  

The screenplay has tried to include them all. The expulsion itself occurred in 1966. The real 

time duration of the story is 7 days, starting from the morning of the 24th August in Beijing to 

the night of September 1st 1966 in Hong Kong. 

On 24th, August 1966, many teenage students (Red Guards) invaded St. Mary’s Franciscan 

Sacred Heart School which was built by the Franciscan Order of St. Mary (Catholic) in 

Beijing, and demanded the eviction from China of eight foreign nuns in this school.  Two 

days later, the Beijing people’s committee declared that the government had accepted the 

request of the Red Guards and the common people to clamp down on this ecclesiastical place. 

On 28thAugust, the Beijing Police Bureau actually evicted these foreign nuns from China due 

to their “activities of counter revolution”.  
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There are nine Red Guards, five are female, four are male. They accept an order to send the 8 

nuns to the border between China and Hong Kong. At that time the journey from Beijing to 

the border took at least 3 days to travel this distance by train. In the end, the eight nuns 

crossed the border into Hong Kong, but one of them died soon after her arrival. With the 

nuns’ banishment, China became entirely opposed to Catholicism. Although this re ligion had 

come to the mainland of China hundreds of years ago, officially Catholicism had disappeared 

from the People’s Republic of China.  

The dominant account of the incident constructs the expulsion of the nuns as the breaking of 

a promise of religious tolerance. Therefore, the screenplay re-examines this historical 

incident and looks at the charge of religious intolerance.  

On one hand, the event can be seen in the light of the political strategies Mao Zedong was 

undertaking. At that time, from China’s aspect, the government tried to utilize this expulsion 

to tell the world of its independence, and to strip the Western influence from China. However, 

the Western world missed the real signals from China and considered the incident as violence 

by communists, and that the government had broken its vow of religious tolerance. Almost all 

popular academic articles which reference Chinese Catholic history or Sino-Vatican relations 

have mentioned this event. None of them have discussed the symbolic meaning of this event, 

and all took it as an example of irreligious action by the government. The expulsion of the 

eight nuns who were the last foreign missionaries in China contains a symbolic meaning far 

deeper than the suffering experienced by Catholic non-Chinese refugees. This incident 

occurred by chance, but it was an inevitable outcome of both China’s domestic and 

international political status. On the other hand, the research reassesses the issue now that 

human rights rather than communism has become the standard by which the West judges 

China. Today, ideological conflict between capitalism and communism seems to gain less 

attention due to China’s dramatic economic development and current opening up. The 
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enormous economic growth and the appeal of a huge market attract focus from all over the 

world.  Thus, with the increasing interest in China, environmental issues, public health and 

human rights are becoming hot topics on which to criticize this rapidly developing country. 

Those issues are not only considered by China to be domestic problems, but also heavily 

influence Chinese international relations. Since the establishment of the People’s Republic of 

China in 1949, religious organisations have had problems of adjustment and accommodation 

with the ruling Communist party in China. To some extent this state of affairs has been 

caused by a Marxist distaste for religious belief. In part it has reflected Marxist suspicions 

about the political role of religion in Chinese life, especially where such religion has links 

with the outside world, as in the case of Christianity which has been seen by the Chinese 

people as a world religion from the West.  

The historical incident of the eviction of the nuns which occurred 40 years ago is mentioned 

or discussed as being an irreligious act upon the Catholic church by the Chinese government 

in many research publications. However, in my primary interviews with the people who were 

directly involved, I discovered some truths about the cause of this “irreligious action” which 

have never been disclosed. My findings reveal much important footage of the expulsion 

which has never been previously released. This research will contribute new knowledge for 

research and discussion on Catholicism in China. Moreover, the project will contribute to 

research on Sino-Vatican relations. The Vatican, as the heart of the Catholic church all over 

the world, is the only European country which does not have official diplomatic relations 

with the People’s Republic of China, due to a series of historical reasons. Moreover, this 

screenplay will help fill in the blanks in the documentation of Catholic history in China.  

The research methodology during the whole process takes the form of a documentary 

screenplay and a critical exegesis. The documentary incorporates the techniques of 

docudrama and historical exposition. Whilst establishing a clear historical record based on 
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scholarly research, it will present the material in a widely accessible form.  For one reason or 

another, documentaries have made their way from the dusty shelves of “special interest” to 

join the ranks of romantic comedy and action-adventure for video release. Except for the 

documentaries mentioned previously, numerous documentaries such as Fahrenheit 9/11 

(Michael Moore, 2004), Super Size Me (Morgan Spurlock, 2004), An Inconvenient Truth 

(Davis Guggenheim, 2006), the Fog of the War (Errol Morris, 2003) as blockbusters not only 

receive large profits from distribution theatrically, but also push many social issues into sharp 

focus and often gain a huge reaction from audiences. Consequently reception of documentary 

features in recent years is pretty obvious. On the other hand, this dissertat ion uses as many 

examples as possible to illustrate the divergent views articulated. Special attention is drawn to 

the views of certain outspoken members, including individuals and organizations, and the 

Catholic community. Various publications in China, notably newspapers and periodicals, are 

used as the main sources for this thesis, as well as first hand interviews. It investigates some 

of the main religious activities in the Chinese Catholic community in Beijing, the capital and 

political centre of China. Re-examining the history of foreign missionaries and returning to 

the original incident, it is obvious that this event was one of the most influential news item 

reported at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution. The author found many films and 

pictures which had recorded this event during my research. Many original newspapers in 

public libraries were documented. News reports and photos are detailed in religious 

documents, and journals published around the event date present clear images of many 

important scenes. Most of the important documents are concealed in the archives room of the 

Beijing Police Bureau. Moreover, there were many foreign journalists in Hong Kong 

reporting this event at the time. In addition, the author was able to obtain the oral his tory 

through interviewing the participants and witnesses of this incident. Fortunately, most of 

these witnesses still keep in contact, although they are now becoming elderly.  
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Two main reasons led to the author choosing this topic as the object of the research project. 

First, the research on the nun’s story attempts to provide a narrative form of recording the 

oral history in order to raise the common interest in this incident which occurred more than 

40 years ago. The story contributes to the knowledge of the religious and international 

relations policies and practices during the history of the People’s Republic of China. The 

nuns’ expulsion could be considered to be a full stop in the history of foreign Christian 

missionaries in China.  It has a significant symbolic meaning when academia or critics judge 

the religious freedom and tolerance in China, or the devastation of the Cultural Revolution 

and the Red Guards’ place in history. However, due to the lack of resources and opportunities 

to approach the witnesses, all of the documentation referring to what happened has come 

from the perspective of outsiders. However, the author’s uncle was one of the nine Red 

Guards who played a key role in this incident, giving an incomparable opportunity for the 

author to obtain first hand material, to collect the photos   taken during the incident, and to 

interview the Red Guards who sent the nuns from Beijing to the Hong Kong border. The 

author has also undertaken further investigation into the nuns’ and Red Guards’ identities by 

retrieving family books and newspapers, and conducting interviews in China. Despite the fact 

that the footage of the investigation could present a clearer profile of what exactly happened 

in the convent and on the train during the seven days of the expulsion, the whole story still 

carries an unsolved mystery, as will be explained in Chapter 3. Moreover, in order to better 

understand the decision making surrounding the expulsion and the major domestic attitudes 

to the Catholic missionaries at that time, the early history of Catholicism in China must be 

mentioned. The expulsion of missionaries in China by the Communist government in 1950-

1960 is not a coincidence. Foreign missionaries have been expelled several times due to 

political reasons rather than ideological differences, although missionaries have played a 

significant role in accelerating the development of technology and science in China. This 
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history should be re-examined in order to understand the attitudes and the comprehensive 

relationship between the China and the West.          

Secondly, this study aims to examine the new trend in feature films and Chinese images in 

the global media. Most of the scenes in the screenplay occurred in China, but in order to 

target an international audience, the language used is English. There is an intention to obey 

reality even if all Chinese characters in the screenplay speak English. Italian director 

Bernardo Bertolucci used this technique in his Oscar winning film The Last Emperor, in 1987. 

Targeting an international market by writing and producing non-English cultural stories 

(especially these with an Oriental background) in English is becoming more popular in recent 

years. Mulan (1998), Memoirs of Geisha (2005), The Forbidden Kingdom (2008), Astro Boy 

(2009), The Karate Kid (2010), are big blockbusters promoting an Asian aspect to the world. 

All of these films are co-productions, have a certain acceptance by an international aud ience 

and a certain rejection by the local audience. In the author’s understanding, the co-existence 

of “international Asian” films with many “pure-blood” Asian films in the international 

market, for example in the American film market, signifies a shifting strategy in Hollywood 

production companies from making local films selling to local audiences (localization) to 

“global- localization”, in other words, making use of globalization to maximise the profits. 

These screenplays, written in English, try to capitalise on the benefits of this trend and 

attempt to find the balance between paying court to an international audience and not losing 

the identities of the characters, while at the same time, gaining acceptance by a local audience.  

The shifting of Chinese images in the global media/cinema will be analysed in Chapter 4.  

Based on the above-mentioned plan and discussions, this dissertation is divided into three 

major parts. Part I in Chapter 2 examines the history and literature of the Catholic Church in 

China and the background of the incidents. It not only highlights the relationship between the 

Chinese government and foreign missionaries, but also provides a historical context in which 
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to observe the development of “attitudes” towards foreign missionaries in China. Three 

historical moments have been included. Firstly, in the 16th century, the Jesuits utilized 

advanced scientific technology of the time to gain acceptance in China. Matteo Ricci, as a 

distinguished foreign scholar, enhanced the social status of the Catholic missionaries in China, 

a honeymoon period which lasted two hundred years. Secondly, the contradictions between 

Chinese traditional customs and Catholic religious taboos directly led to the break-up of 

relations and the prohibiting of Christianity in the 17th century. Thirdly, the re-entry of the 

Christian missionaries during the Opium Wars and the complicated Chinese emotions 

towards the missionaries, including the typical incident of the anti-Catholic “Tianjin 

Massacre” and “rice-bowl” Christians, represents the antagonistic attitudes of the local 

Chinese. These historical moments, as well as the historical figures, have been chosen 

carefully in order to summarise the positive and negative social impacts on various aspects of 

Chinese history. The screenplay gives the audience a brief but comprehensive understanding 

of the performance of the Catholic Church in ancient and contemporary history.  

Part II in Chapter 3 begins with a critical discussion of the relations between the documentary 

and politics. The first part mainly deals with the documentary and political history.  It gives 

an introduction to the intimate relationship between documentary film and politics, as well as 

the huge power of social influence. By understanding the documentary’s potential political 

impact, the second part of this chapter naturally shifts to distinguishing between the 

documentary and docudrama. Docudrama inherits the advantages of the documentary and 

combines the freedom of the dramatization and creation of melodrama. It not only has 

flexibility in creating plots and better audience assessment, but also has a deeper political 

impact on society. This also gives an explanation for the author’s choice to use docudrama to 

interpret the nuns’ story.  The third part of this chapter mainly focuses on the exegesis of the 

screenplay. It describes the function of the parallel story lines in the screenplay and the 
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techniques of the narration. By presenting the reasons and the creative procedure, the reader/ 

audience of the screenplay is better able to understand the symbolic meanings of the play.  

Part III shifts the study to another level. In Chapter 4, the study aims to analyse the new trend 

of the mixed-blood feature films in the international market and Chinese images in the global 

media.  There are two questions arising in this part: why normally the western produced 

Asian films are in English rather than their own local languages? How to make the east-west 

coproduction widely accepted by both parenting cultures without inadaptability?  

In conclusion, Chapter 5 will summarize and conclude the major findings, contributions, 

shortcomings and interesting observations which will be worth considering for further 

experimentation for future research.   
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Chapter 2   Topic: History and Re-making History 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

On the morning of August 24th 1966, the Red Guards broke into the compound of the 

Academy of the Sacred Heart, a school operated by the Franciscan Sisters of Mary for the 

education of children of diplomatic personnel. The foreign nuns who lived and taught at the 

convent came from eight different countries. They had been allowed to continue this ministry 

many years after other foreign missionaries had been expelled or interned because of 

representation to Zhou Enlai by diplomatic personnel who found Chinese schools inadequate 

for their children. The Red Guards did not enter classrooms on the first day of the raid, but 

planted a red flag on the school tower and erected a portrait of Mao Zedong in the campus. 

They plastered the walls of the school with posters reading “Get out, foreign devil!” and 

“Chase out running dogs of imperialism” (Behr, 1966).  

According to the Communist press, the school was taken over the following day by the 

Peking Municipal People’s Council “at the  demand of Peking’s (Beijing) Red Guards and 

revolutionary masses and to safeguard China’s security and the interests of the people.” The 

press report also referred to two mass rallies on August 26 and August 28, 1966. At first, the 

order to ban the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary and take over the school was announced, 

quickly followed by the immediate deportation of the nuns after the Red Guards indignantly 

exposed their alleged crimes. The news account refers several times to “counter-revolutionary 

activities” carried out by the nuns.  
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At that time there were nine young Red Guards, five female and four male, undertaking the 

order to send these eight sisters to the border between China and Hong Kong. They spent 3 

days together in the train from Beijing to the border at Lowu (now in Pinyin: Luhu). When 

the nuns were crossing the border into Hong Kong, about one hundred Red Guards gathered 

at the railway station on the Chinese side, jeering at the nuns, shouting slogans and singing 

“The East is Red”. One of the nuns died soon after arrival, due to exhaustion. With the 

expulsion of the nuns, Catholicism was finally gone from China, even though this religion 

had first arrived in the land via the famous Silk Road route nearly 1300 years ago.  

Within China the nuns’ expulsion was understood as a sign of the strength of Mao Zedong’s 

leadership. However, the incident was reported in the Western media as a sign of intolerance 

by the People’s Republic of China. Whilst the incident has faded from popular memory, it 

remains a significant initiating point in the history of the Western criticism of Chinese 

religious intolerance and China’s record of human rights.  

 

In 1967, a British couple, Stuart and Roma Gelder, published their yearlong Chinese 

adventure as Memories for a Chinese Grand-daughter. In this book, these two writers 

described everyday Chinese life during 1966 – the year the Cultural Revolution began. As 

Western witnesses in Beijing at that time, they had visited South Cathedral (the main scene in 

the screenplay) and St. Mary’s Franciscan Convent (the school) just before these were closed 

down by the Red Guards. They believed the expulsion of foreign nuns from the Franciscan 

Convent indicated that the Chinese Communists had broken the promise of religious 

tolerance that had existed since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China 2. In their 

opinion, this incident revealed that tolerance to Christianity officially ended in August 1966, 

                                                 
2
 Numerous reports in newspapers, magazines and periodicals reports commented on this expulsion and the 

Cultural Revolution in 1966.  
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for the Chinese as well as for foreigners because it was part of the fore ign Imperialist past 

and Chinese bourgeois past (Gelder, 1967, p.60).   

This incident has also been referred to in Dr. Richard C. Bush’s book Religion in Communist 

China to describe the difficult situation the Catholic churches were placed in under 

Communist control (Bush, 1970, p. 166). Bush admitted that religious activity was allowed 

but circumscribed, at least until August 1966, when the Cultural Revolution and its Red 

Guards struck. However, he also pointed out the limitation of religious freedom which had 

been granted by government at that time, “Communist officialdom could have replied that the 

constitutional provision guaranteed only freedom to believe, not the freedom to worship, 

preach, or to perform religious acts of any kind” (Bush, 1970, p.22). When the Red Guards 

closed and desecrated churches and temples in 1966, whether or not their action was 

sanctioned by the government, there was no official departure from the constitutional 

freedom of religious belief. This applied not only to the Catholic Church but to other 

religions such as Buddhism and Islam.  

Buddhism and Islam came to China from other countries. Both groups have had and still have 

foreign connections, but this did not seem to bother the Communists as they were considered 

“native religions” due to their practice by Chinese minority groups. Indeed, Buddhism and 

Islam are rooted in Chinese culture and the religious issues they produce have important 

relationships to some internal domestic contradictions in the western part of China such as 

Tibet and the Uygur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang). Moreover, Buddhist and Islamic 

relationships with Asian or Middle Eastern countries have been exploited by the Communist 

government for diplomatic purposes (Bush, p.39). On the other hand Christian foreign 

connections were regarded by the Chinese Communists as instances of imperialist aggression 

against China: “Thus, the first thrust in dealing with Christianity was directed against 

missionary personnel and the institutions which Communists regarded as grave instances of 
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imperialist aggression” (Bush, p.39). Therefore, as indicated, it was no surprise that the nuns, 

as the last foreign missionaries who still had religious affiliation before the Cultural 

Revolution, were finally expelled by the Chinese government. The “untrustworthy” excuse 

was that they “secretly colluded with a number of counterrevolutionaries in the Catholic 

churches in Peking, Hopei (Hebei), Shansi (Shanxi), Inner Mongolia, and Harbin, undertook 

espionage of information about China, wrote reactionary documents, fabricated and spread 

rumours, instigated counter revolutionary plots to create riots, and committed acts of sabotage 

seriously detrimental to China’s sovereignty” (Renmin Ribao, September 1 1966).  

Dr Beatrice Leung, a respected Hong Kong scholar, mentioned this expulsion in her research 

of Sino-Vatican relations (Leung, 1991, p.100) as evidence in support of her argument 

regarding conflicts between the Chinese Communist Party and the Vatican. Indeed, when 

these eight foreign nuns left China, officially no foreign missionary still remained in China 3. 

However, Sino-Vatican relations have not received much attention in the literature on 

international relations. This is perhaps due to the insignificance of the issue in the context of 

the major problems of security and economics in world politics. Although the Pope is the 

spiritual leader of over 700 million Catholics world-wide, the 5 million Catholics in China 

account for less than 0.5 per cent of China’s population and they play an ins ignificant role in 

Chinese politics and society. Thus, even if it were acknowledged that Catholics and the 

Catholic Church play significant political roles in many countries and that they exercise 

significant moral leadership there, China is manifestly not one of those countries (Leung, 

1991, p.3).   

                                                 
3
The last foreign missionary in China, James E.Walsh, was released from jail in 1970. He had been sentenced to 

20 years and served 12 years in a jail in Shanghai. 
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Since the early 1980s, due to a range of factors4, more and more members of the Hong Kong 

Catholic community, clergymen or lay Catholics, have shown an interest in Chinese affairs 

and have expressed their views on such matters. These Chinese issues, which have also 

attracted the attention of Western human rights observers, include such things as the atheist 

ideology and religious policy of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the conditions in the 

Chinese Catholic church (including both the open church and the underground church) and 

PRC-Vatican relations.  

Catholicism spread to China in the seventh century during Tang Dynasty. It remained a 

foreign belief, with few followers until the 16th century when Matteo Ricci came to China. 

Thanks to the work of foreign missionaries like Ricci, the number of believers quickly 

increased. Chinese perceptions of Catholicism began to change after the first Opium War in 

1840. In the eyes of many people, the religion was connected with Western colonialism.  

Since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, its dramatically expanding 

population is not reflected in an increase in Catholic converts; however the belief in the 

Protestant religion has grown exponentially. In 1949, there were 3.3 million Catholics, while 

the most common estimate today is 12 million (Leung, 2001). Over that time China’s 

population increased by a factor of four, meaning that Catholic growth has done little more 

than keep pace. A half-century ago, Chinese Protestantism was three and a half times smaller 

than Catholicism; today, it is at least three and a half times larger. The reason why Catholic 

growth is far slower than that of Protestantism in China is that there are some conflicts 

between the Catholic dominant - Vatican and the Chinese authority. One of the most 

important conflicts is the issue of the nomination of bishops. According to Roman Catholic 

discipline, only the Pope can appoint bishops of the Church. However, bishops in China are 

                                                 
4
 Such as the concerns of the1997 Hong Kong handover and atheistic Communism’s influences and government 

control. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bishop
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government-appointed. In recent years, this issue has proved a frequent aggravating factor in 

Sino-Vatican relations. 

The issue of Sino-Vatican relations has been a highly contentious one and is often difficult 

for both sides. The Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association (CCPA) is a division of China’s  

Religious Affairs Bureau, and has oversight over China’s Catholics. The Vatican has made it 

clear that it is ready to sacrifice Taiwan to improve relations with China, but bowing to the 

second demand would be unthinkable because it would require the Pope to accept the right of 

the Patriotic Association to name its own bishops and write its own doctrine (The Christian 

Century, 2001). 

Today, some Western observers still consider that Catholic belief in China is troubled due to 

ideological conflicts. They hold the belief that the Communist leadership is ideologically 

opposed to religion and that Chinese citizens cannot be simultaneously loyal to both their 

government and a foreign- led church. Therefore, Sino-Vatican relations are also part of this 

negative view of human rights in China. This point of view has not changed in the last 50 

years since the establishment of the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association. It seems to have 

been be proved by incidents during the Cultural Revolution, including the expulsion of the 

Catholic nuns, and the post cultural revolution era. On the other hand, in recent decades, the 

situation of Falun Gong5 being fully banned in China has been regarded by some Western 

governments as a major international human rights issue related to religious freedom. Thus, 

the current government is sparing no effort to improve its image on religious issues and is 

trying to offer an olive branch to the Vatican.  

                                                 
5
 Falun gong, or falun dafa as it is known amongst adherents, grew out of the qigong boom of the 1980s and 

early 1990s. Best known for teaching five sets of meditational exercises, it also proclaims a system of morality. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_relations_of_the_Vatican_City
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_Catholic_Patriotic_Association
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_Catholic_Patriotic_Association
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_rights
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2.2 The History of Chinese Catholicism before the Establishment of  the People’s 

Republic of China.  

 

2.2.1 Introduction 

 

Historians have shown that Christianity was introduced to China on four separate occasions. 

The first wave of Christianity arrived with the Nestorians, a Christian sect condemned by the 

Catholic church as being heretic. The Nestorian Christians came from Persia via the famous 

silk route during the Tang Dynasty. This sect survived for about 250 years in China, before 

disappearing. The second coming of Christianity arose out of the Mongol conquests that 

reached into the heart of Europe. A friendly relationship was established between the Pope 

and the Mongol Khans.  

The arrival of the Jesuits, Matteo Ricci and his companions, in the sixteenth century 

introduced the third coming of Christianity to China. They dressed first as Buddhist monks, 

then as Confucian scholars in order to approach the locals. With their displays of scientific 

instruments from the West they gained the respect and protection of several Confucian literati. 

Ricci was the most famous missionary in China due to his great scientific contribution, 

enabling Catholics to win the favour of China’s emperors, consequently enabling the Catholic 

Church to survive and take root in China. However, Pope Clement XI’s prohibition of 

Chinese rites offended the Emperor Kangxi and caused an official ban on missionaries in 

China for the following hundred years. In the fourth phase, Christianity came to China 

following the arrival of the British gunboats of the Western Imperialists during the Opium 

War of 1841. After two world wars and one civil war in this hundred year period, in 1948 just 

before the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, there were 3.2 million Catholic 
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and 1.4 million Protestant converts in China. They flourished until the communist takeover in 

1949 and the subsequent suppression of the church, which included the expulsion of foreign 

missionaries and their imprisonment.  

In writing about the Catholic Church in China, most historians begin with the arrival of the 

Nestorians during the Tang dynasty. The Christian Nestorians were condemned b y the 

Catholic Church as heretic.  

Although the Nestorian church was considered to be a heretical sect, the famous Nestorian 

tablet 6shows no doctrine that is divergent from that of the Catholic Church.  Historians, 

therefore, are quite willing to consider them to be the first Catholics in China (Gu, 1970). 

Chinese Catholics, like their compatriots, consider that what is older is more precious and a 

doctrine with roots further back in antiquity should be more readily acclaimed.  This sect 

survived for about 250 years in China, before disappearing.  

The second coming of Christianity arose out the Mongol conquests that reached into the heart 

of Europe.  In 1246, Pope Innocent IV, while in exile in Avignon, France, sent his 

representatives headed by Joannes de Plano Carponi to the Mongol capital, Karakorum, with 

the intention of saving the Catholic church in Europe from the Mongol cavalry. A friendly 

relationship was established between the Pope and successive Mongol Khans. Catholic 

missionaries who came to China consider their predecessor to be the Franciscan archbishop, 

John of Montecorvino, who arrived in Beijing in 1294. One hundred years later, when the 

                                                 
6
 According to this tablet, in 635 AD, during the Tang Dynasty, Nestorian Christian missionaries arr ived in 

Xi'an, th is being the first organized  effort  to bring the gospel to China. Nestorius was a controversial figure and 

church leader who was declared a heretic by contemporaries about 200 years earlier. The issue was over his 

view of Christology, but there were some power politics involved in the controversy as well.   
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Mongol Yuan dynasty fell and the Mongols retreated through the Gobi desert, the Catholic 

community in Beijing disappeared (Leung, 1991, p.15).7 

Although the Catholic Church made great efforts to gain a foothold in China, the first two 

tides of the Christianity did not make much impact on China until the arrival of Matteo Ricci 

and his companions in the sixteenth century, heralding the third coming of Christianity to 

China. It was not only a re-entry of Christianity to China, but also the first major opportunity 

for the Chinese to absorb Western culture, from oil painting to architecture, and to discover 

classic scientific knowledge such as geometry and geography (Waley-Cohen, 1993). Ricci 

belonged to that first group of Jesuit missionaries who, by their tact and learning won the 

respect and admiration of the Chinese. In fact, many of the missionaries had been chosen to 

go to China primarily due to the Jesuit leaders who believed that only superior knowledge in 

the sciences would enable a person to gain the respect of the literati (Ch’en & Ricci, 1939).  

In order to approach the locals, Matteo Ricci and his Jesuit companions dressed first as 

Buddhist monks, then as Confucian scholars. With their displays of Western scientific 

instruments, they gained the respect and protection of several Confucian literati. Within eight 

years of his arrival in China (1591) Ricci had converted eighty Chinese, and at the time of his 

death (1601) there were around 2500 Catholics (Leung, 1991). He was the most famous 

missionary in China due to his great scientific contribution, which enabled Catholics to win 

the favour of China’s emperors, consequently enabling the Catholic Church to survive and 

take root in China. However, Pope Clement XI’s prohibition of Chinese rites offended the 

Emperor Kangxi and caused the official ban of missionaries in China for the following 

hundred years or more. 

                                                 
7
 Most of the converts were Mongols and not Han Chinese, which was why when the Mongols withdrew from 

intramural China back to the northern steppes, all vestiges of Catholicism d isappeared from the Middle 

Kingdom.  
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As mentioned previously, the fourth wave of Christianity was brought to China during the 

1841 Opium War. This religion gained a foothold and remained viable for over a hundred 

years, surviving through two world wars and one civil war. According to Leung (1991), in 

1948, just prior to the establishment of the People’s Republic of China , there were over three 

million Catholics and over 1 million Protestants practicing their faith in China. These 

religions flourished until the Communist takeover in 1949, when the new government called 

for the gradual expulsion of all foreign missionaries.  

Re-examining the four waves of Christianity, the first two periods are considered to be  

failures. Although some historical traces were found in ancient history, there were no 

significant contributions or influences which have been proved by scholars. However, since 

Matteo Ricci’s arrival during the Ming Dynasty, the destinies of China and its people were 

integrated with those of the Western missionaries and the Catholic Church. Therefore, in 

order to comprehensively display the relationship between China and the Catholic Church, 

the storyline of the ancient and contemporary history has been chosen carefully for the 

screenplay. The three main historical plots involve several groups of characters, including 

Matteo Ricci and local Chinese officers in the Ming Dynasty; Father Verbiest and Emperor 

Kangxi in the Qing Dynasty and Chinese peasants and foreign priests in the nineteenth 

century. The relationships between the characters  reflect the attitudes and conflicts between 

West and East, and the stories highlight and balance positive and negative moments in the 

Catholic church’s history in China.  

 

2.2.2  Missionaries and the Technology (the historical moment: one).  

Western sciences came to imperial China in two waves, each associated with Christian 

missions. The Jesuits worked at the Astronomical Bureau of the imperial court from the early 
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1600s until the dissolution of the order in 1773 (Ch’en & Ricci, 1993). In the early nineteenth 

century Protestant missions gained a foothold in China and began translating works on 

medicine, technology and science as well as the Gospels; certain key figures later took 

employment with the Chinese government as advisers, trainers or administrators in the 

mission’s self-strengthening campaign. 

The Jesuit mission’s strategy in China was controversial for its accommodative approach and 

for its attempts to arouse the interest of Chinese literati in Western scientific and technical 

knowledge. Among the most impressive achievements made in the course of these 

endeavours were those in the realms of cartography and geography, at that time advancing 

rapidly in Europe. Thus, in 1602, Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) produced a world map that 

intrigued his Chinese contacts, even attracting the attention of at least one of the late Ming 

emperors. Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688), was a Catholic priest who built and developed 

weapons for Emperor Kangxi of the Qing Dynasty, helped to overturn a disadvantageous 

situation in the domestic war against  Wu Sangui in the south of China (Waley-Cohen, 1993).   

 

Character of  Matteo Ricci  

Historians of the Catholic Church have written much on Matteo Ricci and his contribution to 

the Chinese Catholic Church, regarding him as the first  and greatest missionary to China. 

Pope John Paul II, on the 400th anniversary of Ricci’s arrival in China (1583-1983), paid 

tribute to him by honouring him as “the bridge between east and west” (Leung, 1991).  

Matteo Ricci was born in Macerata, Italy. At the end of his training in the Jesuits, he was 

assigned to the China Mission, and arrived there in 1583. He continued to live and work in 

China for 27 years. He took the strategy of winning the converts by becoming an “integral” 
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part of a particular civilisation.  At first, the Jesuits dressed like Buddhist monks in order to 

better approach the locals. In 1595, after nearly fifteen years of experience, they changed this 

policy and adapted themselves to the life-style and etiquette of the elite Confucian literati and 

officials. Ricci was responsible for this change. His propagation and evangelisation was 

“from the top down”. The underlying idea was that if this elite, preferably the Emperor and 

his court, were converted, the whole country would be won for Christianity. In order to gain 

entry into this elite circle, Ricci studied Confucian classics and, with his remarkable gift of 

memory, became a welcome guest at the philosophical discussion groups that were organised 

by the elite. This new policy remained unchanged throughout the seventeenth century, and 

for most Jesuit missionaries Matteo Ricci became a reference point with regard to the 

accommodation policy (Zheng, 2004).  

 

Ricci used European science and technology to attract the attention of the educated Chinese 

and convince them of the high level of European civilisation. Ricci offered a European clock 

to the Emperor of China; he introduced oil paintings which impressed the Chinese with their 

use of perspective. He published the first maps of China ever available to the West (Baddeley, 

1917); for the first time the Chinese had an idea of the distribution of oceans and land masses. 

He introduced trigonometric and astronomical instruments. The Chinese geometrical works 

for which he is remembered were books on the astrolabe, the sphere, measures and 

isoperimetrics. But especially important was his Chinese version of the first six books of 

Euclid’s Elements, which was written in collaboration with a Chinese scholar, Xu Guangqi. 

Xu Guangqi was converted not only to Christianity but to Western science, and continued to 

work on the mathematics and astronomy. The calendar he and Ricci had been working on 

successfully predicted an eclipse in 1610 after Ricci’s death (Liu, 2005). Ricci’s success was 
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due to his personal qualities, his complete adaptation to Chinese customs (choosing the attire 

of a Chinese scholar) and to his authoritative knowledge of the sciences.  

Gilbert Highet in his book The Art of Teaching spoke of the Jesuit methods: 

The Jesuits went to unparalleled lengths and showed unbelievable patience 

in adapting themselves to the people they had determined to teach. For 

instance, they sent out a small expedition of ten or twelve priests to 

Christianize four hundred million Chinese. This almost impossible task they 

started by studying China. The Jesuits therefore spent several years learning 

Chinese philosophy, art, and literature, making ready to meet the Chinese 

on their own level. After the imperial officials had slowly, reluctantly 

admitted them, the Jesuits at once flattered them by talking to them in their 

own tongue, and attracted them by displaying specially prepared maps and 

astronomical instruments. Instead of being rejected as foreign barbarians, 

they were accepted as intelligent and cultivated men (Highet, 1954, p.259).  

 

From about 1600 until the suppression in 1773, the Jesuits were practically the sole source of 

Chinese knowledge about Western astronomy, geometry and trigonometry.  

Matteo Ricci was a pioneer of cultural relations between China and the West, and his 

profound appreciation of Chinese cultural and moral values enabled him to make China 

known to the West and the West to China.  

 

2.2.3 The Golden Age of Christianity and the Chinese Rites Controversy (the historical moment: two).  
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In China, Matteo Ricci encountered a society with high moral values, for which he expressed 

his admiration. Educated in the best Jesuit humanistic tradition, he favourably compared 

Confucius (552-479 BC) with “another Seneca” and the Confucians with “a sect of 

Epicurians, not in name, but in their laws and opinions”. Ricci was of the opinion that the 

excellent ethical and social doctrine of Confucianism should be complemented with the 

metaphysical ideas of Christianity. However, he rejected Buddhism, Taoism, and Neo-

Confucianism, which in his eyes was corrupted by Buddhism. Ricci pleaded for a return to 

original Confucianism, which he considered to be a philosophy based on natural law. In his 

opinion it contained the idea of God. Finally, he adopted a tolerant attitude towards certain 

Confucian rites, such as ancestral worship and the veneration of Confucius, which soon were 

labelled “Civil Rites”.  

In 1692, the Qing emperor Kangxi issued an edict permitting missionaries to freely propagate 

their religion in China. Chinese citizens were now free to believe in the Catholic religion. 

Unfortunately, this edict did not open the way for the church in China, and shortly afterwards, 

a bitter depute arose among the missionaries (Lam, 1994).  

The origin of the quarrel, which later became known as the Chinese Rites Controversy, lay in 

the different understandings of the rites honouring Confucius and the ancestors, as well as the 

Chinese names used for God.  The Jesuit missionaries kept to the position they had adopted 

since the time of Ricci. They considered that the Chinese rites directly originated from a 

sense of respect and filial piety, with no religious content. In no way did they contradict 

Catholic teaching. The Dominicans, Franciscans, and the Foreign Missionary Society of Paris, 

however, had a different understanding of the situation. The latter could never agree with the 

Jesuits’ practice of allowing Catholics to perform rites before the tablets of ancestors and 

burning incense to honour Confucius. They claimed that these r ites were contradictory to 

Catholic teaching. At first the Holy See’s position was very ambiguous and a decision was 
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long postponed. In 1645, Pope Innocent X promulgated an edict denouncing the rites. In 1656 

Pope Alexander VII promulgated an edict permitting the rites. In 1707 a special delegate, 

Charles Thoms de Tournon, was sent to China. He forbade the rite once again (Wei, 1991).  

In 1715, Pope Clement XI published an encyclical, ExIlla Die, reinstating the prohibition of 

1704. According to him, Chinese Catholics were not allowed to honour the ancestor tablets, 

or those of Confucius and various spirits. In the context of Confucianism, the honouring of 

ghosts and spirits is not considered an act of superstition, but an act of honouring the virtues 

of ancient sages. Confucianists long for immorality, and Confucius himself encouraged his 

followers to maximise their limited physical existence to build up an everlasting spiritual life 

by being virtuous, doing great and heroic deeds and creating valuable academic theses to 

signify that, in spite of their physical mortality, their spiritual life would live from generation 

to generation. 

This same Pope sent another delegate to China, Charles Messabarba, with orders to enforce 

the observance of this prohibition. Once Kangxi discovered that Messabarba had officially 

come to China to promulgate the Pope’s prohibition, and seeing the contention taking place 

among the missionaries, he lost confidence in the Catholic church.  

Again I say, if you do not follow the rules of Matteo Ricci, the Western 

teaching preached for two hundred years in China will be discontinued, all 

Westerners will have to leave. Many times I have pointed out to you that 

ruinous conduct of Touranon and Maigrot, asking you why you have not 

given my views to the Pope (Kangxi, 1715).  
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The Chinese leader considered that the Holy See’s rules were seriously interfering with 

Chinese domestic affairs.  He issued an edict prohibiting missionary activities. In the 

following year, 1722, Kangxi died having reigned for sixty-one years. His successor was the 

emperor Yongzheng who vigorously enforced Kangxi’s edict. This unfortunate situation still 

persisted when the emperor Qianlong ascended the throne in 1736 (Leung, 1991, p.27).  

The inability to understand these rites and the common sentiments underlying them prevented 

many intellectuals, who were ardent Confucians, from entering the church. Two hundred 

years later, the Rites Controversy was finally settled on December 7, 1939, when Pius XII 

rescinded the prohibition (Leung, 1991, p.28). 

 

2.2.4 The Church’s Development after the Opium Wars and Rice Bowl  Christians (the historical moment: 

three). 

 

The church finally became a legal entity in China two hundred years after Emperor Kangxi’s 

rule, with an ignominious event: the Opium War of 1840, a war of aggression against China 

by Western powers. China deteriorated to a semi-feudal and semi-colonial country. During 

this process Western Protestantism and Catholicism were used by colonialists and 

imperialists as tools for aggression against China, and a number of Western missionaries 

played an inglorious part in this. In 1842, China was forced to sign the “Nanjing Treaty” 

which opened five treaty ports in southeast China.  

The “Nanjing Treaty” was an unfair treaty imposed by colonial powers. It had no relationship 

with the church whatsoever. However, the treaty did stipulate that British subjects were under 

the protection of British law in the Chinese ports. Foreigners in China, therefore, were not 
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subject to Chinese law. Foreign missionaries within these treaty port areas were able to 

operate freely. This situation ignited hatred towards the church. Later, Britain, the United 

States and France used this treaty to bring their citizens under their protection. In 1844, China 

and France also signed a treaty at Huangpu (near Shanghai). This treaty, known as the 

“Huangpu Treaty”, was meant to offer protection to missionaries in China.  

In 1846 the Qing emperor, Daoguang, issued an edict nullifying the prohibition against 

missionary activity. The edict can be considered to be the end of the church’s illegal 

existence in China. However, the unequal treaties gave protection to the Catholic Church and 

in reality they implicated the church in their consequences. It is safe to say that ordinary 

Chinese citizen had no love for the invaders. As a result, the church became the scapegoat for 

the pent up anger of the Chinese citizenry. At the same time, many Western missionaries who 

had once been persecuted now became arrogant and self-satisfied, acting as conquerors and 

causing misunderstanding between converts and their non-Christian neighbours (Lam, 1997, 

p.21). 

The Chinese governors and the gentry whipped up more antagonism towards the foreign 

religion because the French Protectorate was extended to Chinese Catholic converts and 

Chinese Catholics were protected from Chinese laws. It was obvious that in local court cases 

whether civil or criminal, the Catholics under the protection of foreign missionaries always 

won the cases or obtained whatever they wanted, as the Chinese court could not act against 

their wishes. In Guizhou Province it was recorded that people were converted because they 

wanted to seek the protection of the church from the local Chinese court. Thus it appeared 

that the Catholic Church rendered its protection to its Chinese converts whilst usurping the 

judicial power of the legitimate authority - the literati-official. In moral and social practice, 

the Catholics went to the missionaries to learn and seek advice instead of going to the literati-

gentry as was traditionally the case. In the struggle for authority to teach and afford 
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protection, the Catholic Church could simply not be on friendly terms with the Chinese 

governors (Leung, 1991, p.37). 

 

The Tianjing Massacre and Ricebowl Christianity 

The Tianjin Massacre occurred in Tianjin in 1870. It is considered to be one of the archetypal 

and most important religious events of the late Qing Dynasty. The incident marked the end of 

the comparative cooperation between foreign powers and the Tongzhi court, and adversely 

affected the ongoing renegotiation of the Treaties of Tianjin of 1858 (Tiedemann & Standaert, 

2009). 

To understand this religious case, the historical background of the cultural and beneficial 

contradictions between the westerners and locals due to missionary activities in China must 

be traced.  In officials’ and common people’s eyes, foreign religions are “evil cults”. In the 

early Ming Dynasty, 200 years earlier, the rumours of the missionaries drugging and killing 

people in order to get human organs to make medication had already spread throughout China 

(Lei, 2008). After the Opium War, the most significant and influential book, Illustrated 

Gazetteer of the Countries Overseas (Haiguo Tuzhi) by Wei Yuan, also contains stories of 

foreign priests using drugs to convert people. The stories also tell of priests gouging out the 

eyes of Chinese people in order to produce medication  

 

I find that in the Tianjin region, since summer began the weather has been 

hotter and drier than usual, and the popular mood is unsettled. Among the 

populace, rumours have been rife. There are those who say that [the 

foreigners] use medicine to kidnap youths and children. There are those 
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who say that there are cases of the corpses and bones of youths and children 

being exposed in the public cemetery. There are those who say that the 

exposed corpses are all those abandoned by the church. Also, there are 

those who say that the Catholics gouge out eyes and cut out hearts. Rumors 

spread in great confusion, but without any firm basis. Subsequently there 

were apprehended in Tianjin County two bandits who kidnap children, 

Zhang Xuan and Guo Guai. They (i.e., these “kidnappers”) were fully 

investigated and executed. Talk about kidnapping became more and more 

widespread among the populace. Because of this, the streets and alleys were 

not tranquil.  

-23 June, 1870 Chonghou, Commissioner for the Three Ports and Senior 

Vice-President of the Board of War (Wei, 1876).  

 

In June 1870, kidnappings (or rumours thereof) spread throughout China, with the blame 

frequently being attached to the Catholic missions. Local Catholic nuns had been active in 

bringing children into their orphanages, sometimes with the inducement of payment to their 

families. During 1870, the already high number of deaths at these orphanages increased 

through outbreaks of disease. Just at this time, two kidnappers were arrested. According to 

the public notice posted by the local Tianjin court read “...(who) drugging children and 

kidnapping them. It is learnt through hearsay that there are many people involved. They have 

been asked to kidnap young children from different areas in order to get the eyes and hearts 

for ingredients of the medication.” (Tiedemann, R., & Standaert, 2009, p.230).    
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On June 18, a kidnapper named Wu Lanzhen was arrested in Tianjin. She claimed to have 

sold children to the janitor of the orphanage, and this seriously raised tensions. Missionaries 

and foreign officials blamed local officials and gentry for stoking the tensions.  

French officials, had assumed responsibility for the Catholic missions to China for a very 

long time, and meetings with their Chinese counterparts led to some reduction in tensions. 

However, in a disputed sequence of events, on June 19 the French consul Fontanier forced his 

way into the court of the local magistrate. An angry crowd gathered in front of a French 

church called Wang Hailou by locals, and the consul appears to have ordered his guards to 

fire on the local magistrate Liu Jie, and his servant was killed. The incited crowd rioted, 

killing the consul and his advisor and then rushed into the French church. Many Catholic 

institutions were attacked and ransacked, causing the death of 30-40 local converts and 21 

foreigners (Lei, 2008). 

French gunboats were sent to Tianjin. Reparations and reprisals were demanded by the 

French government. Chinese negotiations to mitigate the damage were led by the aging 

statesman, Zeng Guofan. After prolonged investigation, Zeng was satisfied that the rumours 

of that the kidnapping and making medication from organs were false. For example, one story 

told of a church which had stored two bottles filled with baby’s eyes. When the governors 

opened the bottles and examined the contents, they realised they contained pickled onions 

(Lei, 2008). In order to calm Western governments, sixteen Chinese people were executed.  

It is very interesting to note the way in which the same incident was reported by the Ministry 

of Culture, People’s Republic of China, on its official website, China.org. It discussed it as a 

point of national pride and resistance against foreign aggressors in China’s official historical 

narrative, rather than a tragedy: 
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The church (Wang Hai Lou) was a Catholic Church built at the request of a 

French missionary, Xie Fuyin in 1896. Considered as a haven for orphans 

and young children, the church, in fact, caused great harm to Chinese 

children. In June 1870, angry residents of Tianjin City swarmed to the 

church to find out why the church abused scores of children, sometimes 

beating them to death. As a result, the French consul shot Tianjin County 

Magistrate Liu Jie, injuring his retinue. The people of Tianjin, in turn, beat 

up the consul and his secretary and burned down the church, including other 

French, English and American churches, and the French consul’s office. 

The incident is known today as the Tianjin Massacre (Ministry of Culture 

of People’s Republic of China, 2010).  

The attitudes from two different cultures somehow present similarities to those expressed at 

the expulsion of the nuns in 1966, although the incidents are 100 years apart. On one hand, 

for the Western world and media, there is strong evidence of an anti- Christian attitude and of 

the savage behaviour of the Chinese people. On the other hand, from a Chinese view of point, 

the massacre at Tianjin was for a just cause..   

When a Western scholar analysed the Tianjin Incident, the report stated “Locals began to 

notice that many of the children taken in by the nuns died. Aside from the regular high 

mortality rate, an epidemic made it even worse. The nuns apparently also gave a small bit of 

money to people who would rescue abandoned children and bring them to the orphanage.” 

However, it cannot be denied there are always negative reports about the abuse of children, 

especially orphans in Catholic schools, by both priests and nuns, throughout history, in 

different nations. Even today, the news regarding child abuse by persons of religion gains 

much attention in the media (Wood, 1998; Murphy, 2004; Fegan, 2009).  
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The conflict between the common people in China and foreign missionaries in contemporary 

history was careful investigated and analysed by a distinguished Chinese governor, Zen 

Guofan who was charged with investigating the Tianjin Massacre. 

On July 21 1870, Zeng Guofan’s report was presented to the emperor. Zeng noted that the 

charges that had been levelled against the Tianjin missionaries were similar to rumours which 

had been circulated some years earlier in Hunan and Jiangxi, and more recently in Yangzhou, 

Tianmen (Hubei province), Daming and Guanping (both Zhili province). However, the truth 

or falsity of these rumours had never been determined.  

Zeng made it clear that his investigations had revealed absolute ly no firm evidence 

supporting any of these charges of kidnapping or organ snatching. Based on his investigations, 

Zeng reported that the popular suspicion came from 5 sources:  

(1) The church always kept its doors closed so it is difficult for people to 

know what’s going on inside. The church and the orphanage had basements, 

but local people never entered them and it was believed that the children 

were hidden in the basements. Moreover, these buildings were not built by 

local workers so nobody knew the truth of the basements.  

(2) People who went to the mission station for medical treatment 

occasionally refused to return home.  One person who refused to leave was 

the teenage daughter of a local nobleman. (3) The sisters took in dying 

children and adults and it was believed that people saw the sisters washing 

the eyes of newly dead people. Also, boats arrived from other areas, 

carrying hundreds of people to the church, but no one was ever seen leaving.  
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(4) The popular belief that mothers and children received by the Catholics 

lived in separate compartments of the building and sometimes did not see 

each other for a whole year.  

(5) Kidnappings had taken place in Tianjin in the spring of 1870, and the 

Church was implicated. The dead were usually buried at night and it was 

discovered that two or three corpses shared one coffin (Zeng, 1870).  

The above five points show the root causes behind Chinese hostility towards the foreign 

missionaries. Apart from miscommunication, the true reason behind the misunderstandings is 

related to aggression from colonialist foreign countries 8 . Although the results of Zeng’s 

investigation were based on careful research and reason, it neither successfully ended the 

rumours, nor effectively calmed the intensive emotion of the local people. In some 

unenlightened communities, the negative rumours about the nuns have survived for many 

decades, continuing after the Communist revolution.   

Actually, the Chinese locals had very mixed emotions towards the foreign Catholic 

missionaries and their churches. On one hand, they feared the mysterious religious 

ceremonies and the low profiles of the nuns. On the other hand, some people realised there 

were many benefits to being connected to the church, therefore converted to Christianity 

during unstable times in China.   

Christian churches contributed greatly to the local communities in the early 20th century. 

They provided education by opening the orphanages and schools and ran hospitals to provide 

Western medication. In many churches, they offered free food and cash to the poor, but 

                                                 
8
 The aggressive nature of missionary work became prominent only after the signing of the series of unequal 

treaties, starting from the Opium War in 1840. The protection given to missionaries by foreign powers had the 

most far-reach ing effect  on the Christian missions in China. The French protectorate in part icular, separated the 

Chinese Christians from the masses, making them live in an imperio in imperium, which caused serious conflict 

with the sovereignty of China (Leung, 1991, p.34). 
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sometimes only did this with the proviso that recipients become Christians. Indeed, there 

were many true believers, however, there were also so called “rice-bowl” Christians who 

joined the church simply because of the benefits, and sometimes for protection.  Living as a 

Catholic, and being recognized by the local church, Chinese locals could enjoy many 

privileges.  

The common gibe against the Chinese who converted to Christianity long before Mao 

Zedong was born was that they were “rice-bowl Christians”. They did not believe their new 

faith, said the scoffers, but accepted it because missionaries bribed them with food when they 

were hungry. They were also renegades because they shared some of the privileges which 

missionaries enjoyed as foreigners.  Under treaties forced upon China by foreign 

governments, backed by their armies and navies, no foreigner could be tried by a Chinese 

magistrate for any crime. Some missionaries had claimed this protection for converts who 

broke Chinese law. Missionaries had also insisted on working wherever they liked in China 

and, because the soldiers of Chinese governments were no match for foreign troops with 

superior arms, they had to acknowledge that might was Christian right (Gelder, 1967).  

When there were lawsuits involving Catholics, the local officials dared not offend the foreign 

missionaries, and took the side of the Catholics. In Guizhou Province it was recorded that 

people converted because they wanted to seek protection from missionaries against local 

banditry; and some of the one-time bandits and pariahs joined the Catholic faith just to seek 

its protection from the local Chinese courts (Leung, 1991, p.37). One local saying which 

called the Catholic Church a “church of lawsuits” was rather popular. In Songjiang, a district 

of Shanghai, another saying was widespread among the people “no one enters the church 

unless there is lawsuit involved”. Worst of all, some criminals continued their crimes after 

joining the church, and yet were still under the missionaries’ protection (Yan, 2004).  
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It was extremely beneficial to be a Catholic, therefore the number of people being baptized 

increased dramatically. By 1858, religious activity could be seen everywhere and the number 

of Catholics began to increase rapidly. In 1870, there were 369,411 Catholics; in 1855 the 

number had reached 558,980, with 35 bishops, 453 foreign missionaries and 273 Chinese 

priests. In 1890, the number of Catholics rose to 620,000 and by 1897, there were 759 

European missionaries and 409 Chinese priests (Lai, 1929, p.329).  The total number of 

Catholics in China up until 1912, in the early years of the Chinese republic, there was 

1,430,000, almost nine times the number at the beginning of the nineteenth century (Motte, 

1971).  

 

2.3   The Catholic Church in Mao’s China Communism Building Phase (1949-1966) 

 

This part of the historical background will focus on the era between 1949 and 1966, when the 

new Communist regime was confronted with many issues in rebuilding after the Second 

World War, and a three year civil war. Actually, anti- foreign Christian emotion had existed in 

the early days of the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Many Christian 

churches were closed by the government in the 1950s. The conflict between the Chinese 

central government and the Vatican became very clear in the middle of the 1960s when most 

of the foreign Christian clergy were shipped out of China. This part of the research is the key 

background to “the expulsion of the last foreign nuns in China” incident which occurred in 

the summer of 1966.    

Article 5 of the Common Programme as laid down by the Chinese People’s Political 

Consultative Conference (CPPCC) in 1949, stated that the people of the PRC are entitled to 

enjoy freedom of thought, speech, publication, assembly, association, correspondence, person, 
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domicile, change of domicile, religious belief, and the freedom to hold processions and 

demonstrations. For “religious freedom”, the central party authorities gave the explanation, 

“to give people freedom to believe in religion or not, freedom to be anti-religious and 

freedom to change from one religion to another”. In practice, all religious activities were 

confined to religious buildings such as churches, mosques and temples, but were not 

permitted in public places where there might be many non-believers. Thus the government on 

the one hand had to protect religious activities from the non-believers, on the other, protect 

the non-believers from being disturbed by the activities of believers. The task of dealing with 

religious affairs at that stage was entrusted to the Social Communities Section of the Internal 

Affairs Bureau, which was a combination of the departments of Internal Affairs and Social 

Affairs Bureaux of the former regime (Leung, 1991, p.84). From 1949, controlling, 

infiltrating and regulating devices were applied to Catholic and Protestant churches. From the 

outset in 1949, foreign missionaries who were suspected of being spies were arrested, and 

many were expelled for reasons of national security. During the Korean War, when the 

Chinese armies fought the American-dominated UN forces beginning in late 1950, there was 

strong anti- foreign and anti-US imperialist sentiment. Missionary institutions funded by 

foreign capital were closed down and all foreign missionaries expelled. Many national 

associations were established on government orders to control all the major religions 

operating in China. Chinese Christian Three Selfs Movement Association for Catholicism 

was one of those associations which were put under the Religious Affairs Bureau of the State 

Council to ensure smooth supervision by the government (Leung, 1991). Although the state 

officially recognized the principle of religious freedom, in practice it condoned the 

confiscation of churches and temples and their properties, and turned a blind eye to the 

banishment of Christian and Buddhist monks and nuns.  
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In November 1950, in the spirit of religious freedom as recommended in Article 88 of the 

Common Programme, Renmin Ribao (People’ Daily) published an article entitled The 

Correct Understanding of the Question of the Protestant and Catholic Churches.  

The government of the People’s Republic of China believed there were two issues involved 

in its dealings with the issues of Catholicism and Protestantism. One is the religiosity of the 

imperialists, a common faith that developed under social circumstances; the other is that they 

used the religion as a tool from the very beginning to invade China.  “As a religious belief, 

those patriotic Chinese do not think Catholicism and Protestantism should either be 

prohibited or rejected. Moreover, the materialists and religious people can and should be 

united in process of building up the motherland and attacking imperialism” ( Renmin Ribao, 

1950, p.1). The article called for the church in the new China to rid itself o f imperialist 

control and appealed to “all those Catholics and Protestants who are patriotic should stand on 

the people’s side to uncover the plots in which the imperialists use religion to spy on China. 

They should reject those people within the Church who still have connections with the 

imperialists. By doing this, the church can eventually be self-administrating, self-supporting 

and self-propagating. They should cut all ties with the imperialists and make the church a 

Chinese one” (Renmin Ribao, 1950, p.1).  

Regarding the religious freedom policy towards these churches, the article in Renmin Ribao 

(People’s Daily) stated that: 

(1) Religious freedom should be the principle for treating the Catholic and 

Protestant churches; but within church circles, all influence from imperialism 

should be eliminated, while patriotism should be promoted and developed, keeping 

the Catholic and Protestant churches away from foreign interference, making them 

become social activities of our own Chinese people.  
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(2) The church cannot carry out evangelism outside church areas, while non-

religious organisations should not go to churches to make anti-religious 

propaganda …since church activities could affect the progress of land reform, 

therefore before land reform is completed and land redistributed, both internal and 

external religious activities in those areas should come to a halt (this includes Bible 

studies and prayer services).  

(3) The government of course is suppressing literature which borrows the name of 

religion but whose contents are full of slanders against the people’s democracy. 

Punishment will be inflicted on the publishers of such literature (Renmin Ribao, 20 

November, 1950). 

From the time of liberation until the 1957 anti-rightist campaign, the activities of the Catholic 

Church were greatly crippled by the government’s harsh treatment which closed down church 

institutions in education, social service and medical work, and expelled a great number of 

foreign missionaries from China. These missionaries constituted more than half of the 

church’s workers.  

The expulsion of foreign missionaries was carried out by the Foreign Section of the Public 

Bureau. The first people to be expelled were the US citizens, and they were soon followed by 

other Westerners. It was ordered that the US missionaries should receive very severe 

treatment, while the rest should be treated more leniently (Feng, 1973).  If any US 

missionaries were proved to have committed no offence, a deadline for leaving the country 

on a “voluntary” basis was served (Leung, 1991). Other non-US missionaries were put under 

close supervision and observation. By May 1952, 90% of the foreign missionaries had been 

expelled. In 1966, at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, the eight nuns belonging to the 
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Franciscan Missionaries of Mary were the only foreign religious personnel allowed to stay in 

China after all the rest had been expelled in the late 1950s.  

The Cultural Revolution brought about an earthshaking change for all of China. It completely 

shattered the dreams of many Communist youth. When it burst upon the nation, it not only 

pushed China into an unprecedented impasse where people struggled with and slaughtered 

one other, but it also snuffed out a church already on the verge of extinction. When the 

Cultural Revolution broke out in 1966, the new government’s wrath fell directly on those 

church officials who had always obeyed the government.  
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Chapter 3   Political Functions of Docudrama and the Significances of the 

Screenplay The Last Foreign Nuns in China 

 

3.1 Docudrama and Political History 

 

The first part of this chapter aims to give a brief introduction and an overview of some of the 

key features, moments and theoretical debates of its subject matter - documentary film. 

Firstly, the chapter briefly reviews documentary history and reveals the evolution of the 

documentary’s social function. In the early stage of filmmaking, the documentary as 

information provider (media) was a data-gathering device and a means of presenting research 

results. Later, learning a lesson from the Russians, British documentary maker John Grierson 

noticed the importance of documentary making for the purpose of government propaganda, 

and further developed the function as an instrument for educating the citizenry.  In the USA, 

by presenting a persuasive argument in documentary form, the US government obtained 

extensive support from the audience/stakeholders.  In the 1960s, TV’s popularity created a 

new era in documentary broadcasting, communicating to the people as media, and for the 

people as propaganda in Europe and the US. 

More than a century ago, Louis and Auguste Lumiere overcame the problems of earlier 

inventors by combining a successful medium for large-screen projection with rapidly moving 

still photographs of people in action. When their 1894 film Workers Leaving The Lumière 

Factory in Lyon (also known as La Sortie des usines Lumière à Lyon) was shown using of 

their cinematograph projector on December 28, 1895, at the Grand Café on the Boulevard des 
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Capucines in Paris, along with nine other short movies, this was the world’s first public 

motion picture demonstration9. From 1895 until 1900, films of fact, or “actualities,” captured 

the imagination. Running up to five minutes, films of fact focused on everyday events such as 

New York in a Blizzard (1899). Filmmakers also began to record specific events, for example, 

Spanish Coronation Royal Bull-Fight (1901) and Kaiser Wilhelm Inspecting His Soldiers 

(1902) (Sherman, 1998). Film became recognized as a tool capable of recording events that 

could be shown again and again to those who were unable to witness those events in person.  

Meanwhile, China’s film history began with documentary as well, the earliest one being of a 

Peking Opera performance, Conquer Jun Mountain. It was shot by Fengtai Photo Studio in 

1905, a year generally acknowledged as the beginning of Chinese  feature film production 

(Shan, 2005, p. 7). At the time, there was no concept of ‘film’ or ‘documentary’; the Chinese 

applied a traditional word ‘ying xi’ , which literally means ‘shadow play’, to describe an 

original motion picture. In 1909, the Fengtai Photo Studio established by Ren Qingta—who 

had studied photography in Japan and went on to make several pioneering documentaries—

was burned accidently. In the five years of its operation, all their documentaries had focused 

on the Peking Opera (Fang, 2003, p. 8). Obviously, the basic function of a documentary is to 

present the modern and natural world to broad circulation. At the early stage of its 

development, the documentary’s value could be simply considered to be an information 

provider, serving as both a data-gathering device and a means of presenting research results. 

The documentary’s property of documenting information reinforced its value in recording 

history. Of course, since there was no sound on the film, the messages describing the people, 

places and content had to be delivered by the use of captions, both before and during a 

                                                 
9
 It was the first public demonstration, however the film had already been shown at an academic meeting in 

March 1895.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris
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particular story. Such limitations meant, however, that the best visual footage, which was 

acknowledged to speak for itself and engage the audience attention, was considered to be film 

of catastrophes or war. The coming of the First World War provided a lot of material for the 

cameramen. 

 

As early as the 1920s, Soviet cinema, which depended on state support after the Russian 

Revolution of 1917, explored how film could serve the revolutionary aspirations of the 

moment (Nichols, 2001). Although film master Sergei Eisenstein’s productions, such as 

Strike (1924), Battleship Potemkin (1925), October (1927), and Old and New (1929) made 

use of scripts and sometime actors, they were categorized as documentary drama to keep their 

non-fictional status. These films served the Soviet domestic revolutionary movement well 

and achieved significant influence in politics as well as in cinema aesthetics (Nichols, 2001).  

John Grierson, whose British documentary film unit exposed social problems in the 1930s, 

coined the term “documentary” in 1926, in a review of Flaherty’s film Moana. Grierson 

wrote “Of course, Moana, being a visual account of events in the daily life of a Polynesian 

youth and his family, has documentary value” (Ellis and McLane, 2005, p.4). From that time 

on, “documentary” has been a firmly established term. Grierson persuaded the British 

government to do with film in 1930 what the Soviet government had done since the 1920s: 

make use of an art form to foster a sense of national identity and shared community 

commensurate with its own political agenda (Nichols, 2001). Grierson said, “I look on 

cinema as a pulpit, and use it as a propagandist” (Bodkin, 1937). The main focus of his 

thinking could be described as the role of propaganda in social or democratic education and 

social responsibility, and it is echoes of this that one can detect in public relations discourse. 

Grierson, as the head of the Empire Marketing Board Film Unit (EMB) in four years of its 
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existence, made over one hundred films which were designed to “bring the Empire alive” 

(Ellis & McLane, 2005, p.61). He pursued this purpose by showing one and then another part 

of the empire (one region of Britain, one of its colonies, one of its industries) to the rest. He 

hoped that films of this sort would help citizens of the empire to more fully understand and 

appreciate one another, to perceive their interdependencies and value them, and then create a 

more coherent civic whole (Ellis & McLane, 2005, p.62). Thus initially, the British 

documentary movement attempted to establish an alternative, self-perpetuating film 

institution, deliberately removed from the private sector and situated within the state 

apparatus, offering a means of national expression. Interestingly, the term ‘documentary’, 

first applied by John Grierson in 1926 as “the creative treatment of actuality”, was accepted 

by China almost synchronously, included in the Practical English-Chinese Dictionary 

published in 1931(Fang, 2003).  

 

Recollecting the origins of the documentary film movement, Grierson (1979) wrote: 

...the British documentary group began not so much in affection for film per 

se as in affection for national education...its origins lay in sociological 

rather than aesthetic aims. Many of us...were impressed by the pessimism 

that had settled on Liberal theory. We noted the conclusion of men such as 

Walter Lippmann, that because the citizen under modern conditions, could 

not know everything about everything all the time...democratic citizenship 

was therefore impossible. We...turned to the new wide-reaching instruments 

of radio and cinema as necessary instruments in both the practice of 

government and the enjoyment of citizenship.  
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Griersonian documentaries made in the UK in the 1930s and 1940s might be termed 

expository in that they set out to tell the audience something about “how it is”.  According to 

Nichols, the strength of the expository mode is also its main weakness: it is too didactic, too 

sure of itself, and in some discourses, too privileging of a certain way of looking at the world 

(Ward, 2005, p.13).  However, this is a beneficial way of transmitting certain information 

from the filmmaker to the audience, or “educating the audience”. Yet those films made by the 

British documentarians were definitely propagandist in intent. The desire was to create a 

more educated citizenry who would be involved in the decisions of a democracy.  

Making use of documentary film to present a persuasive argument is a step forward from its 

function of exposition. The purpose of making “documentary” for some filmmakers shifted 

towards persuading the audience to adopt an opinion about the subject matter and perhaps to 

act on that opinion.  There were films designed to enter into the arena of social policy and to 

orient or predispose public opinion to preferred solutions. Pare Lorentz’s The River (1937) is 

an example. It was made for the US government’s Farm Security Administration during the 

period in which the whole country was making progress towards pulling out of the 

Depression. This motion picture was aimed at promoting the Tennessee Valley 

Administration as the solution to the problem of destructive flooding and a desperate need for 

rural electrical power. This government-sponsored short documentary is a masterpiece for the 

propaganda purposes of Roosevelt’s policies10 . Its effective political function even inspired 

President Roosevelt to help get congressional support to start a separate government agency, 

the US Film Service11  which was intended to make films propagandizing the policies and 

                                                 
10

 Under the administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the federal government used its powers to create 

public works programs. These programs aimed at provid ing jobs for large numbers of unemployed workers as 

well as correcting various social problems. However, these policies faced strong political opposition at the time.  

The River hails the Tennessee Valley Authority as the solution to the region’s problems of flooding, agricu ltural 

depletion, and non-electrification. 

 
11

 By 1940, Congress had taken away the US Film Service’s funding, and documentary films were once again 

made only within the separate sections of the government. 
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activities of all departments of government (Ellis and McLane, 2005). By swaying the 

audience to accept the filmmakers’ opinion, documentary film’s benefit to politics was 

official recognized by the US government.  

 

The River established an American precedent for the government use of documentaries, 

which would be continued during World War II by the armed forces and the Office of War 

Information. In that period, various propaganda films were made by government branches to 

encourage Americans to join in the war effort and enlist for service. The various armed 

services recognized the dramatic uses of documentary footage and began making training 

films. Americans who were reluctant to join the war or enlist for service because of their 

isolationist ideas were also influenced by propagandist films. Rather than indoctrination or 

propaganda, the US Armed Forces engaged in what it called “orientation”. Why We Fight, a 

series of seven films produced by Frank Capra, gave Americans facts about the Japanese, 

Italian and German invasions. The films also provide data about the war and give today’s 

audiences a view of the problems that were being discussed in the 1940s (Sherman, 1998). 

These films were based on the assumption that servicemen would be more committed and 

able fighters if they knew about the events leading up to, and reasons for, American 

participation in the war. 

As well as those large government propaganda motion pictures, there were also non-

government documentaries, especially newsreels that focused on international relations. The 

March of Time, a series of privately-sponsored documentaries were exceedingly concerned 

with the growing menace of fascism in Europe, and of Japanese imperialist conquest in Asia. 

A number of films, such as Heart of Spain (1937), and Return to Life (1938) were made 

about the Spanish Civil War (1936 to 1938). These films featured General Francisco Franco’s 
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Moorish legions, backed by Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, pitted against the Republican 

Loyalists aided by Communist Russia and volunteers from many nations (Ellis and McLand, 

2005, p.91). As for films dealing with China’s defence against Japanese aggression which 

began with the invasion of Manchuria in 1931 and continued until 1945 12, Frontier Films 

Production made China Strikes Back (1937).  This film introduced the Chinese Eighth Route 

Army, the Communist force, with Mao Zedong among its leaders. At the time, the only 

Chinese political entity widely known in America was Jiang Jieshi, who was the leader of the 

Nationalist Party, and his supporters. Because of this documentary, Mao’s name became 

known to the general public on the other side of the world, though no one at that time could 

have predicted his influence on history (Ellis and McLand, 2005, p.93).  

World War II caused an explosion in the use of film as a means of providing information and 

education. During the war, governments were virtually the sole source of funding. By the end 

of the war, documentary in the Western world, especially the UK and the US had reached a 

pinnacle. More money was being invested in documentary production, and more personnel 

were making more documentary films than ever before. The established institutional bodies 

that supported documentary making include government, industry, foundations and 

associations.  

However, after the war, documentary film production began to lose financial support and 

audiences dwindled, as did as its earlier subject matters and purposes. The consumption of 

newsreels dropped as did the documentary propaganda. The wartime Ministry of Information 

of the British Government metamorphosed into the peacetime Central Office of Information. 

In the US, the Office of War Information was eliminated altogether, and sustained 

                                                 
12

 The Sino-Japan war has had a significant influence on Chinese attitudes towards Japan, although the war 

ended more than half century ago. It is also one of the main reasons why the co-production of the film Memoirs 

of a Geisha faced difficulty in attracting a Chinese audience.  This will be further discussed in Chapter 4.    
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government support for filmmaking existed only in the Department of Agriculture 13 , the 

armed forces and the International Motion Picture Division of the Department of State14 

(Ellis and McLand, 2005, p.105). Postwar industrial sponsorship in Britain was limited by the 

austerity of the economy. Foundations and associations were limited in how they could spend  

their money, facing growing pressure from the political right, most normally in the US with 

the post-war political reaction known as “McCarthyism”15.  Meanwhile, once the drama of 

war ended the theatres also lost interest in showing documentaries, so the non theatrical field, 

especially for industrial and educational requirements, became the main means by which 

documentaries were distributed and exhibited (Ellis and McLand, 2005, p.99). As 

documentary began to slip into the background, mainly because of the flourishing of 

television, this new channel of distribution and exhibition gave documentaries and other 

types of public information programs larger audiences than at any previous time in history.  

Although telecasting began on a new experimental and limited basis in both the UK and the 

US before the war, military requirements of wartime had stopped further development. In 

1946 the British Broadcasting Corporation began regular telecasting and a documentary 

department was established in 1953, with documentary film veteran, Paul Rotha as its head. 

In the US, 1946 was the year television was removed from the wartime freeze and by 1951 

coaxial cable and microwave relay connected the country coast to coast. In 1953 National 

Education Television (NET) now the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) supported by funds 

from the federal government, initiated and distributed substantial quantities of documentaries 

and public affairs materials (Ellis & McLane, 2005, p.179-181). In France, television 

                                                 
13

 The department sponsored The River, with a long and honourable record of using films to communicate with 

farmers. 

 
14

 It uses its films overseas only, for propaganda purposes. 

 
15

 Senator Joseph McCarthy headed congressional committees and used whatever power he could muster to 

ferret  out suspected Communists and Communist sympathizers wherever he could  find them. As a result of this 

political climate, the foundations restricted their grants to existing and widely accepted institutions and activities.  
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broadcasting was initially used as a means of political debate in a rigorously controlled public 

television system. Between 1953 and 1965, historical drama was used in this way at a time 

when political discussion was avoided on French television; historical debates which had 

taken place between Danton and Robespierre during the French Revolution were particularly 

appreciated by the audience (Ellis & McLane, 2005, p.181).  

Documentary in China, meantime experienced different development as western world. Due 

to the propaganda, documentary was still fully funded by Chinese government even after the 

war. During the Maoist era, documentary film in mainland China was used mainly as an 

ideological medium, a visually immediate propaganda tool with which to shape public 

opinion. Yingchi Chu’s study (2007), which analyses documentary features between 1950s 

and 1980s—from the production process to film viewing and film criticism—concludes that 

the era’s films were made to dogmatic formulas, adhering to a film policy that ensured a 

biased political message. Film studio production was fully controlled by the government; 

screening, releasing, and film criticism was also under strict control; and documentaries were 

fictionalised, with staging, heroisation, and unacknowledged re-enactments (Chu, 2007, p. 

86). In order to disseminate their propaganda more widely, in 1953, the Communist Party 

established the Central Newsreel and Documentary Film Studio, which became the principal 

base of documentary production in mainland China. Films coming out of this studio all 

employed an off-screen narrator to explain the political events and headline news items 

appearing onscreen, “It provided people unable to read the newspapers with the ability to 

understand, without a shadow of a doubt, the events happening around them, from a 

perspective that suited government interests”(Lin, 2005, p. 20).  
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During the 1960s, the documentary’s social function was developed further in the west. In 

1967 the National Film Board of Canada began a project called Challenge for Change using 

documentary film in a new way. The board was first headed by John Kemeny.  The concept 

behind Challenge for Change was to provide citizens with access to the media to express 

their concerns and needs and to create a dialogue with agencies of government involved in 

social programs. This was a practical experiment with the Griersonian idea of using the 

documentary for social improvement.  

Unlike Grierson’s theories, or any other prior program, Challenge for Change was proposing 

that rather than communicating to the people, or even for the people, it would attempt to 

make films with the people. Eventually this led to enabling people to make their own films. 

Grierson characterized this style of program as “decentralizing the power of propaganda” 

(Ellis and McLane, 2005, p.245) . 

As Ellis and McLane comment on the Challenge for Change program, the emergence of the 

decentralization of the power of propaganda is a big step for media democracy and political 

usage.  In the series, Challenge for Change, one of the projects was a film entitled You Are on 

Indian Land (1969) which spoke of the rights of Mohawk Indians. The after-effects of this 

film eventually persuaded the local governors and politicians to change the decision on the 

original policy which had infringed upon the Indian’s benefits (Ellis & McLane, 2005). This 

change shows the significant power of the documentary film and how it directly impacted on 

policy making by local government.  

In 1978 the screening of the American NBC fictionalised mini-series Holocaust provoked a 

massive public debate all over the world. In Europe, Holocaust fomented political tensions. 

Europeans, especially Germans, were forced to confront their own history. The broadcast in 

West Germany received extensive media coverage, increased public interest in the Holocaust, 
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and preceded the political debate about the statute of limitations for war crimes, which in 

December of 1979 had threatened to end all trials of Nazi war criminals (Dreisbach, 2009). 

Holocaust precipitated immediate repercussions: many West Germans began denouncing 

suspected Nazi war criminals, Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal was flooded with calls from 

West Germans, and exhibitions featuring Jewish history were mounted. The subject of the 

extermination of the Jews was introduced in Germany, finally, by an American television 

show. On the other hand, in the US domestic broadcast, Holocaust reached approximately 

120 million viewers, or roughly half of the nation’s population; creating a  media controversy 

about representations of the Holocaust in the context of commercial television. It directly 

preceded, and may have encouraged, the creation of the Holocaust Memorial Commission, 

which later led to the founding of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (Dreisbach, 

2009, p.7). The impacts of documentary film on social change in various countries have 

developed democratic access rather than remaining a simple government propaganda tool.  

On the other hand, following the Cultural Revolution of 1976, China underwent a transitional 

period from 1978 to 1992; the new leader Deng Xiaoping set about establishing a market 

economy with Chinese characteristics and the ‘opening to the outside world’ policy. Changes 

were felt throughout the all aspects of life. Changes to the government me dia policies 

allowed a certain degree of pluralism within film production; the expansion of the television 

industry gradually dismantled the previous uniformly dogmatic mode (Fang, 2003, p. 211). 

China Central Television (CCTV) was formally established on 1 May 1978. The birth of a 

new subgenre of TV documentary—‘films on a special topic’—introduced interactive and 

observational modes to Chinese documentary. However, in China this kind of documentary 

usually explored a given theme (on social or cultural issues) from a mainstream perspective. 

As Berry writes:  
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This format imagined its audience as eager pupils waiting to be written 

upon, rather than the independently active and questioning public 

composed of disparate and debating individuals imagined by the public 

sphere model, this is the public as unified masses mobilized according to 

the needs of the Party and state. (2010, p.98) 

 

Thus, it is still a product of propaganda, individuals are not asked their opinions, which is an 

element rather than the more freedom of the western documentary creation.  

As the 1970s progressed to the 1980s, a major transition took place as technology moved 

from film to video.  In 1986 Sony introduced digital video recorders, dramatically improving 

ease of use and image quality. This made it easier for activists to cover s ituations in remote 

places. Pamela Yates’ work in war-torn Central America includes the Academy Award-

winner Witness to War: Dr. Charlie Clements (1985), as well as When the Mountains 

Tremble (1984), and Nicaragua: Report from the Front (1983). Yates constantly makes use 

of documentary to question and challenge the US government’s policies on wars which have 

occurred overseas, for example, the Vietnam War and domestically (between the American 

Indian and government agencies). As an independent filmmaker, her work has received 

extensive attention and has raised the level of public debate within the United States 

(Rosenthal and Yates, 1985, p.2).  

From the end of the 1980s, as a result of the developments in official Chinese documentary as 

well as the changing social-political-economic situation, Chinese audiences also had access to 

a steady stream of non-governmental documentary films that emerged in a variety of sites, 

such as bars, artists’ private circles and art galleries. In terms of their narrative style, subject 

matter, mode of expression, and even production technology, these new documentaries 
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differed from the conventional ones to which audiences had become accustomed. After the 

Tiananmen Incident of 1989, Wu Wenguang produced what is often regarded as China’s first 

independent documentary, Bumming in Beijing (1990). Shot before and shortly after the 

Tiananmen Square massacre, Wu Wenguang’s 1990 video ushered in a new documentary 

style in China, focusing on urban issues and operating outside the cultura l bureaucracy. The 

five young artists he profiles--a writer, a photographer, two painters, and a director of avant-

garde theater--reject a life tethered to the government yet still hope to modernize the urban 

cultural scene; their frank ruminations about life, art, and the future are punctuated by 

groundbreaking verite shots of people doing their chores in squalid back alleys and studio 

apartments . This film, shot on Betacam video, is a portrayal of five artists, whose marginal 

status is presented as a social phenomenon typical among the youth of the late 1980s: they are 

depressed, in search of a real life, and resistant to the socialist mould (Lv, 2003, p. 5). 

Bumming in Beijing is considered the pioneer of the Chinese independent documentary 

movement (Lu 2003, p. 5). From this point on, a number of new documentary filmmakers 

emerged, whose practice increasingly became more sophisticated. Filmmakers began to train 

their lenses on real- life situations, in order to capture as much detail and as many critical 

elements as possible within the political environment. These developments eventually led to a 

culturally significant documentary phenomenon, and, for the first time in the history of 

Chinese documentary, individuals became a visible existence onscreen (Lin, 2005).  

When Chinese first independent documentary was just made, the US documentary makers 

have explored much more about building up new contemporary documentary. Michael Moore 

is probably the most recognized contemporary documentary maker in America due to the 

popularity of his films with global audiences. Moore burst onto the American documentary 

scene in 1989 when Warner Brothers agreed to distribute his debut feature Roger & Me 

(1988). This feature documentary reveals the economic hardships and very real personal pain 
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of ordinary people, speaking for thousands of blue-collar workers who lost their jobs16. His 

comedic personal style in this film entertains the broad audience by satirizing big business, 

rich people and bureaucratic governors. He established a reputation as an entertaining social 

critic, but Roger and Me was only the first of his political statements announced in 

documentary film. Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11(2004) is a savage and sustained attack on 

George W. Bush and his decision to go to war in Iraq. Moore made it clear from the 

beginning that Fahrenheit 9/11, was an anti-Bush film aimed squarely at the US electorate, 

with the express purpose of persuading American electors to oust President Bush from the 

White House at the 2004 election (Wilshire, 2005). It is the highest-grossing documentary of 

all time, with box office receipts in excess of $100 million in the US alone. As a theatrical 

documentary phenomenon, Fahrenheit 9/11 is unmatched. Although George W. Bush won 

the US election with a clear majority, it should be emphasized that Fahrenheit 9/11 is 

worthwhile on one level, in that it caused many viewers to seriously consider political issues, 

while encouraging them to cast their vote on polling day. Voting in the US is not compulsory. 

Acting on their right to vote not only decided American destiny, but also heavily influenced 

international tension and relations. This documentary film “took the role of the socially 

conscious documentarian to its logical democratic conclusion” (Ellis & McLane, 2005, 

p.320). 

In its lifetime documentary film has been made used of by politicians as a productive 

propaganda method. The politics of the documentary addresses the ways in which a 

documentary helps give tangible expression to the values and beliefs that build, or contest, 

specific forms of social belonging, or community, at a given time and place. Over time, the 

                                                 

16
 In Roger & Me, Moore portrays the regional negative economic impact of General Motors CEO Roger 

Smith’s summary action of closing several auto plants in Flint, Michigan, costing 30,000 people their jobs at the 

time (80,000 to date) and economically devastating the city. 
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role of the documentary has slowly shifted from an instrument of government propaganda 

used to educate the populace about complex social realities as “the art of public persuasion”17, 

to an instrument used by non-government filmmakers to critique issues in society at large. 

Learning from documentary history, it is easy to see the political influences and power genre 

of this. In domestic terms, documentary film has been made used of to enhance public 

relations in every country since the early twentieth century. Later, it became an effective 

channel for weaker groups, aiding in their appeal to, and raising the social awareness of, the 

large audience. By leading public opinion, documentary film incorporates the ability to 

critique social issues, press government policies and further impact on international relations. 

However, the documentary, or as John Grierson famously  said, “the creative interpretation of 

actuality”, always has been placed or the thin blue line between nonfiction and fiction, reality 

and creativity, objectivity and subjectivity, especially when the theme of the historical 

documentary reflects social issues with political content (L’Etang, 1999, p. 265).  

       

3.2 Why Docudrama?  

 

3.2.1 Documentary Modes and Documentary’s Function in Presenting the Historical Evidence.  

                                                 
17  Grierson argued that propaganda was a necessary technique for modern states and he regarded it as 
intrinsically neutral: 

We have, of course, discovered some marvelous new propaganda weapons since the last 

war, and particularly rad io and the film. The Nazis saw their propaganda possibilities at 

once and began to use them on a Napoleonic scale, both at home and abroad. But 

obviously, the instruments were not themselves responsible fo r the development which 

urged their use. The urge to use propaganda is the important thing, and we are only  now 

beginning to realize that this urge is somehow deeply associated with the nature of the 

modern state. Whether we like it or not, everywhere the new dramatic methods of appeal 
are being used on a colossal scale to crystallize men's sentiments and so affect their will.  

                                                                (John Grierson, Propaganda and Education, 15 November 1943, p.2). 
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The documentary theory scholar, Nichols, has distinguished particular traits and conventions 

of various documentary film styles in his book Introduction to Documentary (2001). He 

defines the six general modes of documentary including poetic, expository, observational, 

participatory, reflexive and performative, to provide specific expectations for viewers. There 

is a certain historical progression of the modes, however, modes are not mutually exclusive, 

and the formal innovations of newly emergent modes coexist with established practices. Also 

modes may overlap within a work and in this way a documentary film may exhibit features of 

more than one mode (Beattie, 2004, p.20).  

Poetic documentaries, which first appeared in the 1920s, were particularly adept at opening 

up the possibility of alternative forms of knowledge. These were a straightforward transfer of 

information, the prosecution of a particular argument or point of view, or the presentation of 

reasoned propositions about problems in need of solutions (Nichols, 2001, p.103). The poetic 

mode moved away from continuity editing and instead organized images of the material 

world by means of associations and patterns, both in terms of time and space. Several 

examples of the poetic documentaries selected by Nichols (2001) include: Joris Ivens’ Rain 

(1928), the subject of which is a summer rain shower passing over Amsterdam; Laszlo 

Moholy-Nagy’s Play of Light: Black, White, Grey (1930), in which he films one of his own 

kinetic sculptures, emphasizing not the sculpture itself but the play of light around it; Oskar 

Fischinger’s abstract animated films; Francis Thompson’s N.Y., N.Y. (1957), a city symphony 

film; and Chris Marker’s Sans Soleil (1982). 

The expository mode was prominent in documentaries of the 1930s; John Grierson’s 

productions for the UK government are typically representative. Expository documentaries, 

also distinguished by Bill Nichols in his early research, directly addressed the viewer with 

titles or voices that propose a perspective, advance an argument, or recount history (Nichols, 

1991). This mode of documentaries relies heavily on commentary in the form of interfiles or 
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voice-over narration to anchor meaning and construct authority. Voice-of-God commentary 

or Voice-of-authority commentary are often presented in this type of documentary. Due to the 

authority expressed in the voiceover, the expository mode creates the impression of an 

objective and balanced approach to its material. The impression of objectivity a ligns the 

expository mode with journalism, from which it borrows an emphasis on research, evidence 

and a value-free style of representation (Beattie, 2004, p.21). Historical documentaries in this 

mode deliver an unproblematic and “objective” account and interpretation of past events. 

Documentary series like Ken Burns’ The Civil War (1990); Robert Hughes’ The Shock of the 

New (1980); John Berger’s Ways Of Seeing (1974), also Frank Capra’s wartime Why We 

Fight (1942-1945) series all belong to the expository mode (Beattie, 2004, p.22).  

Nichols (1993) commented on the poetic and expository modes of documentary, stating that 

they often sacrifice the specific act of filming people to construct formal patterns or 

persuasive arguments.  On the other hand, observational documentary is the way in which 

filmmakers simply observe lived life with a minimum of intervention. The first observational 

documentaries date back to the late 1950s when the technological developments which made 

them possible include mobile cameras and portable sound recording equipment for 

synchronized sound (Beattie, 2004).The films aimed for immediacy, intimacy and revelation 

of individual human character in ordinary life situations. Typical films include Frederick 

Wiseman’s film High School (1968) which follows a typical day of a group of students at 

Northeast High School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;  D.A. Pennebaker’s Don’t Look Back 

(1967) about Bob Dylan’s tour of England in 1965.  

While observational documentaries were popular in the documentary screen, other 

practitioners accept the disruptive presence of the camera, using it as a catalyst to inspire and 

reveal what they insist is true and authentic behavior to create the mode of the participatory 

documentary. Participatory documentary makers believe that it is impossible for the act of 
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filmmaking not to influence or alter the events being filmed. Thus, in 1960, Jean Rouch and 

Edgar Morin modified observational techniques to an openly interventionist practice in 

Chronicle of a Summer (1961). While in the observational mode of direct cinema there is an 

attempt to deny the filmmaker’s presence, in the interactive mode the filmmaker may appear 

on camera in the role of interviewer, or be heard off camera asking questions of the subjects 

(Beattie, 2004, p.22). According to Nichols (2001), filmmakers who seek to represent their 

own direct encounter with their surrounding world, and those who seek to represent broad 

social issues and historical perspective through interviews and compilation footage co nstitute 

two large components of the participatory mode (Beattie, 2004, p.123). The typical example 

here, Michael Moore in Roger & Me generally situates himself as a small town, working-

class individual, subjected to all the media spectacles with which General Motors and Flint, 

Michigan, alternately disguise and proclaim their allegiance to American capitalism 

(Bernstein, 1998). 

The fifth Nichols’ mode is “reflexive” documentary, which is the most self-conscious and 

self-questioning mode of representation. These documentaries prompt audience to “question 

the authenticity of documentary in general” (Nichols, 2001, p.127). How does the world get 

represented by documentary films? This question is central to this sub-genre of films. Errol 

Morris reminds people of how every documentary constructs the evidentiary reference points 

in his film The Thin Blue Line (1988). Errol Morris dramatizes the quest for evidence, and 

underlines the uncertainty of what evidence there is. This masterpiece relies heavily on the 

conventions of the interview with its affinities for the confessional, but also draws attention 

to the tensions that arise when statements contradict one another (Nichols, 1991).The 

documentary’s realism is one of the main issues which has been specifically addressed by this 

mode. 
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The mode of the “performative” documentary is a very complex area, when documentaries 

where real people “play themselves” are examined, as well as the representational problems 

raised by different “versions” of the “same story” (Ward, 2005).  The performative work 

remains dominantly within the realm of documentary, through the fact that it retains a 

referential basis and patterns of argumentation toward the formal aesthetic realm of avant-

garde cinema (Nichols, 1994). Ever since Turksib (1929), Salt for Svanetia (1930), Land 

without Bread (1932), documentary film has exhibited many performative qualities, although 

seldom have these qualities served to organize the entire film. Like early documentary film, 

before the observational mode placed priority on the direct filming of the social encounter, 

performative documentary film freely mixes the expressive techniques that give texture and 

density to fiction with oratorical techniques for addressing the social issues that neither 

science nor reason can resolve (Nichols, 2001).  

Nichols criticises the chief characteristics of the six modes on their shortcomings: poetic 

documentaries lack specificity, they are too abstract; expository are normally overly didactic; 

observational films lack a sense of history and context; participatory documentary films have 

excessive faith in witnesses, are naive in their view of history and are intrusive; the reflexive 

mode sometime loses sight of actual issues; performative documentary film places emphasis 

on objectivity. Moreover, all the models of documentary making listed here 18  constantly 

involve the debate around the relationship between reality and artifice, despite the fact that 

these naturally provide the feeling of “reality” for the audience. Levin describes the near-

absolute power in such forms of communication: 

…a large proportion of the population …Receives …documentaries and 

documentary type material with the a priori assumption that because it is 

                                                 
18

 Of course there are alternative schemas for organizing the variety of documentary practice. However, 

Nichols’ schema remains the most nuanced and most comprehensive available to documentary critics and 

historians. Thus, his theory has been chosen to be discussed here. 
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documentary - even simply because it is film - that it is presenting “reality” 

and therefore the unquestionable truth about a subject (Nichols, 1971, p.4)  

As a type of film, documentaries present themselves as being factually trustworthy. Because 

of this extremely powerful psychological influence, the influential documentary normally 

faces strong criticism of its moral and social responsibilities. Still, any one documentary may 

not prove reliable. Throughout film history, many documentaries have been challenged as 

being inaccurate. Bordwell and Thompson (2009) commented on Michael Moore’s Roger & 

Me, saying “an unreliable documentary is still a documentary, just as there are inaccurate and 

misleading news stories, so there are inaccurate and misleading documentaries” (p350). The 

film presents, in sequences ranging from the heart rending to the absurd, the response of the 

people of Flint, Michigan to a series of layoffs at the General Motors plants during the 1980s. 

Much of the film shows the inept efforts of the local government to revive the town’s 

economy. The much publicized argument regarding the imposition of a false chronology in 

this motion picture is whether Moore’s documentation of the decline of the city of Flint in the 

wake of the plant closing entailed an obligation to represent events in the sequence in which 

they actually occurred. Williams (1998) asserts that Moore betrays the cause and effect 

reverberation between events by this reordering. Moore defended himself responding that 

between boring, laborious fact and entertaining fiction, he has chosen to remain true to the 

“essence”, but not the detail, of historical events.  

In today’s media-saturated world this link between truth and entertainment has only become 

more problematic, and carries little real consideration for the nature of psychological 

receptivity to information presented through audio visual media and subsequent implications.  

Documentaries’ contradictory and simultaneous claim to both journalistic 

and scientific authority and artistic licence, highlight the fact that public 
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reception of the documentary still turns on an unproblematised acceptance 

of cinematic mimesis. As such, it is audiences’ naivety of the fact that not 

only do documentaries give us information, but the manner in which the 

information is presented influences our attitudes toward the various 

problems (Levin, 1971, p.4). 

 

As long as motion pictures with a documentary model represent the event, especially an 

historical event, there will always be many arguments focused on its obligation to document 

history. Watt (1988) noticed there were many problems in balancing film history and 

academic history in the historical documentary. He noted that a number of fundamental “false 

problems” exist, the first can best be expressed in the opposing propositions that follow: the 

historian’s main concern is accuracy; the producer of film and television is concerned with 

entertainment. The target is for a documentary representation of historical events not to 

“capture the exact and detailed textures of what happened” but rather to communicate the 

underlying contextual forces at work, and thereby achieve some explanatory power rather 

than simply description. Unfortunately, the veracity of historical evidence often appears 

fragile when confronted with audience expectation and film grammar.  

Here, it seems there are some unresolved problems between representing the truth and 

developing a creative narrative for the audience’s entertainment. Although Bordwell and 

Thompson granted “inaccurate and misleading documentaries” as having the status of the  

documentary, they still obey the audience’s expectation of “truth learning” (Bordwell and 

Thompson, 2009). 

Bill Nichols (1994) has noted documentary’s new tendencies towards the questioning of 

documentary truth: “Documentary has come to suggest incompleteness and uncertainty, 
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recollection and impression, images of personal worlds and their subjective construction” 

(p187). Linda William (1993) in her paper Mirrors without Memories: Truth, History, and 

the New Documentary states: 

Truth is “not guaranteed” and cannot be trans-parentally reflected by a 

mirror with a memory, yet some kinds of partial and contingent truths are 

nevertheless the always receding goal of the documentary tradition. Instead 

of careening between idealistic faith in documentary truth and cynical 

recourse to fiction, we do better to define documentary not as an essence of 

truth but as a set of strategies designed to choose from among a horizon of 

relative and contingent truths. The advantage, and the difficulty, of the 

definition is that it holds on to the concept of the real - indeed of a “real” at 

all - even in the face of tendencies to assimilate documentary entirely into 

the rules and norms of fiction (William, 1993).  

Williams is suggesting that in daily lives people choose to extract from their experience of 

the world an understanding of it based on the constant perceiving and organization of that 

experience. What can be seen in the trends of recent documentaries is a move away from an 

understanding of truth as being a function of the traditional notion of the photograph’s 

indexical relationship with reality, and a growing acceptance of truth as being the subjective 

construction of people’s perceptions (Jordan, 2003). People choose what they believe about 

what they see. Films which illustrate this process of the construction of the understanding of 

reality are concerned with truth. Documentary truth can thus be seen as the truth of meaning 

making processes, not simply as the “actuality” of an image.  

Therefore, according to the above arguments, it is nonsense to discuss the documentary’s 

reality or actuality, as documentary film itself is just a subjective construction of people’s 
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perceptions. In this case, a documentary has no distinction from drama. Thus, a new question 

has to be raised here - what is the sense of duty behind the war of “the reality and actuality” 

for the documentary maker?   

 

Morris once again proposes a very interesting point relevant to this issue,  

I do not believe that truth is subjective. Just thinking something does not 

make it so. This idea that there is no reality, that truth is up for grabs, or that 

truth is subjective, I find foolish and unappetizing. But there’s a different 

thesis that I do believe very strongly. There is such a thing as truth, but we 

have a vested interest in not seeing it, in avoiding it. A very, very different 

theme, if you like. To me in The Thin Blue Line, there’s a truth of who shot 

the cop. The Dallas cop stops a car without headlights, walks up to the 

driver’s window, and the driver pulls a gun from underneath the seat and 

shoots him five times. There are lots of recherché possibilities, but it was 

either Randall Adams or David Harris. And it’s not just that the answer to 

who it was is up for grabs. We may not have all the evidence in hand in 

order to adjudicate the question, but underneath the question there’s a 

physical reality (Morris, 2004).                                                                                                                       

“Physical reality” refers to what happened in the past, which cannot be physically changed, 

no matter how the images of film are manipulated. Thus, the historical mission of the 

documentary is about comprehensively presenting historical evidence in order to reveal the 

historical reality involved.   
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3.2.2 What is Docudrama?  

 

The meeting of “documentary” and “dramatization” has produced numerous variants. In 

defining these works it is important, as Corner (1996) points out, to define the term “drama”, 

as being used to indicate an exciting, suspenseful event and as a reference to enactment, a 

restaging of an event, often using professional actors. Though the forms discussed here 

negotiate both usages of the term, the emphasis is on drama and dramatization as related to 

restaging, reconstruction or the re-enactment of an event.  

There is no single definition of “what is docudrama” that can be fully accepted by film 

makers as well as academics. There is the difficulty of the name and the bewildering labelling: 

docudrama; dramatic reconstruction; faction; reality-based film; fact-based drama; biopic, etc. 

Lipkin (1999) suggests that exemplifying the indexical roots, the melodramatic coding, and 

the consequent moral and ethical problems are major defining features o f docudrama. As its 

name suggests, docudrama is a hybrid form, wedding “documentary” material with “drama”, 

particularly melodrama. There are several examples recognized by Lipkin, including 

Schindler’s List (Steven Spielberg, 1993), In the Name of the Father (Jim Sheridan, 1994), 

and JFK (Oliver Stone, 1991) 19 . It can be suggested that the docudrama is a fact-based 

representation of real events. In another words, it tells true stories. Moreover, as Beattie 

(2004) defines, “a documentary drama is a work which relies on dramatic codes and 

conventions for the basis of a fictional narrative that makes reference to factual or possible 

situations, people and events.” Take Cathy Come Home (1966), a program dealing with the  

plight of a fictitious homeless family in Britain in the 1960s. The characters were invented, 

                                                 
19

 Normally feature films such as the ones cited would be considered as conforming to the Hollywood genre of 

biopic, but with the recent practice of releasing the films on DVD with extended essays on both production and  

participant interview, their status may be redefined to consider the extended package as part of a documentary 

project.  
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but the details of homelessness and its effects were informed by a range of factual sources, 

thus deriving its documentary effect from historically verifiable social conditions (Beattie, 

2004, p.148-149).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The most important concept here in docudrama is that “it is based on fact”. Documentary 

drama has the potential to exploit an especially problematical gap between overtly “factual” 

cultural products, like news broadcasts, current affairs programs and “straight” documentary, 

and “fictional” works using the rhetoric of drama (Paget, 1990, p.4). “Facts”, it is sometimes 

held, are transparent and easy to deal with - in the well-known phrase, they “cannot lie”; 

“fiction” by contrast is more devious.  

Sergei Eisenstin’s Battleship Potemkin (1925) is a classic example of the early development 

of docudrama. This film is one of the best known and most widely admired films of all time. 

Images of the Russian revolution of 1905 from this film have captured audiences and 

dominated historical scholarly research, although they were from the film director’s 

imagination.  Eisenstin had been asked to produce a picture about the 1905 revolution that 

would justify the political system of 1925. The authorization for the production came from 

the Official State Committee of the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee of the 

USSR set up to celebrate the year 1905 (Wenden, 1981). Unfortunately, there were no real 

motion pictures recording the whole event, so no comparison between the real image and 

reconstruction in 1925 can be made. The film is a based-on-fact fiction, which highlights one 

outstanding advantage of docudrama. It can report history in a visual-audio way without too 

much criticism of “reality” as drama, when there was no original documentary footage  

available.   

As mentioned previously, according to John Grierson (1946), the documentary is “the 

creative treatment of actuality”. He argued that the documentary had educational value and 
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was key to the improvement of society. Due to docudrama’s dual properties of documentary 

and drama, it uses both footage of real events and the talent of actors and actresses in 

performance to act out written stories, thereby gaining the ability to take dramatic liberty with 

events. The docudrama has great potential as an alternative instrument for historical records. 

It can be argued here that in reinterpreting historical events and making use of its influence to 

educate audience and further by drawing social attention and leading social discussion to 

improve the social development, docudrama has its natural priority.  

Docudrama as an alternative means of interpreting history makes perfect use of its “fictional” 

identity to avoid the controversy of accuracy and reality compared with serious documentary 

film. The histories of cinema and television contain numerous examples of works which 

negotiate aspects of fact and fiction. Among the examples that can be traced in the late 

nineteenth century, George Melies produced a number of short films in which he used 

dramatic reconstruction to re-create real incidents (Beattie, 2004). D.W. Griffith’s Birth of a 

Nation (1915) constructed a dramatic narrative to create scenes based on historical research, 

displaying the racial attitudes of the era. Following the release of D. W. Griffith’s The Birth 

of a Nation (1915) one reviewer claimed, “History repeats itself upon the screen with a 

realism that is maddening (Sorlin, 1980, p. viii)”. Griffith himself proclaimed that in the 

libraries of the future, films would replace the history books: “instead of consulting all the 

authorities … and ending bewildered …you will actually see what happened. There will be 

no opinions expressed. You will merely be present at the making of history” (Sorlin, 1980, 

p.viii- ix). 

Like a history book, a historical film, especially a docudrama handles evidence from the past 

within a certain framework of possibilities and a tradition of practice. Docudrama argues with 

the seriousness of the documentary to the extent that it draws upon direct, motivated 

resemblances to its actual materials. As fictions, docudramas offer powerful, attractive 
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arguments about actual subjects, depicting people, places, and events that exist or have 

existed (Lipkin, 1994). Pierre Sorlin (1980, p. viii.) notes that the people who made Birth of a 

Nation and “most of the people who saw it, regarded it as exact history.”  Historians who 

judge historical film with a simplistic notion of the medium are often driven by the 

consideration that viewers will take what they see on the screen as “exact history”.  

Meanwhile, even its “fictional” identity cannot reduce its realism. Docudrama has established 

that visual sources are a legitimate means of documenting history. The docudrama format is 

at an advantage in the sense that it has the ability to utilize diverse visual resources in 

synthesis to put across its message (Ogunleye, 2005). The genre of docudrama has 

established that visual sources are legitimate means of documenting history. The use of 

costume helps to situate the era the docudrama is addressing. The style of makeup, decorative 

masks, architecture, language in dialogue, these in mise en sen are used to portray a sense of 

reality.  The development of the technology of mainstream film can easily achieve accuracy 

in detail. This realistic portrayal of life is very important in the docudrama.20 

Moreover, even the docudrama narrative may also reference other, earlier texts that offer the 

initial definition of their actual material (Lipkin, 2002). Docudramas stem from “known” 

events and figures. The resources include news stories, published accounts, and personal 

testimonies. Docudrama represents a hybrid, but it is not faultless. Thus, in order to achieve a 

true representation of history, docudrama, requires deep and careful scientific research in 

order to take the responsibility of educating audiences. However, due to its narrative 

requirements, the audience is often more tolerant to the dramatization of historical details in a 

docudrama. In 1995, the Hollywood docudrama production of the film Apollo 13 was 

                                                 
20

As far as the author is concerned, the performance in docudrama cannot be simply categorized into the model 

of “performat ive documentary” recognized by Nichols, which was usually categorised as  “drama-documentary” 

or “dramatising documentary”. Docudrama’s performance style is strongly melodramatic, while the 

performative model is focused on acting “realis m”. 
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released. The film was directed by Ron Howard, starred Tom Hanks, and was based on the 

book Lost Moon, by Jim Lovell and Jeffrey Kluger. This film featured a major misquotation. 

Astronaut Swigert in fact said “Houston, we’ve had a problem”, but the film quoted  him as 

saying “Houston, we have a problem” – which has a completely different connotation. The 

filmmakers deliberately changed the line because the actual quote made the situation appear 

to be resolved which would not have been as dramatic in the screenplay, however the altered 

line of dialogue did not make a big impact on the realism of the docudrama.  

Also docudrama, due to the entertainment factor raised by the story-telling method, has 

broader access to the audience, and therefore because of its popular ity, has a stronger 

influence on society. The fact cannot be ignored that compared with docudrama, most serious 

historical documentary is not as entertaining as historical docudrama.  As mentioned 

previously, documentary began to slip from the big screen and to lose financial support and 

audience after World War II. On the other hand, drama based on true stories has always been 

popular in cinema.  

It is interesting to note that there are many popular Hollywood blockbusters which have been 

categorized as “docudrama” by distinguished scholars. Some of these dramas 21, not only 

have commercial value but also educate the audience about the history of the period or the 

event they document. From the figures we can see that there is only one documentary, 

Fahrenheit 9/11 which is among the top 25 box office successes in America. It is obvious 

that the documentary’s audience access cannot compare with the docudrama’s on the big 

screen.  Schindler’s List, for example, as a Hollywood blockbuster won seven Oscars and 

achieved $US96 million at the box office in the US domestic market alone, has been 

distributed all over the world and has taught many different nations about the Holocaust. It 

                                                 
21

Excepting for Fahrenheit 9/11 which is a pure documentary format film on the big screen. 
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featured a controversial hero who saved more than a thousand Jewish lives during this time. 

Actually as early as 1983, a British TV documentary produced by Thames Television, 

narrated by Sir Dirk Bogarde entitled, Schindler: The Documentary (1983) brought the fact of 

Schindler’s list to audiences. It preceded Spielberg’s “Schindler’s List” by 10 years, but it 

was only after Spielberg’s docudrama captured the attention of a world-wide audience, that 

the historical knowledge contained in this documentary finally drew wide attention 22 , 

together with a documentary called Hitler, Schindler and the Holocaust (1994) which was 

released in the same year. Interest in Oskar Schindler still continued four years later, when an 

A&E biography special, Oskar Schindler: The Man Behind the List (1998) retold the story. 

This program takes a comprehensive look at Schindler’s double life - how he concurrently 

benefited from his relationship with the Nazi regime while helping more than 1,300 Jews 

escape the Holocaust. Highlights include interviews with authors Thomas Keneally who is 

the author of Schindler’s Ark (1982), and Elinor Brecher, the author of Schindler’s Legacy: 

True Stories of the List. Spielberg’s 1993 film has become a media event, generating 

extensive discourse on the Holocaust and its mediation by popular culture. Film’s 

engagement with public controversies about group hate is the key reason behind the public’s 

interest in Oskar Schindler.  

The Holocaust as memorialized by Spielberg’s film has been mobilized as 

an educational tool in the fight against contemporary racism, reinforcing the 

thesis of French historian Pierre Sorlin that historical film always interprets 

the past from the perspective of the present. This is most evident in the way 

the film has been used as a “weapon” in the multicultural wars dividing the 

contemporary ethnic landscape of American society, in a way not seen in 

                                                 
22

This Brit ish made for TV documentary was released in the US market in 1994, retitled as Schindler: the real 

story. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirk_Bogarde
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the US since the NBC 1978 television miniseries Holocaust (Loshitsky, 

1999, p.367). 

Here, the case of Schindler’s List has spoken volumes for the priority of the docudrama to tell 

historical events and to create social attention.  Another bio-pic, Gandhi (1982), is based on 

the life of Mahatma Gandhi who led the nonviolent resistance movement against British 

colonial rule in India during the first half of the 20th century. This docudrama, co-produced 

between America and India, won eight Academy awards by representing the life of the Indian 

political leader and his non-violent achievement in delivering a message to the world that 

“Gandhi’s goal was freedom...his strategy was peace…his weapon was his humanity23. In a 

present riven with ‘terrorist’  attempts to solve political problems with rather less peaceful 

weapons which impinge more and more on ‘ordinary’ lives, this was immensely comforting” 

(Paget, 1990, p.121). 

In the discussion above, the benefit of docudrama over purely documentary film has been 

addressed. Docudrama has a great advantage in the way in which it can present an interesting 

retelling of history. Audiences have a strong tendency to trust documentaries, and this trust, 

combined with the social impact of good drama, advantage the use of docudrama in bringing 

historical events to life. 

Film presents history as “the story of ind ividuals, men or women who are well-known or, 

who are made to seem important because they are singled out by the camera” (Rosenstone, 

1999, p.47). Of course, it is not always famous or even historical figures who are represented. 

Those that fit in this category are often “common people who have done heroic or admirable 

things, or who have suffered unusually bad circumstances of exploitation and oppression.” 

(Rosenstone, 1999, p.57).  The reason for putting individuals in “the forefront of the 

                                                 
23

The original words quoted from the film’s publicity. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
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historical process” is, of course, to make the film more accessible to the individual film-goer, 

and because the “personal becomes a way of avoiding the often difficult or insoluble social 

problems pointed out by the film” (Rosenstone, 1999, p.57). Rosenstone (1999) exp lains: In 

The Last Emperor the happiness of a single “re-educated” man stands for the entire Chinese 

people. In Reds, the final resolution of a stormy love affair between two Americans becomes 

a way of avoiding the contradictions of the Bolshevik Revolution. This is also the reason the 

story of the The Last Foreign Catholic Nuns in China has been chosen to utilize individuals 

to represent the complicated political background and long history behind the story.  

 

3. 3 The Last Nuns Story and the New China 

 

As indicated above, docudrama has great benefits in that it both narrativizes and 

problematizes history. It can be more accessible than more expositionary documentary film 

and has the ability to present evidence in a way that eludes the feature film. As a consequence, 

docudrama has the potential to reach a larger audience than the expositionary documentary, 

and therefore has a greater effect than the feature film. The screenplay of The Last Foreign 

Nuns in China attempts to borrow a fictional narration to introduce historical facts that have 

never before been revealed. There are, at its base, three main sources for the screenplay. The 

first is a series of interviews conducted with the Red Guards who participated in the 

expulsion. These interviews were conducted during the research period 2008-2009, in two 

trips to Beijing. Four Red Guards who participated in the incident agreed to be interviewed. 

The second, the story of the nuns, has been compiled from details from the interviews and 

1966 press releases about the nuns in newspapers, magazines, and in books stored in 

Australia, Beijing, Hong Kong, UK, Ireland and Italy. The third source, the historical 
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narrative, carefully re-examines the key historical periods of Catholic history in China 

according to contemporary research by Chinese and Western scholars.  

The screenplay itself is based on an event which occurred during an early stage of the 

Cultural Revolution. The event has generally been regarded as being an act of vandalism by 

the Red Guards in Beijing. The eight nuns belonging to the Franciscan Missionaries were the 

only foreign religious personnel allowed to stay in China after the others were expelled in the 

late 1950s. These nuns were asked to run a convent school for the children of foreign 

diplomats. In the midst of the chaotic vandalism by the Red Guards, the Municipal People’s 

Council in Beijing was requested to take over this convent school on 26 August 1966, when 

the eight foreign nuns were dragged out of the school and put on trial. According to the 

official propaganda from the Chinese government, the nuns “secretly colluded with a number 

of counter-revolutionaries in the Catholic churches in Peking, Hopei, Shansi, Inner Mongolia, 

and Harbin, undertook espionage against China, printed reactionary documents, fabricated 

and spread rumours, incited counter-revolutionaries to engage in plots to create riots, and 

committed acts of sabotage seriously detrimental to China’s sovereignty” (Renmin Ribao, 

September 1 1966). On 31 August 1966, they were deported. They were expelled from 

Beijing and taken to the Hong Kong border under the Red Guards’ surveillance. One of them 

Sister Mary Eamonn O’Sullivan an Irish missionary, died on 1 September, just a few hours 

after arriving in Hong Kong, as a result of the stress and hardship suffered at the hands of the 

Red Guards. This news received worldwide publicity and caused additional damage to 

China’s international image.  

The media outside the mainland of China reported this event with great vigour and presented 

it as the end of any religious tolerance that might have been left in the Chinese government. 

In fact, all rural churches had been closed during the Land Reform of the early 1950s, and 

many were never allowed to reopen afterwards. They were used as meeting halls, schools, 
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hospitals or granaries or left unused or demolished. After 1958, the majority of city churches 

met the same fate. Except for one foreign priest in jail, these eight nuns in 1966 could be 

considered as the last official formal and registered foreign Catholic missionaries involved 

with the Christian missions in Chinese history up to now. This event has been characterised 

in the following manner: “The toleration of Christianity was officially ended in August 1966 

for Chinese” (Gelder, 1966, p.60).  

The investigation of the facts behind the official records has been a long journey. Due to the 

conservatism of the Chinese government and the complicated socia l environment of the 

Cultural Revolution, few have had the chance to know what happened after the Red Guards 

occupied the convent. At one time, this incident had a very important symbolic meaning for 

both China and the Western world. For the West, the human rights issue, especially religious 

tolerance by communist China, was paramount. For China, the expulsion of foreign enemies 

who intended to harm the success of the revolution was a victory.   

Investigating this historical event, there are several questions that have to be raised in order to 

understand this incident comprehensively and to reveal the secrets of history: who were these 

nuns? What were they doing in China? Why, in the entire People’s Republic of China did 

there remain only eight foreign missionaries? Why they were accused of involvement in 

counter-revolutionary activities? Were they really “spies” as the Chinese believe, or were 

they actually as innocent as portrayed in the West? Who were these Red Guards?  What was 

the motivation for them to take over the convent which was under diplomatic protection at 

that time? What were their family backgrounds? What exactly happened in the seven day 

process of the expulsion? These questions are not only prompted by the expulsion as an 

historical event but they also have become narrative drivers in the documentary. As such, to 

better understand the background of the incident, it is necessary for the audience to have 
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some basic knowledge of Catholic history in China and the common Chinese people’s 

complicated emotions towards the missionaries.  

Thus, the screenplay of The Last Foreign Nuns in China is designed as a historical 

docudrama that spans the entire history of Catholic missionaries in China. There are two 

story lines in parallel development, each with their own chronologies. The main story deals 

with the expulsion of the last foreign Catholic nuns in China in 1966 during the Cultural 

Revolution. There are two groups of characters involved, eight Catholic foreign nuns from 

the Sacred Heart Covent in Beijing and several Red Guards from different schools. The story 

covers the journal of the expulsion that began on August 26 th, 1966 at the St Mary’s 

Franciscans Convent and ended at the Hong Kong border on August 31st, 1966. The 

screenplay also reveals the mysteries of various historically important events in the Catholic 

history of China. The story has been divided into three parts: three days before the 

deportation in Beijing; the three day train journey from Beijing to Guangzhou; and the 

moment of the handover at the Hong Kong border. The associated narrative line involves the 

three important historical moments in Chinese Catholic history: Matteo Ricci first bringing 

Western scientific knowledge to China during the Ming dynasty; Emperor Kangxi’s official 

ban of the Catholic churches due to the Chinese Rites Controversy; and the conflict between 

foreign churches and Chinese locals after the Opium War. This part of the story highlights the 

perceptions about Catholic missionaries and the attitudes towards Christianity in Chinese 

history, from the attitudes of both the administration and the common people.  

The intent behind the use of this incident as a creative screenplay is to draw attention to the 

significance of current Sino-Vatican relations and the issues around religious freedom that 

arise repeatedly when the West considers China. This event occurred in 1966, a very difficult 

year in China’s political history. In domestic politics, it was the beginning of the Cultural 

Revolution. China’s freeze on all relations with external political entities, including the 
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Soviet Union, during this period is well known. Connat, in Politics and History, has claimed 

that “all politics is rooted in history and all political doctrines have a position toward the 

past” (Connat, 1978, p.ixx ).Therefore, readdressing the history of this sensitive period can 

help people understand the current political position of the current Catholic church in China.   

 

Religion and Foreign Policy Background  

Religion plays a significant part in the life of many Chinese. A February 2007 survey, 

conducted by East China Normal University and reported in the state-run media, concluded 

that 31.4% of Chinese citizens aged 16 and over were religious believers. While the Chinese 

constitution affirms “freedom of religious belief”, the Chinese government places restrictions 

on religious practice outside officially recognized organizations. The five state-sanctioned 

“patriotic religious associations” are Buddhism, Taoism, Islam, Catholicism and 

Protestantism. Buddhism is most widely practiced; the state-approved Xinhua news agency 

estimates there are 100 million Buddhists in China. There are no official statistics confirming 

the number of Taoists in China. Official figures indicate there are 20 million Muslims, 20 

million Protestants, and 5.3 million Catholics (The US Bureau of East Asian and Pacific 

Affairs, 2010). However, The Holy Spirit Study Centre in Hong Kong, which monitors 

Catholics worshipping in congregations that are not affiliated with the state-approved 

Catholic association, estimates that there are at least 12 million Catholics in China, 6.7 

million more than acknowledged by the government (Grim, 2008). Whilst Catholics remain a 

small minority in China, the government’s relationship with the Vatican remains a significant 

aspect of international diplomacy. 

In the Vatican, it is the Holy See that maintains international relations; the term “Holy See” 

refers to the composite of the authority, jurisdiction and sovereignty vested in the Pope and 
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his advisers to direct the worldwide Roman Catholic Church. Created in 1929 to provide a 

territorial identity for the Holy See in Rome, the State of the Vatican City is a recognized 

national territory under international law. The Holy See maintains formal diplomat ic relations 

with 174 nations, and 68 of these countries maintain permanent resident diplomatic missions 

accredited to the Holy See in Rome. However, the People’s Republic of China is not on the 

list. The Vatican and China have not had formal diplomatic ties since 1951, when the Holy 

See angered Mao Zedong’s Communist government by recognising the Nationalist Chinese 

regime (Taiwan) as the legitimate government of China. The Nationalists fled to Taiwan after 

losing a civil war with the Communists in 1949. As such, the Vatican is one of the few states 

that recognises the island nation, which Beijing considers part of its own territory. Therefore, 

the Sino-Vatican relationship is a complicated issue involving religion discussion and most 

importantly, international relations and China’s foreign policy.  

To analyse the drivers and causes behind its foreign policy is an important issue in aiding an 

understanding of the internal and global consequences of China’s foreign policy. To have a 

better view of the situation over the last decades it is useful to know some historical 

background. A new era started in China in the late 1970s. In 1978, the period of the Cultural 

Revolution had ended and the Chinese started a new policy, opening up to the world. This is 

what finally resulted in a historically important, radical shift towards a different foreign and 

economic policy, to build up a new, modern, developed China. The most important fact about 

China’s foreign policy is to know that it is intended to help its endeavours of economic 

development and independence. This is also the key contradiction between the Vatican and 

the government in Beijing. The Chinese Catholic Church wishes to remain independent of the 

Pope in Rome. This issue is manifested in the “self-consecration” of bishops in China without 

seeking the Pope’s prior approval. Since reform and opening-up, religious ties with 

organizations elsewhere have been renewed. But the problem is that the Pope is both the ruler 
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of a country, the Vatican, and the head of the Catholic Church, so the Vatican is in an unusual 

position. The issue of appointing bishops is not only related to the topic of religious freedom 

but is also linked with the independence of Chinese domestic politics due to the potentially 

direct impact of the Holy See on Chinese believers.  

Another strategic driver for foreign policy makers is to unite China; lands that are considered 

Chinese should go under Chinese (Communist Party) supremacy. One of the successes was 

Hong Kong in 1997 (following the agreement in 1984), and there remain motives to isolate 

and suppress Taiwan. Diplomatic and other missions are carried out to these ends. The 

Taiwan issue is always a strong motivation when dealing with other countries. Thus, the so-

called “two-China” problem regarding the independence of Taiwan, is one of the main factors 

impairing diplomatic relations between the People’s Republic of China and the Vatican. The 

Vatican is now the only political body in Europe that maintains relations with Taiwan. 

Consequently, this is a very important bargaining counter in political deals.  

 

Significance and Contribution  

 

China has rethought its policies on religion and has adopted a more practical and flexible way 

of dealing with religious affairs in international relations. Catholicism is quite influential in 

the West, especially in Europe. The people of Latin American countries also practice the  

Catholic religion. The US regards freedom of faith as a fundamental part of human rights. If 

China wants to strengthen its relations with Catholic countries and improve relations with 

other religious countries, normalizing Sino-Vatican relations is quite important. Therefore in 

order to draw more public attention to the current conflicts between China and the Vatican   
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to further the effort between the two important political powers, information is of key 

importance. 

While the rest of the world struggles with the global financial crisis and post crisis impact, 

China, through several worldwide events such as the 2008 Beijing Olympic and the 2010 

Shanghai World Exhibition, has demonstrated strong economic development and overall 

strength. China has become a key player in the international field. With its growing economy 

which has the potential to soon be the biggest in the world and its large population, every 

move it makes gains high importance around the globe. With information about China’s past 

and present at such a premium, this docudrama is both timely and useful.  

The Last Foreign Nuns in China is based on fact and the screenplay contains several points of 

interest in popular culture such as the period of the Cultural Revolution, the Catholic history 

of China, the conflict between the young Red Guards and the foreign nuns and the secrets 

behind the public reports. Therefore, there is hope that a film of the screenplay may lead 

public opinion through a Chinese audience to put more pressure on current Chinese religious 

policies in order to obtain more freedom of religious activity, and also to give impetus to 

negotiations between China and the Vatican.  

 

 

 

http://www.nciku.cn/search/en/overall
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Chapter 4   Asian – Western Films – Where the Exotic Meets the Familiar: 

Chinese Images
24

 in the World Cinema and Coproduction 

 

4.1  Introduction 

 

When Ang Lee’s Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000) was first launched in 16 theatres 

in the USA in December 2000, no one could predict that this film would change the direction 

of Chinese films over the following ten years. This film is a remarkable international 

Chinese-language coproduction. It was co-financed by a Chinese mainland studio, Hong 

Kong enterprise, Taiwan’s film corporation and a branch of a Hollywood studio. It was 

directed by a Taiwanese-American director, Ang Lee, and featured a cast of Chinese, Hong 

Kongese and Taiwanese actors. It was distributed by a Japanese-owned distribution company, 

Sony Cinema Classic. This martial arts film not only became the first Chinese movie to win 

an Academy Award, but also harvested approximately US$ 128 million in the American film 

market (Internet Movie Database Inc. B., n.d.). Despite these facts, this Chinese language 

film was unexpectedly not as popular with filmgoers in Chinese speaking lands, such as in 

mainland China and in Hong Kong. However, the film’s success in the West has inspired 

many Chinese filmmakers to shift their strategy from the domestic market to focus on “East-

                                                 

24
The compiler of any volume of critical essays on Chinese films will inevitably encounter a number of 

challenges. For one thing, there is the question of where to draw the boundaries of “Chinese film” – does this 

category include films from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and transnational collaborations? This is something that even 

the filmmakers themselves do not agree on. For films from mainland China, where violent political 

discontinuities scar much of the 20th century and where political regimes play  heavy-handedly in the creative 

arts, does it make sense to place films made in the '30s in the same volume as a film made in the last decade? 

Last but not least is the problem of decid ing how to navigate between showing the relevance of Chinese films in  

contemporary cinemat ic studies while exercising caution in  deploying the language of film theory: after all, film 

theory largely developed and evolved from consideration of Western (Hollywood) films, and cannot  be applied 

to Chinese films without some modification.  
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meets-West”. They began to to be involved in more and more international co-productions in 

order to launch in the international market. “We do not need capital, but we do need a market. 

That is why we co-produce movies,” is the Chinese film businessman’s true voice. Wang 

Zhongjun, CEO and chairman of Huayi Brothers which is the biggest private film production 

company in mainland China. Huayi Brothers invested in the film Forbidden Kingdom 25, a 

2008 American martial arts-adventure film starring Jackie Chan and Jet Li. Huayi Brothers 

was the first Chinese film company to invest in a Hollywood English-speaking movie, and 

the film gained distribution rights in the greater China region. The film soared to the top spot 

in its debut week in the United States and broke the box office record by overseas films 

taking of US$128 million, although it seems that domestic Chinese audiences do not 

appreciate this mixed-blood blockbuster. The film is a typical East-meets-West film; there is 

major Chinese content in the film but the dialogue is in English; the American director and 

the leading Chinese cast co-operate in the film; the film was financed and produced by the 

US and Chinese companies jointly and was distributed globally.  

When considering the reasons for such big differences between Chinese movies and Western 

films in the way of expression, different social backgrounds should be the general and 

decisive reason. To put this in perspective, the art of the Chinese movie is affected in many 

aspects by culture and tradition, including emotional expression, narrative methods, style of 

performance, education awareness, and so on.  

It can be seen that the interaction between Hollywood productions and their Chinese 

counterparts (or East and West) challenges the specific perspectives offered by capitalist 

                                                 
25

 This a typical western Chinese adventure, a discovery made by a kung fu obsessed American teen sends him 

on an adventure to China, where he jo ins up with a band of mart ial arts warriors in order to  free the imprisoned 

Monkey King. 
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regimes of production that are rooted in stable national identities. This cooperation could be a 

win-win deal, but it is still in the experimental stage.  

It is a fact that since early in the history of the cinema the USA has been far and away the 

largest exhibition market for films. No other single country can simply match it 26 , and 

European attempts to create a united multi-national market to rival the US market have so far 

made slow progress. With such a firm basis, the Hollywood industry can simply afford to 

spend more on its films than films in most other countries. Expensive production values help 

create movies that have international appeal, in part precisely because they are blockbusters 

of a type that are rarely made anywhere else. However, in recent years, Hollywood’s loss of 

audience in regional areas such as Hong Kong and India, in the face of competition from a 

vernacular and popular local cinema, suggests that there are other communication and 

cultural systems waiting to be commercially tapped in the same way that Hollywood has 

tapped the West. The East Asia market of China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and  

Vietnam might well provide such a system. China, with more than one- fifth of the world’s 

population, has its own strict policy for local movie industry protection, especially after 

joining the World Trade Organisation as a developing country27. Also, Hollywood films, as 

basically international European products, have problems competing successfully against 

commercially orientated popular East Asian and Indian products. Appreciation of 

entertainment may well be a cultural matter.  Thus, it is significant for Western filmmakers to 

understand and borrow the Eastern image in order to approach the target market in these 

circumstances. 

                                                 
26

 By the late 1990s, India had overtaken Japan and America as the producer of the largest number of feature 

films per year (800-1000) ,but the international influence still cannot reach the level of Hollywood in the US.  

 
27

 In 2001, China joined WTO and in order to protect the domestic film industry, the government initially only 

allowed 20 overseas films to be imported and distributed in domestic cinemas per year.  
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This chapter will begin with the history of the Chinese image, and its shifts on the cinema 

screen, especially in relation to American film history, in order to understand the Western 

audience’s acceptance of the Eastern image, and its influence. The chapter will then discuss  

contemporary Chinese cinema in the international market and its status in the West. An 

understanding of these points will give insight to the central argument of this chapter, which 

is the co-production between the West and the East and the inherent challenges.  

Basically there are three elements which fit together to show the whole picture of Chinese 

cinema and Chinese elements in global cinema in the history of Western culture. The first 

element can be considered to be the export of pure Chinese movies to global markets. The 

first Chinese influence on the global market can be traced to the fifth generation directors in 

the 1980s, together with other directors from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Well known directors 

such as Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige and Wang Kar-wai (Wang Jiawei), as well as other 

Chinese directors maturing in recent years such as Zhang Yuan and Jia Zhangke,  together 

with the rapid development of the Chinese economy, brought more and more Chinese 

productions to global cinemas. The second element involves Chinese images in western films. 

In fact, the history of Chinese images in Western movies is as long as the history of film itself. 

As early as 1890, the American company, Mutoscope, made two brief subjects on the visit of 

a Chinese official, Li Hongzhang, to New York City.  Later in 1919, the film The Broken 

Blossom was considered to be the greatest work of D.W. Griffith ever released in the West, 

despite the fact that the Chinese character was performed by a Caucasian man in full make-up. 

During the more than one hundred years of motion picture history, Chinese images in 

Western directors’ hands have been manipulated into many classic types, negative and 

positive, reflecting the attitude of the times towards China and the historical political balance 

in the world. The third element, also the most interesting one, is the “Western Chinese 

movie”. This refers to those who produce Chinese movies in English, aimed at Western 
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audiences or the global market. The earliest example of this type of co-production would be 

the motion picture The Good Earth made in the 1930s.  This film was the first formal 

Hollywood film co-operated with the Chinese government, despite the fact that the film was 

fully produced in Los Angeles, and the main characters were all played by non-Asian actors. 

Later, winner of nine Academy Awards, the film The Last Emperor, made in 1987 and 

directed by the Italian, Bernardo Bertolucci, opened a new chapter in this type of co-

production. All Chinese characters in this film were played by Chinese actors, and spoke in 

English although the scenes were shot in China. On one hand, these days thanks to the 

temptation of big profits and much investment from overseas, Chinese filmmakers are eager 

to work with Western crews to produce English language blockbusters. On the other hand, 

many censored topics still remain on Chinese bureaucratic film producing system’s black list, 

such as the background relating to the Cultural Revolution and issues regarding religion. This 

raises the subject of the current research project, which links the Cultural Revolution, the Red 

Guards, the Catholic Church, and the last foreign missionaries in China. Targeting Western 

audiences and an investment market, the freedom to create the screenplay and the search for 

global investors are the main reasons for producing this screenplay in English.  Not only are 

the Chinese interested in this model of co-production, there is a trend towards co-production 

between the West and the East, especially in the area of Western-Asian film making in the 

current process of globalization.   

Therefore, the main purposes of this chapter is to analyze the existing model of East-West 

movie co-productions in order to build up a new model of Western-Asian co-production that 

could overcome existing problems and gain acceptance in the global market. The screenplay 

“ The Last Foreign Nuns in China” is an English language work that concerns China and it 

has historical precedents. Potentially it could be produced as western-Asian co-production. 
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By conducting studies on a range of typical Western made oriental films, it is possible to 

show the cause of the difficulties in reaching the global target audiences in both the East and 

the West. Based on the case studies, it can be summarized that “culture, identity and 

language” would be the main focus in the East-meet-West/Western made Eastern co-

productions. During the dissemination of the films across different countries, there is always 

much confusion and misunderstanding of real information due to the differences among the 

target audiences and their multi subjective interpretations of the contexts.  In the conclusion 

of this chapter, several suggestions will be made which attempt to solve these problems for 

Western filmmakers who aim to maximise the profits from both the western and eastern 

markets, through co-producing Asian-English films.   

 

4.2 The Early Years: China on the American Screen 

 

The very earliest motion pictures shown all over the world were of a newsreel or 

documentary variety. Recording in motion pictures events and places of interest these began 

to appear around 1900. In American film history, among the early motion pictures which 

have been identified from the records of the United States Copyright Office, are a number 

dealing with China (Jones, 1955). In 1896 the American Mutoscope Company issued two 

brief features on the visit of a Chinese official to New York City — these being Li Hung 

Chang at Grant’s Tomb, and Li Hung Chang Driving through 4th and Broadway28. In 1902, 

                                                 

28  According to the international movie database, there were several films were made to record Li Huang 

Chang’s (Li Hongzhang) visit to America, including  The Arrival of Li Huang Chang  (1986), Li Huang Chang 

Driving Through 4
th

 St. and Broadway (1896), Li Huang Chang at Grant’s Tomb (1896), Li Huang Chang 5
th
 

Avenue & 55
th

 Street. N.Y. and Li Huang Chang (1901) also known as Li Huang Chang and Suite: Presentation 

of Parlor Mutoscope. 
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this company and the Biography Company also released several films on China — Ch-Ien-

Men Gate, Peking, and Street Scene, Tientsin. From such films as Chinese Procession (1898), 

Scene in Chinatown (1903), Chinese Laundry at Work (1904), it can be seen that the life and 

customs of Chinese people have been portrayed on American screens from the earliest days 

of motion picture history. 

By 1910 fictional entertainment had become the primary product of the motion picture 

industry, and China and Chinese people continued to appear as subject matter for some of 

these film productions (Jones, 1955).  

In 1917, a significant film on China appeared produced by D.W. Griffith, Broken Blossom. 

This film was based on Thomas Burke’s story The Chink and the Child. D.W. Griffith chose 

Lillian Gish as “White Blossom” and Richard Barthelmess, a Caucasian, to play the role of  

“The Yellow Man”. This film was set in Chinatown and highlighted the contrast between the 

setting and the gentleness and poetic sensitivity of the Chinese and the coarseness and 

brutality of the English villain. The philosophy and the way in life of the Far East were 

portrayed extremely favourably in this film, and was the starting point for the production of a 

series of films with Chinese themes.  

However, in the early stage of American film production, most of the films involving Chinese 

elements typically portrayed white supremacy and racism. For the most part, Hollywood’s 

depiction of Asia has been inextricably linked to the threat of the so-called “yellow peril”.  

Rooted in medieval fears of Genghis Khan and Mongolian invasions of Europe, the yellow 

peril imagery combines racist terror of alien cultures, sexual anxieties, and the belief that the 

West will be overpowered and enveloped by the irresistible, dark, occult forces of the East. 
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Given that knowledge about Asia and Asians has been limited in Europe and America, much 

of this formulation necessarily rests on a fantasy that projects Euroamerican desires and 

dreads onto the alien other. Thus, as Western nations began to carve Asia into colonies, their 

own imperialist expansion was in part rationalized by the notion that a militarily powerful 

Asia posed a threat to “Christian civilization” (Marchetti, 1993, p.2).  

This aspect of the yellow peril fantasy existed throughout early cinema history and was 

displayed in movies such as Shadows (1922), The Chinese Parrot (1927), Chinatown Charlie 

(1928), Chinatown Nights (1929), Chinese Blues (1930), Chinatown After Dark (1931) and 

the numerous serials based on the character of Dr. Fu Manchu. In these movies, Chinatown as 

a background for a mystery or crime scene always appeared.  

The number of films dealing with China or prominently featuring Chinese locales or 

characters began to increase noticeably in mid 1925. It was in this period that the Fu Manchu 

and Charlie Chan films had their beginning. Aside from the characterization of the Chinese 

villain Fu Manchu and the Chinese detective Charlie Chan, these films were important 

inasmuch as they reinforced the mysteriousness of all things Chinese. The kind of mystery 

presented in the Fu Manchu films is related to evil, mysterious shadows, secret sliding pa nels 

and strange drugs with oriental powers. On the other hand, the Charlie Chan films showed the 

Chinese people to be solving mysteries, to be gentle and polite. However, despite the fact that 

both of the characters are defined being as “Chinese”, their identities are branded more as 

“Chinese-American” rather than “Chinese-Chinese”. 

 

Imagine a person, tall, lean and feline, high-shouldered, with a brow like 

Shakespeare and a face like Satan, a close-shaven skull, and long, magnetic 

eyes of the true cat-green. Invest him with all the cruel cunning of an entire 
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Eastern race, accumulated in one giant intellect, with all the resources of 

science past and present, with all the resources, if you will, of a wealthy 

government--which, however, already has denied all knowledge of his 

existence. Imagine that awful being, and you have a mental picture of Dr. 

Fu-Manchu, the yellow peril incarnate in one man (Rohmer, 1915).  

 - Nayland Smith to Dr. Petrie in The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu, Chapter 2  

 

In the book, The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu, the author Sax Rohmer, indicates the character’s 

outlook as “Shakespeare” and “Satan”, both of whom are considered to be popular Western 

icons, although he also mentioned “the yellow peril incarnate in one man” to emphases the 

Asian race of the character. This could be one important reason why the audience and 

original readers of the book accepted the film’s adaptation using a white man pretending to 

be Asian in this film. Also, the character of Charlie Chan is a detective living in Honolulu. 

Although he is a Chinese-American and the role was originally played by a Japanese, it was 

not until a white actor was cast in the title role that a Chan film met with success, beginning 

with 1931’s Charlie Chan Carries On, starring Swedish actor Warner Oland as Chan.   

This interesting phenomenon, of Asian characters being played by Western actors, may be 

due to a lack of Asian professional actors, although in the Charlie Chan series there is always 

a regular Chinese face, Keye Luke, who played Chan’s “Number One Son”. The attitude 

toward ethnic origin in many films seems designed to blur the distinction between Asian and 

Caucasian characters during this period. In 1916, the film Broken Fetters told the story of an 

American artist who fell in love with an enslaved Chinese girl. In order to rescue her, he 

gambled away all his money trying to win enough to buy the girl’s freedom.  When a quarrel 

erupted in a gambling house, he was able to rescue the girl. In the end, the girl turns out to be 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sax_Rohmer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warner_Oland
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the daughter of the former American Consul in Shanghai. Therefore she actually is a white 

American. In another movie, East is West (1930), when little Ming Tong, a Chinese girl faces 

family resistance to her marriage to white hero Billy Benson because of her Chinese identity, 

she finds out she is in fact the daughter of a famous American missionary, and she was stolen 

when she was a baby. The problem of miscegenation was settled in another movie, Son of the 

Gods (1930) in a similar way. A Chinese man falls in love with an American girl, but they 

face a challenge once the girl “discovers” he is Chinese. However, in the end they discover 

this Chinese man was adopted son by his family and he actually is a Caucasian American. A 

happy ending ensues.    

Despite the fact that this series of “Chinese or American identity drama” offered by 

screenwriters creates a reasonable solution for settling the question of ethnic background in 

films, and maybe this was not easier to accept for local audiences in the early 1900s, the films 

actually break basic logic by intentionally confusing the two races, Caucasian and Mongoloid. 

American audiences not only accepted that white people dressed in Chinese traditional 

clothing and even had a pigtail, masqueraded as Chinese, but also were persuaded that an 

Asian person could be revealed to be a white American. On one hand, this simply reflects the 

serious, desperate situation of miscegenation issues in America — the fact that except by 

changing the whole Chinese identity, a mixed marriage could not be condoned by society. On 

the other hand, it also could be considered to be a method by which filmmakers could reduce 

ethnic resistance when by depicting people other than white Americans as the main 

characters in movies.   

At the same time, during the 1930s a more realistic portrayal of China began to be evident on 

the American screen. In the early 1930s China claimed the attention of the world with the 
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Manchurian problem29. With China at the forefront of the news, factual short documentaries 

on China began to appear in greater number on the American screen. There is a record of at 

least sixteen short documentaries featuring China being produced during the 1930s. However, 

the first important, serious attempt to portray China realistically in a Hollywood feature film 

was in The Good Earth (Jones, 1955, p.20). This film embodied a completely new approach 

to the subject of China.  

When Pearl Buck’s novel, The Good Earth, appeared in 1931, it immediately raised much 

attention. In 1933 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer began its production of the film of this book. In 

order to make the film, MGM studios actually entered a formal agreement with the Chinese 

government. The agreement states that “the film should present a truthful and pleasant picture 

of China and her people” (Jones, 1955, p.45).  The film crew went to China to shoot footage 

for the movie, and rented 500 acres of land in Hollywood. A replica was built of the Chinese 

landscape, everything possible was done to recreate the “feel” of China, even to an imported 

water buffalo which was used to turn the Chinese water wheels. The director tried to make 

everything as authentic as possible. Ironically MGM, even though it was pursuing the real 

China, refused to consider the Hollywood star Anna  May Wong for the leading role, 

choosing instead the European actress Luise Rainer. She was required to make up as a 

“yellow face”, though she was asked by MGM executives to screen test only for the 

villainous role. Wong decried “you’re asking me - with my Chinese blood – to do the only 

unsympathetic role in the picture, featuring an all-American cast portraying Chinese 

characters” (Quan, 2004). This was the American standard and the only screen role at that 

time for a “true” Chinese image. Time Magazine in 1937 reported the critics as saying, “it 

                                                 
29

 The Japanese invasion of Manchuria by the Kwantung Army  of the Empire of Japan, beginning on September 

19, 1931, immediately followed the Mukden Incident. The region was the historical homeland of the Manchus, 

who founded the Qing Dynasty of China. In 1931, the region was seized by Japan following the Mukden 

Incident and in 1932, a puppet government was created, with  Puyi, the last Qing emperor, installed as the 

nominal regent and emperor. The Japanese occupation of Manchuria lasted until the end of World War II. Th is 

part of history was also revealed in the film, The Last Emperor (1987). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luise_Rainer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchuria
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kwantung_Army
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empire_of_Japan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mukden_Incident
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qing_Dynasty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mukden_Incident
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mukden_Incident
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puyi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
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(The Good Earth) emerged as a real cinema epic, faithful in spirit, plot and acting to its 

forebear, sure to rank as one of the great pictures of all time” (Time,1937).  

It was in the early 1940s that a realistic representation of China became definitely and clearly 

established on the American screen. In June of 1941, the March of Time company issued its 

film, China Fights Back which identified the true background of China’s battle against the 

invading Japanese. During the next two years, several full- length documentaries on China’s 

role in the war were shown on American screens, including The Battle of China (United 

Artists, 1942) and Ravaged Earth (1943). Factual short films based on newsreel footage 

continued to appear — e.g., Inside Fighting China (United Artists, 1942); China (The March 

of Time, Forum Edition, 1945); China Carries On (20th Century-Fox, 1945), etc (Jones, 

1955). 

 

4.3  Chinese cinema in the Global Market after 1949 

 

Tracking history, the entire period between 1949 and 1972 (the time of re-establishment of 

the diplomatic relationship between China and America) was an era of “hostility” towards 

China, partly due to the North Korean and the Vietnam Wars. The reality is that since the 

Communists gained control of the Chinese mainland there have been many films which have 

attempted to give a picture of what is going on in China, because of the anti- foreign 

sentiment in China. However, the theme of Communist China as being an American enemy, 

as well as being regarded as an enemy of many  capitalist countries has received some 

attention in film, mostly in films dealing with the Korean War, such as Retreat Hell! (Warner 

Brothers, 1952)  and  Hell and High Water (20th Century-Fox, 1954). 
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It should be noted that films from China have been exported to the Western world ever since 

films began to be made in this country. These motion pictures, which early in the last century 

were traditional Chinese dramas recorded on film, had rarely been shown outside of Chinese-

American circles (Jones, 1955).  In the hundreds of motion pictures produced which deal with 

China or with the Chinese, a number of clear stereotypes have appeared and reappeared over 

the years. Motion picture stereotypes have special importance and significance because, 

through visualization, explicit stereotypes become particularly potent because they have an 

implied reality. Thus, the evil mandarin (Dr. Fu Manchu), the detective (Charlie Chan), the 

Chinese peasant (The Good Earth), the Chinese Cook and the Chinese Laundryman, etc. had 

been popular on the American screen before the Cold War, however, Chinese protests against 

unfavourable characterizations took many forms. To begin with, pictures characterizing 

China or the Chinese in an unfavourable light were not permitted distribution in China, or 

unfavourable portions were cut before the films were shown. As a more extreme method of 

protest, the Chinese government (far long before the PRC government) on a number of 

occasions threatened to close the offices of certain motion picture companies in China and to 

ban distribution of their films. In several instances, in bringing protest to bear on what the 

Chinese considered to be particularly offensive films, this threat was temporarily carried out. 

The Chinese government brought pressure against a few studios in an attempt to prevent the 

distribution of such films outside the United States. It also notified Chinese diplomatic 

representatives throughout the world to make officially protest against the showing of films 

objectionable to the Chinese government. The Chinese government has a history of film 

censorship.  

After US Present Nixon visited China in 1974, curiosity about China again rose in the 

Western world. The 1970s to 1980s were the heyday of Chinese movie making. Large film 

studios and movie-making companies began to form in Hong Kong. At the same time, the 
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first Chinese movie star, the legendary, Bruce Lee, went on to make movies for Hong Kong 

studios and for Hollywood that literally swept Asia and the rest of the world into a kung fu 

mania. With the death of Bruce Lee in 1973, Chinese movie making reached its peak and then 

went into a decline. During 1966-1976, movie making fell into the doldrums in mainland 

China, and nothing but propaganda movies were made during the upheaval of the Cultural 

Revolution. In Taiwan, a small but fledging movie making industry was slowly taking off. 

Movies made in Taiwan during this period were mostly romances. A few Taiwanese actors 

and actresses, such as Lin Chin Hsia and Lin Feng Chiao, achieved great fame throughout 

Chinese speaking countries during this period.  

Before any further discussion on the Chinese image in the global cinematic market and its 

history is entered into, what Chinese cinema is must be clarified.  In Zhang Yingjin’s (2004) 

book Chinese National Cinema, he mentioned many scholars who extensively questioned the 

term, “Chinese cinema”. Is the word “Chinese” in the term “Chinese cinema” meant as an 

ethnic, cultural, linguistic, political or territorial marker? In ethnic terms, mainland China 

consists of a majority of Han people and fifty-six officially classified national minorities, 

while Taiwan claims a long history of aboriginal people, and Hong Kong has a multiracial, 

multi-ethnic population. In cultural terms, although most Chinese may choose to identify 

themselves with a civilization thousands of years old, in reality they are aware of regional 

differences such as those existing between northerners and southerners on the mainland, or 

mainlanders 30  and islanders in Taiwan. Perhaps the most striking difference is in the 

widespread, diverse, often mutually unintelligible dialects found all over China. Thus, in 

linguistic terms, Mandarin cinema stands in opposition to Cantonese cinema in Hong Kong 

and the Taiwanese-dialect films in Taiwan. Furthermore, since 1949 in political terms, 

ideological and institutional differences in the governments of mainland China, Hong Kong 

                                                 
30

 Migrants, especially from the mainland due to the domestic wars between the CCP and the National Party. 

These people are known as “Wai Sheng Ren” by local residents. 
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and Taiwan have left indelible marks on film productions from what are often referred to as 

the three Chinas. 

The point at issue here is that simply “Chinese” will not ever be an adequate marker. After all, 

critics like Yueh-yuYeh can suggest no better term to replace “Chinese cinema” than 

“Chinese-language cinema” (hua yu dian ying or zhong guo dian ying) (Berry, 1998, p.135). 

Ideally, like “literature in Chinese”, “Chinese-language cinema” should be a broader term 

than “Chinese cinema” as the former may include Chinese- language films directed by people 

from the Chinese diasporas in Southeast Asia, Western Europe and North America. However, 

“Chinese-language cinema” may also be a narrower term because it is misleading to assume 

that commonalities in Chinese cinema are found in its common linguistic features.  

Not only did many of these Chinese movies take Chinese speaking society by storm, they 

also took Asia, and eventually the rest of the world, by storm. Chinese movie making talent 

had arrived on the world screen, although most of the film stayed in art house screen circles 

rather than expanding commercially. Filmmakers like Chen Kaige, Tian Zhuangzhuang, Wu 

Ziniu, He Ping, Huang Jianxin and Zhang Yimou, many of whom were graduates of the 

Beijing Film Academy, were branded as the fifth generation. They brought the Chinese wave 

into the global cinema. Films like Chen Kaige’s Yellow Earth (1984) and Zhang Yimou’s 

Red Sorghum (1987) reached international audiences and gained critical acclaim around the 

world.  

Even though they don’t necessarily emulate the fifth generation directors, many Chinese 

directors compete in restaging and reinventing exotic, erotic rituals and other ethnic cultural 

elements. To a great extent such “competition” was triggered by western interest in, or 

demand for, such a genre. Film festivals, as the trend setter, in turn provide a platform for this 

trend of ethnography to circulate. Hence Dai Jinhua laments that, “winning such prizes has 
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become a prerequisite for film making; western culture, artistic tastes, and production 

standards related to international film festivals now determine our purely national films” (Dai, 

Wang & Barlow 2002) . 

In Inferring Meaning: New Cinemas and the Film Festival Circuit (1994) Bill Nichols 

studied national cinemas in the festival circuit and stated that film festivals become a crucial 

means of mediation through which new films are encountered. For him, film festivals enable 

the cultural reception of an alien culture in which discovery processes operate. Like Nichols, 

Julian Stringer (2001) defines international film festivals as “situated sites”, where festival 

films are developed as a new genre to be prepared for the Western spectator. Dudley Andrew 

(2002) conceptualizes the notion of new genre/new cinema as a desire to satisfy the needs of 

international film festivals that sought to define new trends in cinema.  

As clarified by Zhang Yingjin (1996), directors of ethnographic films are fully aware that in 

order to make a palatable visual feast to satisfy Western expectation and convention, they 

have to include “formulaic but nonetheless essential or magic ingredients” such as:  

…primitive landscape and its sheer visual beauty (including savage rivers, 

mountains, forests, deserts); repressed sexuality and its eruption in 

transgressive moments or eroticism (read “heroism”); gender performance 

and sexual exhibition (including homosexuality, transvestism, adultery, 

incest)…and a mythical or cyclical time frame in which the protagonist’s 

fate is predestined.  Through the recreation and reorganization of these 

elements, ethnographic cinema was made on a reproducible basis. Dai 

Jinhua perceptively observes that, “when the narrative of history ceased to 

be a deconstructive retelling based on a (Chinese) reality, it became a 

(Western) postmodernist replication” (Zhang, 1996).  
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Bill Nichols stresses that there are two aspects of “a different culture” standing out in the 

festival literature which prove tempting to festival-goers: for one thing, the “artistic maturity” 

that will eventually place an emerging director in an international fraternity of auteurs; for 

another, “a distinctive national culture” that marks itself off from the dominant Hollywood 

styles and themes (Nichols, 1994). In the case of the Chinese cinema, nonetheless, worldwide 

acclaim for the “artistic maturity” of the fifth generation directors is intricately intertwined 

with the “distinctive national culture” they have depicted in their works. 

Around the same period, the distinctive talents of Hong Kong names such as those of Jackie 

Chan and John Woo were familiar with lots of younger Hong Kong moviegoers through 

video cassette, despite the fact that most Hong Kong movies never received theatrical release 

beyond the key Asian regional markets (Fu & Desser, 2000, p.4).  

Anne T. Ciecko in her essay Transactional Action: John Woo, Hong Kong, Hollywood 

mentioned the global status of Hong Kong films in the 1980s: 

……to the Western spectator, Hong Kong film is often perceived as 

synonymous with the popular in its most degraded sense, for example, 

“chopsocky” martial arts films as opposed to the “art” films of the Chinese 

“fifth-generation” filmmakers” (Ciecko, 2000, p.20). 

This negative attitude to Hong Kong films was popular in the 1980s, thanks to the large 

number of poorly made Kung Fu movies produced following the death of Bruce Lee, who 

was the first man of Chinese descent to achieve Hollywood superstar status since the 1970s 

(Fu & Desser, 2002, p.3). Nevertheless, whatever its critical reception in the West, Hong 

Kong cinema has increased in popularity, along with Hong Kong’s booming economy, since 

the 1980s.  
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Tsui Hark, another great Hong Kong director, directed and produced a few blockbusters 

around the legends of an early kung fu master. These led to a revival of martial arts movies, 

which had gone into a downtrend ever since the death of Bruce Lee in 1973. Not only were 

Chinese martial arts movies a great showcase for Chinese kung fu, many of them had 

gripping storylines, great acting, strong production and strong social themes.  

Unlike the closed mainland film market, since the 1980s Hong Kong cinema had to face 

challenges in competition from Hollywood in the domestic film market. On one hand, some 

Hong Kong filmmakers improved the production quality of Hong Kong films by co-

producing with China. On the other hand, some well-educated directors explored new 

commercial genres combining Hollywood and local Hong Kong content, which caught the 

cineaste’s eyes. The films of Hark Tsui and John Woo, together with those of other Hong 

Kong new wave directors, pushed Hong Kong back to the filmic forefront. Hoards of younger 

moviegoers outside of Hong Kong watched the Hong Kong-made action movies from video 

outlets, cable television, and select festivals (Yau, 2001); especially those of John Woo, 

which returned Hong Kong to the forefront of the film world. With the commercial 

distribution of The Killer (1989) in the United States and on mainstream pay-TV, first a 

bootleg then a legitimate video market for distribution of Hong Kong films was established in 

the 1980s and early 1990s (Fu and Desser, 2000, p.4). Finally, John Woo was invited to 

Hollywood to direct major Hollywood studio pictures in the early 1990s. Meanwhile, Jackie 

Chan also became a talented action film actor and director. His films integrate traditional 

Hong Kong Kung Fu and comedy genre with Hollywood commercial elements, and are 

popular with both Eastern and Western audiences. 

While the action directors and stars such as Tsui Hark, John Woo, Jackie Chan moved to 

Hollywood for mainstream action, Wang Kar-wai’s art films became the new landscape of 

Hong Kong cinema and were considered indications of the culture o f contemporary Hong 
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Kong (Marchetti, 2000). With Chungking Express (1994), Fallen Angels (1995) and Happy 

Together (1997) being distributed in America and in other overseas markets, Wang was 

gradually accepted by Western audiences and critics by right of his unique personal art style. 

During the 1990s, the Chinese film industry experienced a restructure from top to bottom. In 

the face of dramatic economic changes on the Chinese mainland, even the noticeable art film 

directors of the fifth generation had to begin to consider film market value rather than pure 

artwork, under the era of the planned economy.  

By some measures, the film industry continued to flourish in the 1990s with many films 

collecting international awards. Successes include Chen Kaige’s Farewell My Concubine 

which shared the Palme D’Or at the Cannes Film Festival with Australian Jane Campion’s 

The Piano in 1993, Li Shaohong’s Blush (1994), He Ping’s Red Firecracker Green 

Firecracker (1993) and Zhang Yimou’s Raise the Red Lantern (1991). Meanwhile, some of 

these directors also attempted commercial works, but without gaining the positive results they 

expected. Following Farewell My Concubine in 1993, Chen Kaige cooperated with the same 

investor, the Hong Kong Tomson Corporation, and cast the same actors, international movie 

star Gong Li from the Chinese mainland and Leslie Cheung from Hong Kong, to produce the 

commercial feature Temptress Moon (1995). Nevertheless, this film, which was officially 

banned by the Chinese government, was a failure in the overseas market. Meanwhile, Zhang 

Yimou became conscious of the importance of commercial production after the shared-

revenue blockbusters came to China. He tried to direct two films Shanghai Triad (1995) and 

Keep Cool (1997) as commercial experiments in the mid 1990s, both of which encountered 

criticism and failed in the commercial market (Ma, 2004).  After this failure, he turned back 

to directing art- films again. The nineties also saw the rise of the latest wave of Chinese 

cinema from the so-called sixth generation of filmmakers with the work of directors like 

Zhang Yuan, East Palace West Palace (1996), Wang Xiaoshuai, Beijing Bicycle (2000) and 
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Jia Zhangke, Unknown Pleasure (2002). These films were well received at international 

movie festivals and were able to be distributed in the global market.  Between 1990 and 1994, 

approximately one fifth of the annual slate of feature films were co-productions made with a 

range of countries including Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, the United States, France and Italy 

(Alliance,2004). 

 

 

4.4  Commercial Testing of Chinese Film vs  Remaking by Hollywood  

 

After two decades of intensive, exhausting, tit for tat negotiation, in 2001 China finally joined 

the World Trade Organization (WTO). Indeed, the importation and co-production of films 

accelerated the evolution of the Chinese domestic film industry under the current climate of 

globalization in the film world. It hastened the catching up of Chinese filmmakers to world 

film business concepts. A Hong Kong, Chinese mainland and Taiwan co-production film 

titled Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon (2000) set a very good example for Chinese 

filmmakers to follow in the commercial route to the international market. This martial arts 

film was released in American cinemas in 2000, and not only became the first Chinese movie 

to win an Academy Award, but also gained approximately US$128 million in the American 

film market (Internet Movie Database Inc. B., n.d.). Despite this, this Chinese film was 

unexpectedly not as popular with filmgoers on the Chinese mainland and in Hong Kong. 

Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon was co-financed by the Chinese mainland studio, Hong 

Kong Enterprise, Taiwan’s film corporation and a branch of Hollywood studios. It was 

directed by a Taiwanese director, played by mainland Chinese, Hong Kong and Taiwanese 

actors and distributed by Sony Cinema Classic (Internet Movie Database Inc. B., n.d.).  
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The production of Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon  is a watershed in recent Chinese film 

history. Co-production martial arts films changed the attitudes of Chinese filmmakers, giving 

them a taste of the commercial world, and this film was also the first big feature that directly 

involved the Hollywood studios. Moreover, Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon combined the 

genres of Chinese martial arts and Western special effects, as well as combining an oriental 

historical background with a modern love story or sexual appeal, leading Chinese filmmakers 

to imitate this on a large scale. It enhanced the co-operation between directors on the Chinese 

mainland and in Hong Kong in order to approach overseas film markets, especially the 

American film market, although the original intention of Sony-Columbia for the release of 

Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon was opening the huge Chinese domestic film market and to 

gain the right to invest in Chinese film (Chow, 2005).   

Following the Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon phenomenon, Chinese mainland and Hong 

Kong filmmakers suddenly began to focus on commercial martial arts blockbusters. One of 

the first commercial martial arts films, The Touch (2002) retained the character of the heroine 

and the photography of Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, and invited some well-known 

American film stars, in addition to being financed to the amount of US $20 million more than 

the US $15 million budget of the former Oscar winner (Hansen & Alexandra, 2001). This 

film was aimed at the North American film market and was only for distribution in the 

Western world. The dialogue in the film is mainly in English, despite the story being placed 

in western China. Although, this film did not impress the movie fans in China, it was 

successful overseas as a commercial production. Furthermore, there were many historical 

costume films produced after Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon. When Zhang Yimou’s Hero 

was released in 2003, it was a record-breaking commercial success in both the domestic and 

international markets, and has been praised in the popular media for its artistic sophistication 

and mesmerizing visual qualities. Zhang’s film, as part of what one critic (Chan, 2004) calls 
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the “global return of wuxia (martial arts)” also epitomizes the two-way traffic between 

Hollywood and Chinese cinema, particularly in terms of the adaptation and transformation of 

conventions and aesthetics within an export-driven cultural industry. Following Hero (2002), 

the martial arts film reinforces the Chinese images onto a global screen. Many Chinese 

directors have managed entry into the American mainstream cinema market with commercial 

blockbusters, rather than showing in art house cinemas as in the past. There is a long list of 

these commercial successes, including Zhang’s House of Flying Daggers (2003) and The City 

of Golden Armor (2006), He Ping’s Warriors of Heaven and Earth (2003), Chen Kaige’s 

Master of the Crimson Armor (2005), the Hong Kong new wave pioneer Hark Tsui’s The 

Legend Of Zu (2001), Seven Swords (2005) and the comedic master Stephen Chow Shao Lin 

Soccer (2002), and Kung Fu Hustle (2004). In America the two most popular Chinese Kung 

Fu stars’ productions were Jackie Chen’s The Myth (2005) and Jet Li’s Fearless (2006). All 

of these co-productions were financed with overseas capital, produced with Hong Kong 

companies and made on the Chinese mainland. 

During the last 20 years of the 20th century, a new generation of Chinese- language film 

directors in the above areas has arisen. This new generation has realized the cultural features 

of modernity and a century of cultural integration. In the grim context of globalization, an 

imminent task for Chinese filmmakers is to recognize their existing environment so as to 

promote harmonious and durable development in their industry.  

Compared with the European and African markets, it is obvious that Asia has the greatest box 

office potential, especially after the re-opening of the Chinese market. Since the 1990s, more 

and more Asian images have appeared in Hollywood films in order to minimize “cultural 

discount” and achieve better box office returns from Asian countries. Both Jackie Chan and 

Jet Li have become major Hollywood action movie stars. Gong Li, Michelle Yeh and Zhang 

Ziyi have been appearing on mainstream screens and attracting a greater Asian audience. 
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Because of the focused attention on China and its dramatic booming economy,   Chinese 

elements have been extensively embedded in Western films. Hollywood directors since the 

1990s have already noticed the benefits of borrowing pure Chinese culture in order to remake 

a Western-taste Chinese blockbuster and to begin to change the interests of Western 

audiences. 

The Walt Disney Productions’ film, Mulan, is based on a Chinese legend in the form of an 

ancient Chinese poem titled the Ballad of Mulan. The movie marked the first time this studio 

had drawn on an Asian story to make an animated feature, Disney’s thirty-sixth. Nevertheless, 

with movie-goers across the world as its target, Disney gave the Chinese legend a universal 

spin by Americanizing and Disneyfying it. The production of Mulan adopted the same 

“global- localization” logic. On one hand, the theme of Mulan caters to the Orientalist 

imagination of the East, especially that of ancient China, among the Western audience. On 

the other hand, as a well-known Chinese legendary character, Mulan would undoubtedly 

attract a large Asian audience. Mulan has been criticized for distorting the original spirit of 

the Mulan legend by being tailored to the Disney style. The film displays Disney’s flexibility 

and readiness in scouring and borrowing from foreign cultures beyond Europe. This is a 

common strategy for this Hollywood major studio, making use of the cultural repertoire to 

secure its global entertainment business goals. Earlier films of a similar nature include 

Aladdin (1992) which was adopted from Middle Eastern culture, and The Lion King (1994) 

with a background in Africa. The Disney Studio invested US$100 million and five years to 

make Mulan. It made meticulous efforts to present Chinese culture in the best light in the film, 

with a determined respect for the original Chinese story. The studio sent a large production 

team of over a dozen people to conduct two-month- long field research in China. It invited 

Asian-American and Chinese artists as consultants, overseeing costume design, background 

drawings, calligraphy and visual effects. In fact, the very image of Mulan was refined to 
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resemble Chinese-American actress, Ming-Na Wen, who provided the speaking voice for the 

character in the movie. The Hollywood studio made a greater effort to create this ABC 

(American Born Chinese) film as a popular icon. This animated film is a great success as a 

“Hollywood-Chinese” legend and is the first step for the West-made-East production. Thanks 

to the bad fame of the Chinese government’s censorship, it is much easier to make an 

animation rather than being a film with live actors.    

Mentioning government censorship here, the regulations set by the State Administration of 

Radio, Film and Television( SARTF) in China place excessive restrictions on co-production, 

such as percentage limits on the number of overseas actors/actress, restrictions on time slots 

for broadcast, restriction on length, quotas of co-produced programs- in addition to the 

complexity of content examination(Zhu, Keane & Bai, 2008, p.185). The risk of co-

production, apart from the limitation of content, is the uncertainty of China’s reviewing 

system, which is deeply rooted in authoritarianism and its ideologically determined. Co-

production between China and the west certainly provides a mix of opportunity and risk.  

Moreover, pure Chinese language movies have been mentioned previously. In spite of the 

fact that they were made by the mainland fifth generation directors in the 1980s and other 

directors from Hong Kong and Taiwan, they were exported to the global markets. These 

movies were welcomed by overseas audiences due to their artistic value and perceived 

exoticism. Created as commercial blockbusters after China joined the WTO, they targeted the 

global market by packaging Chinese culture as being mysterious and oriental; however these 

Chinese films are not the focus of this paper.  

 

4.5  Conclusion 
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At the beginning of this chapter, one of the elements discussed involved the term “Chinese 

images in Western films”. Tracking the history of Chinese images for more than a hundred 

years, and seeing the journey of Chinese characters in American films and on the global 

screen to the current time, we see a long list of typical Chinese images. These can be positive 

or negative, good or evil, healthy or ill, smart or stupid, right or wrong, as the images are seen 

in classic Hollywood films of the early golden era, during the cold war, in the era of 

globalization. Chinese elements have been blended into Western creations, at their best often 

resulting in films that are interesting, exotic and offbeat, as well as being informative. The 

best of these films give outsiders a glimpse of what life is, or was, like in a different culture 

in a different era. Jackie Chan first succeeded in establishing a foothold in the North 

American market in 1995, with the worldwide release of Rumble in the Bronx, attaining a cult 

following in the United States that was rare for movie stars from Hong Kong. In 1996, his 

film Rumble in the Bronx which cost US$7.5 million to make received US$32 million at the 

American domestic box office. Chan’s first huge blockbuster came when he co-starred with 

Chris Tucker in the 1998 buddy cop action comedy Rush Hour, grossing US$130 million in 

the United States alone (Internet Movie Database Inc. C., n.d.). This film, or the series the 

film engendered, made a star of Jackie Chan. In these films, Jackie Chan won the audience by 

his breathtaking stunts, combined with Western-style humour. However, his abilities in the 

action/comedy genre didn’t work in another film made in Hollywood “Around the world in 

80 days”.  This film with a budget of only US$ 110 million gained US$ 24 million from the 

American domestic box office and a total of US$ 72 million worldwide (Nash Info rmation 

Service, 2010). This story has been adopted by Hollywood twice before, both times achieving 

great success. However, in the Chan version the story was changed from the adventure of an 

English gentleman to that of a Chinese hero with a mission to save his village’s treasure from 

gangsters. It is interesting to note that when the adventurers arrive in China, the Englishman 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rumble_in_the_Bronx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_following
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_following
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Tucker
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddy_cop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rush_Hour_%28film%29
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faces a communication barrier with the villagers, but not with the governors or the gangsters. 

In the plot of the Chan version of the film, a letter is written from the Chinese server to his 

Chinese father, and in order for the master, or the audience’s convenience, this was written in 

English. The mixture of English and Chinese in the narrative of the film makes the plot 

illogical and uncomfortable to watch. It is also interesting that few critics in the West have 

pointed out this weakness. Most of the feedback denounces the acting, the humour and the 

action (Puccio, 2005; Thompson, 2004). Apparently, a Western audience accepted that 

Chinese people spoke fluent English in the 18th century in China, since they were able to 

communicate in English perfectly on the big screen in The Good Earth in the 1930s, The 

Keys Of The Kingdom in the 1940s, The Last Emperor in the 1980s  and  Mulan in the 1990s.  

Moreover, as mentioned above, as early as 1937, the producers of The Good Earth attempted 

to create a real depiction of China to present to Western audiences. This film achieved 

worldwide success, and the main actress Luise Rainer, won the best actress award in a 

leading role at the Academic Awards, acting in her role as a Chinese farmer’s wife. Western 

audiences ignored her non-Asian appearance enjoyed the fluent English script and her talent 

as an actress among hundreds of supporting Chinese actors. MGM indicated that during the 

1930s to 1950s the film The Good Earth had been shown in 183 different countries, and 

viewed by an estimated 42.5 million people internationally, as well as being seen by 

approximately 23 million Americans (Jones, 1995). However, it is now difficult to gauge the 

reaction of Chinese audiences in the same period since no historical record has been found 

which proves either a positive or negative reaction to the roles played by American actors in 

Chinese flavoured films. In fact, there is no record that this Hollywood-Chinese film has ever 

been officially shown in China. 

Although it is difficult to gauge the reaction of Chinese audiences to co-productions between 

Hollywood and China (Jones, 1955), to understand the Chinese audience’s attitudes to 
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Western made Chinese films, another American Academy Awards favourite The Last 

Emperor (1989),  was the first officially coproduced film made by an overseas production 

company collaborating with a Chinese company. Several years after Deng Xiaoping’s Open 

Door Policy, in 1987 Italian director Bernardo Bertolucci arrived in Beijing and made the 

first, fully English speaking Chinese narrative film, The Last Emperor. This is the true story 

of Aisin-Gioro Pu Yi, the last ruler of the Qing Dynasty. Told in flashback, the film covers 

the years 1908 to 1967. The screenplay was inspired by Pu Yi’s teacher, Reginald F. 

Johnston’s book, Twilight in the Forbidden City, and Pu Yi’s own biography The First Half 

of My Life. Most of the members of the film crew were from the West, including the leading 

actor, American born Chinese, John Lone. This European (co-produced by Italy, UK and 

France) Chinese film cost US$25 million to produce, and showing on the American screen 

only, it received approximately US$44 million at the box office (Internet Movie Database Inc. 

D., n.d.). Surprisingly, this film remains the number two position in a long list of “Chinese 

movies”31, right behind Chinese director Zhang Yimou’s Jet Li’s Hero (2004) which grossed 

US$ 53.6 million at the box office.  This film was openly released in China in the late 1980s. 

In fact at that time, local governments, schools and other organizations organized people to 

go to the cinema to see the film, however it did not make a great impression on local 

audiences. Many of the audience members from Beijing (the main setting of this film) in 

interviews recalled that there were several discrepancies in the film compared with what they 

knew to be historical fact. The Forbidden City, which they are familiar with,  was shown in 

scenes unfamiliar to them, and the original soundtrack is in English rather than Mandarin. 

The interesting points they raise here have also been affirmed by Chinese audiences who 

watched the film after the China Central Television (CCTV) movie channel broadcast it 

                                                 
31

 According to the website “the-numbers.com” which is the American box office record website managed by 

Nash Information Services, LLC, The Last Emperor has been listed as “China’s movie”.  
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several times, and after the wide release of the DVD version32.  This is a Western Chinese 

film which is not accepted by Chinese audiences but gained wide approbation and acceptance 

by western audiences. 

Interestingly, a question should be raised here, “why must the script be in English?” Why do 

westerners remake other national images by presenting them in English rather than in their 

own language if the filmmakers are pursuing the reality of the foreign culture? Obviously the 

main reason is because the English speaking directors find it easier to communicate with the 

cast in order to give directions if everyone speaks English. However, the real reason behind 

this is the requirement for as wide a distribution as possible.  

Tom O’Regan (1992) in Too Popular by Far: On Hollywood’s International Popularity, 

examines in depth the concept of the Hollywood film industry as being a national, cultural, 

textual and aesthetic industry, or a system in relation to its international popularity. Pointing 

out some advantages which seem to be enjoyed by Hollywood over other countries’ national 

film industries with his generalisation that the English-speaking countries are economically 

advantaged, O’Regan’s assessment is that one of the factors would be Hollywood’s English-

language nature. 

Another advantage enjoyed by Hollywood is that it produces for wealthy and populous 

English- language speakers. This gives it immediate access to other English-speakers without 

recourse to subtitling or dubbing (O’Regan, 1992).  

Hollywood’s dominance “can therefore be explained by the fact that the English-speaking 

market for video and television products has much greater spending power than do markets 

comprised of other linguistic populations” (Wildman & Siwek, 1988, p.136). In effect, the 

higher budgets of wealthy language groups buy audience acceptance in other linguistic 
                                                 
32

 There are several on line d iscussion boards showing the different opinions from Chinese local audiences about 

this film. See attachment.  
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markets, thus offsetting the natural preference for “material in native tongues” (Wildman & 

Siwek, 1988). 

However, the international market no longer equates to an English speaking market due to the 

shifting world economic pattern, leading to an awkward situation for co-productions which 

catered to a Western audience only. The aim of the West-made-East movie is to highly target 

the global market including the Asian market. The Hollywood blockbuster Memoirs of a 

Geisha (2005) ,33  adapted from the bestselling novel of the same name, 34 tells the  story of a 

Japanese geisha during World War II.  It is simple to understand why Western producers 

were keen to make this purely Asian story into a big Hollywood blockbuster. There is a long 

tradition of studios producing big budget films from bestselling novels and the Asian market 

is the target for production companies. Although Memoirs of a Geisha is a purely Japanese 

story, rather than choosing Japanese actresses,  the three leading actresses are Chinese actress 

Zhang Ziyi (Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, Jet Li’s Hero), Michelle Yeoh (Tomorrow 

Never Dies, Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon), and Gong Li (Farewell My Concubine), due 

to concerns about acceptance in the global market. Despite the fact that the US$85 million 

budgeted film received gross US$57 million and total worldwide gross of US$161 million at 

                                                 

33
The film opens with Chiyo (Suzuka  Ohgo as a child, Ziy i Zhang as an adult) being taken from the small 

fishing village of Yoro ido and sold to the proprietress of a Kyoto geisha house. At first, Chiyo's goal is to find 

her sister, Satsu, from whom she has been separated, but after a brief reunion, they are parted forever. Chiyo's 

plans to become a geisha - a  " moving work of art" who sells her skills, not her body - are dashed when she runs 

afoul of Hatsumomo (Gong Li), the house's most consistent earner. For her infractions, she is denied the chance 

to attend the geisha school and must perform menial chores , but others see something in her. The Chairman  

(Ken Watanabe) recognizes her as a girl of amazing character and offers her a simple kindness. Chiyo vows to 

become a geisha and make him her patron. A  celebrated geisha, Mameha (Michelle Yeoh), takes Chiyo 

underher wing. When Chiyo is ready to make her debut, she is given  a "geisha name" - Sayuri - and introduced 

into society, where she must compete with Hatsumomo for the best clients. 

34
The novel Memoirs of a Geisha was a huge success. It was on the New York Times bestseller list for 58 weeks, 

sold more than 4 million copies  in English and has been translated to 32 languages. It inspired a fascination with 

anything to do with geishas. Models at fashion shows in Paris and Milan showed kimonos and obis after the 

book came out, and tourists came to Japan seeking insight into the world of the geisha. 
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the box office, the critics of this film in Asia gave negative reviews(Internet Movie Database 

Inc. E, n.d.).  

Japanese audiences have been very critical about the problem of using non-Japanese actresses 

in the leading roles, although these above mentioned Chinese actresses are very popular in 

Japan thanks to the success of their previous Chinese roles. The Japanese audience members 

believe the story did not reveal the true nature of Japanese culture as represented by the 

geisha. Also, a Japanese story in which everyone speaks English rather than Japanese also 

raises questions. A New Jersey-based Japanese correspondent, Akihiko Reisen, wrote a dense 

article on the movie. Interestingly, he mentioned the use of English dialogue as being one of 

its main drawbacks, but not for the obvious reasons. Having everyone speak English turned 

the story into a “flat-sounding play,” he wrote, “as if it were being put on by a high-school 

troupe” (Brasor, 2005). The dominant negative criticism from Japanese audiences seems to 

show a very similar attitude to that of Chinese audiences towards the film The Last Emperor. 

To some Chinese, the casting was offensive because they mistook “geishas” for prostitutes. 

The eight year long Sino-Japan conflict World War II had left its mark on the Chinese people. 

Due to anti-Japanese feeling in China at that time, the Chinese government postponed the 

cinema release of Memoirs of a Geisha several times. The conclusion is obvious. This 

Hollywood made Japanese film was a total failure in the two most important Asian markets 

because of the cultural conflicts and lack of understanding of audience’s particular properties.  

Feedback from the American domestic audience presented the different attitudes towards this 

film. Few critics in the US mention the Chinese cast issue, therefore it can be easily  

understood why such a movie made a few decades earlier might have used white actresses in 

“yellow face”, like for example, in The Good Earth. The process of Hollywood directors 
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choosing Asian actors is well under way due to the development of modernization and 

globalization.  

However in Memoirs of a Geisha the director’s decision about the dialogue being in English 

is more problematic. Zhang and Gong are not adept at this language and their delivery of it 

and their cadence is frequently incorrect. The castigation of this East-meet-West film is 

largely in regard to the English language acting in the film, except in instances when scenes 

rely on the non-verbal aspects of the performances. Spoken with heavy accents and 

inaccurate pronunciation, the dialogue sounds forced, the performances are proved through 

the actors’ expression, which exudes honest inhabitancy of their roles. Even the leading 

actress, Ziyi Zhang, admitted that the most difficult part about her role was the English 

(Wadler & Schwartz, 2004). The same problem also occurred for the leading male role, 

played by Japanese actor Ken Watanabe who mentioned that “dialogue itself is not so 

difficult, but understanding the meaning behind the words and what the director and the 

scriptwriter want is a challenge” ( McNeill, 2007).  

Due to the poor English- language performance, in post-production one of the tasks of the 

sound editors was to improve the cast’s English pronunciation. This sometimes involved 

piecing together different clips of dialogue from other segments of the film to form new 

syllables from the film’s actors, some of whom spoke partially phonetic English when they 

performed their roles. Ironically, the achievement of the sound editors earned them an 

Academy Award nomination for Best Achievement in Sound Editing. In a similar case, the 

sound edition of The Last Emperor won the Oscar for Best Achievement in Sound Editing. At 

least, in the 1980s the America-born leading actor’s English was fluent enough for 

everyone’s taste.  
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Certainly there are many successful cultural adaptations. Take the British director Danny 

Boyle’s Indian film Slumdog Millionaire (2009) for instance. In the US market alone this 

US$14 million budget film recouped an investment total of US$141million. This film also 

won an Indian audience with the release of two versions, in English, Slumdog Millionaire and 

in Hindi, Slumdog Crorepati, with dubbing by the original cast (Sinha, 2009).  Indian English 

film is a special case, since English is the country’s official language. Western a udiences, 

even Chinese or Japanese audiences, would not have an issue in accepting an English version 

with subtitles. Moreover, the local Indian casts with their Indian accents vividly of bring 

Indian culture to Western and Eastern audiences. Interestingly, there are still some Indian 

critics who criticize the character of the slum boy, saying that his speaking of perfect English 

does not ring true. However the Hindi version of this film settled this problem, and gained 

greater popularity in India. It not only allowed access to the large non-English speaking 

population, but also raised 50% more at the box office in the domestic market (Sinha, 2009). 

During the dissemination of a film across different countries, there is always much 

misunderstanding of the real information due to the differences among the target audiences 

and their multi-subjective interpretations of the contexts. For example, the Chinese language 

film, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, which is highly popular in the Western world but 

which was not widely accepted by a Chinese audience. The distribution company actually 

lost over half million US dollars during the film’s release in China. The Chinese audience in 

general considers this film to be missing vital ingredients. The Kung Fu scenes do no t contain 

great visual effects, the love story lines are disappointing and the uneven Mandarin, spoken in 

strange accents by the various actors (the four leading actors are from China, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia and America) are hardly enjoyable. John Pomfret, the former Beijing bureau chief 

of the Washington Post bluntly asserted, “Crouching Tiger took off in the United States 

because it was very Chinese, while it failed in China because it was too Chinese” (Kokas, 
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2011, p.52). This reveals the difference in audiences’ psychology between East and West. 

The approach to oriental culture by Western production companies requires a better 

understanding of the Asian individual cultures, rather than a mixture. Each Asian culture has 

its own identity, even to a Western audience. It is possible to make the Western-Asian film in 

English in the current tide of globalization, however, in order to not lose the aesthetics, an 

ideal cast would be able to fully overcome the language barrier, or better still, be native of the 

target culture identity.  

Michael. F. Mayer (1965) in his book Foreign Films on American Screens reviewed 

numerous European films imported to the U.S. Mayer analysed the cause of success or failure 

of these films in regard to the films’ internal elements. He listed the particular aspects of 

exemplified films which he assumed to be what attracted the American audience, such as 

sexuality, interesting personality, humour, mystery and thrillers, spectacle, neo-realism, 

problems of day-to–day life including heartbreak and tears, escapism, or simply something 

different or perhaps bizarre. He concluded by saying that “the foreign film audience likes 

many of the same things that domestic film audience have liked over the years”. However, 

this seems to be the weakness of his work as his analyses of the films’ textual and cultural 

context is only at a general level. He also fails to provide any evidential material that could 

explain the preferences of the foreign films’ audiences in America in relation to the 

audiences’ cultural, social or historical backgrounds, which could have supported his 

conjecture. This might simply imply a potential difficulty in analysing any films’ success in 

terms of the audience’s preference in the context of their culture, a problem which this 

dissertation also encounters. From the investigation of the above case study, it can be 

summarized that there are three key aspects that should be emphasized in the West-meet-East 

co-production: culture, identity and language.  
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Culture is a large topic. It normally refers to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, 

beliefs, values, attitudes, meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial 

relations, concepts of the universe, and material objects and possessions acquired by a group 

of people in the course of generations through individual and group striving. It is not easy to 

consider and cover all of these in a film’s creation. However, reproducing a moment in an 

Eastern culture in a western made movie, in order to targeting that culture’s audience, some 

sacrifices must be made which may influence the story line or the plot itself.  

Through an outsider’s eyes, the cultural adjustment certainly needs adaptation. In The Last 

Emperor for a Chinese audience, Memoirs of a Geisha for a Japanese audience or Slumdog 

Millionaire for an Indian audience, local people can easily point out any instance of non-

realism in the films. This may be hard to overcome, even though the filmmakers consult 

adequately with the locals. However, there are some issues in respect to cultural resistance 

which could easily be solved by re-editing and multi-endings, when the film is distributed to 

different nations. Take Memoirs of a Geisha for the Chinese market as an example. The 

central argument against it for the Chinese is linked to anti-war feeling in a scene in which 

the Chinese star Zhang Ziyi’s character prostitutes herself to a Japanese character. In the 

Sino-Japanese war, a large number of Chinese women were forced to be “comfort women”. 

This single plot line brought huge negative emotions in China, and raised extensive debate 

about whether this film should be banned. The production company’s ignorance about 

historical conflicts between China and Japan partly led to this film’s failure in China. If the 

production company could re-edit this part of the film and remove the issue causing conflict, 

this might reduce the Chinese audience’s resistance. Similar situations not only appear in 

Hollywood blockbusters, even in productions from Hong Kong, in order to get into the 

mainland Chinese market, some sacrifices need to be made. For example, Infernal Affairs 

(2004), an indigenous film from Hong Kong studios, was not only a box office winner in 
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Hong Kong, but also interested Warner Brothers in purchasing the re-shooting rights with an 

offer of US$1.75 million. In the version released in Hong Kong, the evil character with 

multiple murders to his credit gets away under the nose of the police. To obtain distribution 

on the Chinese mainland, a more politically correct ending replaced this, featuring the man’s 

arrest (Sala, 2003). 

Even though the world is undergoing a process of globalization, national identity and 

linguistic independence still heavily influence the audience’s acceptance. Therefore, the 

second point, the definition of “identity”, in respect of a person’s conception and expression 

of their individuality or group affiliation, should be distinguished.  

Tracing the history, there are many examples which prove that Western audiences easily 

accept people of different nationalities representing other nations, therefore Western 

filmmakers in the past have not had a sense that they should distinguish the Asian culture 

particularly. In the Hollywood blockbuster Anna and the King (1999), a Hong Kong movie 

star, Chow Yun-Fat, was chosen as a Thai king. In Memoirs of a Geisha, three Chinese 

actresses played the Japanese leading roles. In the animation film TMNT (2007), for the 

Japanese role to be dubbed into English, a Chinese actor’s voice was used. It is not surprising 

that film producers consider certain Asian stars in order to attract their audience. However, 

from past experience, most Western filmmakers only consider the Asian stars’ popularity in 

the West, rather than in their native culture or the appropriate culture represented in the 

particular film. It is certainly not because there is a lack of Japanese actresses with the ability 

to play the leading roles in Memoirs of a Geisha, but simply that the three Chinese actresses 

have a certain image in the Western world. It is not as easy as inviting an Australian film star 

to act as an American, Western producers neglect the cultural identity in each market in Asia. 

In reality, taking China, Japan and Korea as examples, these three major markets have entire 

different contemporary history, language and social values. A purely Western movie might be 
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popular in the three markets at the same time, but for co-production relevance to their own 

culture, national identity plays a big role in audience acceptance. Western producers do not 

see or respect each country’s strong national identity. They consider Asia, and especially the 

Far East as an integrated identity. This could explain why there are always several “old” faces 

which dominate all Asian films in global co-productions in recent decades, no matter where 

the story occurs. This is also one of the reasons for the failure in individual national markets 

of several West-made-East films in Asia. Therefore, seriously considering the national 

identity of the cast in order to make use of natives to represent their own cultural image is a 

way of enhancing a film’s identity and gaining cross-cultural acceptance.  

Last but not least, the English language co-production is presented to a non-English-speaking 

audience living in the culture of the film itself. In many cases, cultural- linguistic markets are 

emerging at a level less than global but more than national. These markets are based on 

common languages and common cultures that span borders. Although geographical closeness 

or cultural proximity helps media cross borders, language and culture seem more important 

than geography, as the example of Europe shows. It seems that people there and elsewhere 

tend to look for television programming, internet sites, and music that are culturally 

proximate, showing a desire for cultural products as similar as possible to one’s own 

language, culture, history and values. Thus, even though people often like the cosmopolitan 

appeal of European and American television, movies and music, they tend to choose media 

from their own culture, or one very similar. This language barrier occurs in the Western 

world as well as between the West and the East. Language is a crucial divider of media 

markets, and of course this refers to the film market also.  Therefore, the West-made-East 

coproduction filmmaker should take a lesson from other media market experiments, 

reconsidering the importance of language in order to please both markets in the West and the 

East. One possible solution is “dubbing”. Mulan and Kun Fu Panda (2008), two Chinese-
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content animated films, have been fully accepted by Chinese audience after dubbing by local 

voices, as has The Forbidden Kingdom (2008) which was mentioned at the beginning of this 

chapter. Moreover, as previously mentioned, Slumdog Millionaire was dubbed into Hindi by 

the original cast for it to be shown in the Indian market. Although the language barrier is not 

the only problem facing Hollywood-Asian English film producers, dubbing certainly can 

raise the aesthetic level for the audience. Even re-dubbing the English version for release in 

the English-speaking market will help to increase the interest of the local audience in order to 

settle any problems of poor pronunciation by an international cast. However, there is one last 

issue, which is that the cast of a film would possibly lose the opportunity to be nominated for 

international film awards, including the most influential, the American Academy Awards due 

to non-original voice casting. Normally, international film awards become a big part of 

marketing campaigns for movie promoters, however, the pros and cons of this will not be 

discussed further in this paper.  
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Chapter 5   Conclusion 

 

The experience of writing the screenplay The Last Foreign Nuns in China, and the 

subsequent dissertation An Exegesis to The Last Foreign Nuns in China’ Screenplay: the 

significance of Lost History, Docudrama and Co-production engendered feelings of great 

elation. This elation began with the opportunity to research, and continued throughout the 

experience of writing the screenplay. This doctoral research and writing has brought the 

passion, shaped by a dream from a time before the project began, through to its conclusion. 

This exegesis, as can be seen from the structure, has been divided into three major parts, the 

history and literature review, a summary of docudrama theory and the contributions of the 

screenplay as well as the analysis of the West and East co-productions. The exegesis explores 

the significance of producing a real production with historical, political and commercial 

perspective from the screenplay. It has provided the motivation for adopting the historical 

incident of the expulsion of the last foreign Catholic nuns in China into a docudrama 

screenplay.  By giving the whole picture of the history behind this historical event, the 

exegesis provides an account of the structural and characterisation elements in the docudrama 

The Last Foreign Nuns in China. The creative exploration of the docudrama fulfills the role 

of a true story coming to light and also delivers social responsibility for its future screen 

production.  

Since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, religious organizations 

have had problems of adjustment and accommodation with the ruling Communist party in 

China. To some extent this state of affairs has resulted from a Marxist distaste for religious 

belief. In part the Communist government has reflected Marxist suspicions about the political 

role of religions in Chinese life, especially where such religions have links with the outside 
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world, as in the case of Christianity which is defined in China as a “world religion from the 

Western world”. 

The historical incident of the expulsion which occurred 40 years ago has been mentioned or 

discussed as an irreligious action by the Chinese government in many research publications 

as evidence of “religious intolerance by the Communist party”.  However, the findings of this 

research project could revise the common popular understanding of this expulsion. By 

conducting in depth primary interviews with witnesses and relevant participants, the 

docudrama restores this lost history, a history which has never been fully disclosed. The most 

significant contribution of the research is the new evidence which led to the nuns being 

“found guilty” in 1966.  Also, the retrieved history of the Catholic church in China, combined 

with the incident, reflects a deeper level of Sino-Vatican relations, as well as current Chinese 

policies on different domestic religions.  

Most of the issues raised by The Last Foreign Nuns in China are still very much in evidence 

in the world today. Of these, the most important is “freedom of religions” in China. At the 

time of writing, freedom of religious activity and its relevant actions are still under fire in 

many places. On one hand, the rapid growth of China’s economy attracts world attentions. 

On the other hand, Western countries’ constant questioning of human rights’ issues in China 

has impacted heavily on China’s domestic and international relations. In China religious 

issues are not only specific to Christianity (or Catholics); many issues regarding Tibetan 

Buddhism and Xinjiang Islam are frequently headlined in daily news reports both inside and 

outside China.  

Tibet and Xinjiang are two areas where different ethnic minorities are concentrated, and these 

are designated as Semi-Autonomous Regions (SARs).  They are strategically significant both 

because of their geographical location on China’s north western frontiers and their history of 
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secessionist movements.  The daily life of the ethnic minorities living in the Semi-

Autonomous Regions is highly integrated with their local religions. The Communist Party of 

China therefore attempts to ensure their ties to Beijing in a variety of ways in order to prevent 

secession. Thus, the contradictions between the centre government and the religious leaders 

are not only ideologically opposite.  

To use Tibet as an example, the Buddhist spiritual leader of Tibet, the fourteenth Dalai Lama, 

has been successful in gaining Western sympathy for himself and the cause of greater Tibetan 

autonomy or “independence”.  In the autobiography on his official website, the Dalai Lama 

has described his role as being mainly secular, as the leader of the “Tibet government in 

exile” or “Central Tibetan Administration (CTA)”. This is “the continuation of the 

government of independent Tibet” (CTA Departments, 2011). The Tibet government- in-exile 

amended its draft constitution of 1963 in 1991, expressly stating Tibet as an “independent 

nation” where all matters must be approved by the Dalai Lama before that they become 

effective. On the Dalai Lama’s official website, a so-called “draft for future political system” 

provides plans for “political construction” and “establishing ties with the United Nations” 

(Luose, 2011). On this website, it clearly states that Tibet is considered an independent 

territory led by the Central Tibetan Administration (CTA). The position of the Dalai Lama as 

a political leader seeking an independent movement for Tibet never will be accepted by 

China’s central government.  

In March 2008, anti-Chinese protestors rioted, burning over 1000 Chinese-owned businesses 

and killing Chinese citizens in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa.  Chinese authorities responded 

with an aggressive crackdown on rioters. In April 2008, China’s President Hu Jintao spoke 

publicly for the first time about the recent violence and defended China’s actions in the name 

of sovereignty, saying:  
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No responsible government will sit idle for such crimes, which gravely 

encroach human rights, gravely disrupt social order, and gravely jeopardize 

the life and property of the masses…our conflict with the Dalai clique is not 

an ethnic problem, not a religious problem, nor a human rights problem.  It 

is a problem either to safeguard national unification or to split the 

motherland (Xinhua News, 2008). 

 

The Chinese position is that Tibet is part of China, that this is an internal matter related to 

China’s sovereignty, and that the international community should stay out of it.   

To the Chinese government, religious issues are always highly sensitive in regard to the 

minority groups as well as in regard to Catholicism, which is a “foreign” religion compared 

with Buddhism. Buddhism is rooted in Chinese culture, and even the practice of Islam could 

be considered to be a local “custom”. However, Catholicism has strong links with a “secular 

regime”, that of the Vatican, an influential political power in itself. On the surface, the 

dispute between China and the Catholic Church rests on the struggle as to who would 

exercise religious authority over Chinese Catholics. On closer examination, however, the 

dispute goes deeper than questions of religion. The particular relationship of Catholics, with 

the Vatican as their central administrators, is at the heart of the problem. Leung (1991, p.3) 

points out that Sino-Vatican relations have not received much attention in the literature on 

international relations, perhaps due to the insignificance of the issue in the context of the 

major problems of security and economics in world politics. Despite the fact that the Vatica n 

is the spiritual leader of over 700 million Catholics world-wide, and that Catholics and the 

Catholic Church play significant political and moral roles in many countries, China is 
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manifestly not one of those countries. The 5 million Catholics in China co mpared to its 1.4 

billion population play an insignificant role in Chinese politics and society. However, in 

recent years the dispute between the Vatican and China has become an “eye-catching” issue 

due to the dramatic development of the Chinese economy and emergent Chinese image which 

its government is keen to expand on following the success of the 2008 Olympics. Thus, 

presently it is the right time to bring this significant historical event that occurred nearly half 

a century ago into the public view.    

Freedom of religion is different from freedom from religion. Having spent considerable time 

in analysing the Chinese government’s religious attitudes, it can be observed that the Chinese 

prefer to be free from any outside influence, religious or otherwise, and that any religious 

expression they allow is designed to maintain a stable social and political environment. It is 

also the reason why not only Catholics, but also all Christian religions are in a somewhat 

awkward position in China. The controlling and sensitivity towards particular this group of 

the religious activities exercised by the current Chinese government led by the atheistic 

Communist Party are not unique in the past long history of China. As indicated in the 

screenplay, it has its counterpart in ancient Chinese history. To understand the attitude of the 

majority of Chinese, including the government and the Red Guards, towards Christianity in 

the period of the Cultural Revolution, the Catholic history in China must be acknowledged.  

Starting from Chapter 2, the exegesis examines the three key periods in chronological order 

regarding the history and development of Catholic missionaries in China. The three selected 

historical moments aim to bring out the major causes of the complicated emotions and  

behaviours of Chinese people towards foreign missionaries. These emotions include curiosity 

and recognition; acceptance and resistance; fear and dependence.  
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The first historical moment: Missionaries and the Technology indicates the initial relations 

between China and the Vatican. In the 17th century, Western missionaries used the advantage 

of science and technology in their approach to China, a similar approach to that used all over 

the world at that time. From the missionaries’ point of view, their religion was the product of 

a revelation which was accepted in faith and not questioned by any reasoning. Their religion 

dealt with the supernatural, whereas science dealt with the natural, with reason as its 

instrument. In order to get Chinese recognition, at the beginning of the 17thcentury, Catholic 

missionaries devoted themselves to assimilation into Chinese culture by adapting Confucian 

customs and by tolerating Chinese customs, which did not go against the principal beliefs of 

Catholicism. To represent this part of history, Matteo Ricci who was the most influential 

missionary in Chinese history, has been introduced as the central character in the screenplay.  

The second historical moment introduced in the screenplay is The Golden Age of Christianity 

and the Chinese Rites Controversy. Thanks to the Jesuits’ pioneering efforts, Catholic 

development in China occurred during a golden age in China. The upper level of Chinese 

society recognized the indispensable role of the foreign missionaries in their teaching of 

astronomy, agriculture, arts and military affairs. However, the golden age of Catholicism 

suddenly ended due to the Chinese Rites Controversy. This refers to a controversy over a 

series of matters such as Chinese worship of Confucius and the ancestors, sacrifices to the 

Heaven, and the Chinese translation and concept of God. The controversy over these matters 

was in fact the result of disagreement among European missionaries due to their different 

nationalities and differing views. Regardless of the benefits the Catholic missionaries had 

brought to China, the authorities of the Chinese government during the Qing Dynasty 

believed that their domestic affairs should not be interfered with by others. The Emperor 

Kangxi issued an edict prohibiting missionary activities. This was a huge event in the history 

of Catholicism in China and also a typical example of a culture clash. This attitude of 300 
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years ago is not so different from that of the current People’s Republic of China government 

towards the Vatican. This event did endanger the existence of Catholicism in China, and 

indicates that the expulsion of the foreign missionaries from China by the Communist 

government in 1966 is a repeat of history rather than a one off action.  

The third historical moment is referred as the Church’s Development after the Opium Wars 

and Rice Bowl Christians. After a hundred years of withdrawal of Christianity from China, 

the church finally became a legal entity two hundred years later, with an ignominious event - 

the Opium War of 1840, a war of aggression against China by Western powers. A number of 

Western missionaries played an inglorious part in aggression towards China. They were not 

only acting as translators, but directly took part in plotting and drafting unequal treaties 

which gave the Western missionaries great priority in almost every social aspect,  whist at the 

same time, causing the suffering of the Chinese common people. On the other hand, Christian 

churches contributed much to local communities in the early 20th century. They provided 

education by opening the orphanages and schools. They ran hospitals and provided Western 

medication to treat diseases. They provided shelter for the homeless, ironically those who had 

lost their homes through the war. Therefore, it can be seen that the local people had 

conflicting feelings towards the foreign missionaries and these mixed emotions had been 

accumulating for several generations.  

In the screenplay, flashbacks of these three historical moments together with the story of the 

expulsion itself give the audience an understanding of the mixed emotions felt by Chinese 

people in general towards the Christian religion.  

Moreover, to better understand the incident itself, China’s domestic political background and 

its international status in the 1950s to 1960s have been addressed in Chapter 2. The Religious 

Affairs Bureau was set up in 1957 to control religious matters, and the Catholic Patriotic 
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Association was set up to implement the “Three Selfs” policy in order to do away with the 

“interference” of the Vatican in church matters (Leung, 1991). The demand to sever foreign 

relations did not apply to Buddhism simply because its international links did not extend to 

Western countries (Leung, 1991, p.86), although Buddhists did suffer badly during the 

Cultural Revolution. The Islamic Hui (Xin Jiang Province), on the other hand, were organised 

as a racial minority and not as a religious group of Chinese Muslims. During the Korean War 

when the Chinese armies fought the American-dominated UN forces beginning in late 1950, 

there were strong feelings of anti- foreignism and anti-US Imperialism. The posting of the US 

Seventh Fleet, in the Taiwan Strait makes the unification of Taiwan impossible, even today. 

Missionary institutions funded by foreign money were closed down, and most foreign 

missionaries sponsored by the missions were expelled. Meanwhile, from 1956, in less than a 

decade the Sino-Soviet ideological split between political parties had decayed into warfare 

between states. In August 1966, the Red Guards held a series of heated demonstrations 

outside the Soviet Embassy in Beijing. The domestic and international crises led anti- foreign 

emotion to heat up to boiling point at the time of the beginning of the Cultural Revolution. 

Thus, the expulsion of the eight foreign Catholic nuns would have been the perfect signal to 

send to the Western world by the Chinese anti- foreign power in political terms, rather than an 

announcement of anti-religiosity. The flashbacks of news and dialogues in the screenplay 

have been intentionally designed to signal the domestic and international pressures on China, 

and the reflections of the Chinese people at that point in history.  

To better understand the storyline and this historical incident, the historical review in Chapter 

2 is necessary. The question should be asked, what is the reason for the author’s selection of 

docudrama, a form combining documentary and drama to represent this lost history?  By 

reviewing the documentary’s history and the popular theory in a large amount of the literature, 

the answer has been presented in Chapter 3.  
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In traditional historical fiction or non- fiction, “history” and the “past” are assumed to be more 

or less accessible, whether through official records, historical explanation, oral history, 

legend and so on. What people understand about that past is the focus, not how people know 

it. The success of a recording of history depends on the maintenance of the illusion of its 

veracity, the fact that it bears a more or less uncomplicated relation to “historical reality”, to 

what “really happened”. Primary and secondary historical sources, legend and oral history are 

folded seamlessly into one concept - “history”. Like historical fiction, the docudrama form is 

based on or inspired by reality, by the lives of real people, or by events that actually 

happened. The story is created out of interviews, journals, photographs, tape recordings, 

sounds, and other primary source artifacts. Docudramas do combine historical footage or 

images with re-enactments when they can, but most are dramatized versions of reality. To 

capture the audience, a screenplay invents a multitude of details or characters in order to 

increase emotional engagement. This docudrama screenplay of the last missionaries in China 

draws attention by making use of a great media tool to present lost historical evidence to the 

audience.   

The genre of docudrama presents a fusion, or a marriage between two diverse forms - the 

documentary, which is a form of truth, and the drama, which is make-believe or an imitation 

of life. It is less concerned with guiding the viewer through factual details than telling a story. 

The docudrama allows the viewer to get caught up with the characters and their actions. The 

story is the most important thing in the docudrama. Factual information about the events, 

while given in the story, takes on more importance than the telling of the tale. The 

docudrama’s two-hour format allows for a more in-depth development of the story and the 

characters. Like the documentary, the docudrama generally plays an important social or 

political role in informing and educating the audience on issues or topics that matter. The 

messages and experience conveyed in docudramas influence people’s thinking and beliefs 
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about issues. In his book Why Docudrama? Fact-Fiction on film and TV and New Challenges 

for Documentary, Alan Rosenthal (1999) asserts that docudramas have a greater effect on 

society than more traditional documentary forms.  

Selecting docudrama as the genre, the screenplay of The Last Foreign Nuns in China  has 

many advantages and the significance of reviewing this historical incident and conducting 

this research is obvious. It not only deals with the religious issue but also with China’s 

foreign policy during the period of the cold war. History is always a mirror, reflecting a 

current situation. Since the late 1970s, China has dramatically and carefully re-adjusted its 

policy on religions after Deng Xiaoping’s “open door” policy. It can be seen that Catholicism 

today still holds influence in Europe and most Latin American countries. In order to 

strengthen its relations with Catholic countries, and improve China’s new, healthy, 

welcoming image in the world, normalizing Sino-Vatican relations is a very important step. 

The outcome of research could draw more public attention to the current conflict between 

China and the Vatican, and potentially take an effective role in pushing further development 

between these two political powers.  

Moreover, the motivation for this research is not only to investigate the significant historical 

incident and practically experience a creative writing process in docudrama, but also to 

advance co-production between the East, especially China and the West. The Last Foreign 

Nuns in China is a story occurring in China, but the production takes place in English and 

targets the global market. In Chapter 4, practical questions concerning co-production have 

been carefully examined.  

In order to get a clearer understanding of the Western audience’ acceptance of Eastern images, 

Chapter 4 reviews the Chinese image in American cinema. It reveals the deep relations that 

have existed between China and Hollywood during the last  hundred years. The Chinese, or 
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the Asian images on the American screen have experienced a very long evolution, typically 

white supremacy and racism in early Western films; a new, realistic presentation of China 

during the period of the Second World War; an anti-Communist theme in the Cold War era 

and an artistic boom of a combination of Chinese fifth generation and Hong Kong New Wave 

directors.  

Globalization has occurred rapidly in the movie industry, particularly over the last decade. As 

part of this process, one type of movie that has gained worldwide popularity is the so called 

“Western-Asian movie”. These movies are in English, are jointly produced by Western and 

Eastern film studios and are primarily aimed at the global market. The last section of Chapter 

4, details studies on several typical Western-Asian films which have a similar screen 

approach as the screenplay of this doctorial research project. From the point of view of an 

international business and culture study, the existing model of co-production between the 

East and the West provides a very good mechanism for gaining access to the global market. 

However, a co-produced movie may in the end not fully satisfy the needs of the different 

target markets, due to issues relating to identity which encompass culture and language. 

Accordingly, this research proposes solutions such as giving the movie multiple endings to 

suit each target market’s culture and greater language proficiency on the part of the actors. 

Those issues which would lead to a potential market failure of a co-production have been 

carefully considered in the process of the creative writing of this thesis. Thus, the docudrama 

screenplay of The Last Foreign Nuns in China also has a predictable financial and market 

value in the global film market. Most importantly, however it is valuable contribution to the 

historical and political record of China’s long involvement in its religious affairs.  
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Starring: Andy Lau, Jacky Cheung,Shawn Yue,Edison Chen,Chien- lien Wu 

Blue Kite (1994) 

Directed by: Tian Zhuangzhuang, Tian Zhuanghuang 

Produced by:Cheng Yongping 

Starring: Yi Tian, Zhang Wenyao, Chen Xiaoman, Lu Liping , Pu Quanxin 

Broken Fetters (1916)  

Directed by: Rex Ingram 

Produced by: N/A 

Starring: Kittens Reichert, Violet Mersereau and Charles Francis  

Broken Blossoms (1919) 

Directed by: D.W. Griffith 

Produced by: D.W. Griffith 

Starring: Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess and Donald Crisp 

Charlie Chan Carries On (1931)  

Directed by: Hamilton MacFadden 

Produced by: N/A 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1494662/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800098484&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0156484/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1284845/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0155211/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0943072/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800146325&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800225892&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808977882&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808859122&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808989590&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809131997&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808991333&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809009307&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1916/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0002271/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0717066/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0581499/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0290105/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1919/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000428/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000428/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001273/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001932/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0187981/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1931/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0532187/
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Starring: Kittens Reichert, Violet Mersereau and Charles Francis 

Chungking Express (1994) 

Directed by: Wong Kar Wai 

Produced by: Wong Kar Wai, Chan Ye Cheng , Jacky Pang  

Starring: Brigitte Lin, Takeshi Kaneshiro, Tony Leung, Faye Wang, Valerie Chow 

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000) 

Directed by: Ang Lee  

Produced by: James Schamus, David Linde, Bill Kong  

Starring: Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle Yeoh, Ziyi Zhang, Chang Chen 

Fallen Angels (1995)  

Directed by: Wong Kar Wai 

Produced by: Wong Kar Wai, Chen Yi-cheng, Jeff Lau,  

Starring: Leon Lai, Takashi Kaneshiro, Charlie Young (II), Michelle Reis (II), Karen Mok 

Farewell My Concubine (1993) 

Directed by: Chen Kaige 

Produced by: Hsu Bin, Jade Hsu, Donald K. Ranvaud 

Starring: Leslie Cheung, Zhang Fengyi, Gong Li, Lu Qi, Ying Da  

Firecracker (1994)  

Directed by: Ping He 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0717066/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0581499/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0290105/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800261910&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800261910&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800151917&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800250664&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808672853&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800261912&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800273623&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800025608&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800207933&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1804359122&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808650141&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800019656&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026424&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800424122&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1804328344&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800261910&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800261910&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808848504&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800208832&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800021025&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808890601&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809068173&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809055724&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800018725&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020357&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808826772&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809005767&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808453420&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022195&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020354&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020352&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809004188&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1807872231&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1994/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0372092/
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Produced by: Chun-keung Chan, Naiming Yung  

Starring: Jing Ning, Gang Wu and Xiaorui Zhao 

Gandhi (1982)  

Directed by: Richard Attenborough 

Produced by: Rani Dubé 

Starring: Ben Kingsley, John Gielgud and Candice Bergen  

Happy Together (1997) 

Directed by: Wong Kar Wai 

Produced by: Chan Ye-Cheng, Hiroko Shinohara, T. J. Chung 

Starring: Leslie Cheung, Tony Leung, Chang Chen, Tony Leung Chiu-Wai 

Hell and High Water (1954)  

Directed by: Samuel Fuller 

Produced by: Raymond A. Klune 

Starring: Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi and Victor Francen  

High School (1968)  

Directed by: Frederick Wiseman 

Produced by: Frederick Wiseman 

Starring: N/A 

Hoop Dreams (1994)  

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0619729/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0632440/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3173607/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0944504/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1982/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000277/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0239236/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001426/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000024/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000298/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800261910&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809184501&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808902228&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809181295&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022195&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808672853&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1804328344&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800152076&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1954/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0002087/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0460235/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001847/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0201794/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0289858/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0064429/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1968/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0936464/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0936464/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1994/
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Directed by: Steve James 

Produced by: William Gates, Arthur Agee and Emma Gates  

Starring: Peter Gilbert, Frederick Marx, Steve James 

House of Flying Daggers (2004) 

Directed by: Zhang Yimou  

Produced by: Zhang Weiping, Bill Kong, Zhang Yimou  

Starring: Ziyi Zhang, Andy Lau, Takeshi Kaneshiro, Song Dandan, Wang Yabin 

In Bed with Madonna (1991) -Madonna: Truth or Dare (original title) 

Directed by: Alek Keshishian, Mark Aldo Miceli 

Produced by: Tim Clawson, Jay Roewe 

Starring: Madonna, Donna DeLory and Niki Harris 

In the Name of the Father (1993)  

Directed by: Jim Sheridan 

Produced by: Gabriel Byrne, Jim Sheridan 

Starring: Daniel Day-Lewis, Pete Postlethwaite and Alison Crosbie 

Infernal Affairs (2004) 

Directed by: Andrew Lau, Alan Mak 

Produced by: Andrew Lau, Frederick Tsui, Nansun Shi 

Starring: Andy Lau, Anthony Wong, Eric Tsang, Kelly Chen, Leon Lai 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0416945/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0309637/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0012932/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0309558/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0318201/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0555610/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0416945/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1802771067&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808650141&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800424122&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800098484&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800250664&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808607818&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809695930&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1991/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0450194/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0961404/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0165472/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0736502/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000187/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0217752/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0365153/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1993/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0006487/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000321/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0006487/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000358/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000592/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0188949/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251674&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808438063&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251674&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808935250&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022817&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800098484&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800205279&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800098480&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1804849402&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800021025&cf=gen
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Jet Li's Fearless (2006) 

Directed by: Ronnie Yu 

Produced by: Bill Kong, Jet Li, Ronnie Yu  

Starring: Jet Li, Betty Sun, Dong Yong, Shido Nakamura, Collin Chou 

Jet Li’s Hero (2002) 

Starring: Jet Li, Tony Leung, Maggie Cheung, Ziyi Zhang, Chen Daoming  

Directed by: Zhang Yimou  

Produced by: Dou shou Fang, Zhang Wei Pin, Bill Kong 

JFK (1991)  

Directed by: Oliver Stone 

Produced by: A. Kitman Ho, Arnon Milchan, Oliver Stone 

Starring: Kevin Costner, Gary Oldman and Jack Lemmon  

Jim Shvante (marili svanets) (1930) 

Directed by: Mikhail Kalatozov 

Produced by: Anatole Dauman 

Starring: Angelo, Régis Debray and Jacques 

Ju Dou (1991) 

Directed by: Zhang Yimou, Yang Fengliang (II), Yang Fengliang  

Produced by: Tatsumi Yamashita, Shigemi Suzuki, Yasu Yosi 

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800423993&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808650141&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800018724&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800423993&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800018724&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808552306&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809438712&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809274898&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808439651&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800018724&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808672853&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020969&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800424122&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808573123&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808478052&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808631499&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808650141&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1991/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000231/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0457715/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0586969/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000231/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000126/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000198/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000493/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0019403/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1930/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0435563/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0202367/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3114067/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0213535/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3113580/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808838170&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1802840783&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808850335&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809200518&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808846698&cf=gen
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Starring: Gong Li, Li Baotian, http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159438&cf=gen, 

Zhang Yi (II), Zheng Ji-An  

Keep Cool (1997) 

Directed by: Zhang yimou  

Produced by: Wang Qipeng 

Starring: You Ge Wen Jiang Gang Jiao Baotian Li 

Kung Fu Hustle (2005) 

Directed by: Stephen Chow 

Produced by: Yang Buting, Wang Zhongjun, Bill Borden 

Starring: Stephen Chow, Yuen Wah, Leung Siu Lung, Dong Zhi Hua, Chiu Chi Ling 

Kung Fu Panda (2008) 

Directed by: Mark Osborne, John Stevenson 

Produced by: Melissa Cobb, Jonathan Aibel, Glenn Berger 

Starring: Jack Black, Ian McShane and Angelina Jolie  

Land Without Bread (1933) -Las Hurdes (original title) 

Directed by: Luis Buñuel 

Produced by: Ramón Acín, Luis Buñuel 

Starring: Abel Jacquin and Alexandre O'Neill  

 

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020352&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800024451&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159438&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808838090&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809018799&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800278156&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0702673/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0311212/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0422638/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0422659/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0508349/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251247&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808488777&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808450276&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800021516&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251247&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800151932&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808617681&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808617682&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808649279&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/2008/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0651706/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0828970/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0167795/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0008743/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0074184/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0085312/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0574534/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001401/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1933/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000320/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0010375/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000320/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0415231/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0642089/
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Master of the Crimson Armor (2005) 

Directed by: Chen Kaige 

Produced by: Chen Kaige, Yang Buting, Hu Lan 

Starring: Hiroyuki Sanada, Dong-gunCecilia Cheung, Nicholas Tse  

Memoirs of a Geisha (2005)  

Directed by: Rob Marshall 

Produced by: Steven Spielberg, Lucy Fisher, Douglas Wick, Casey Silver 

Starring: Ziyi Zhang, Ken Watanabe and Michelle Yeoh  

Mr. Nice Guy (1997) 

Directed by: Samo Hung, Sammo Hung 

Produced by: Leonard Ho  

Starring: Jackie Chan, Richard Norton, Miki Lee, Karen McLymont, Gabrielle Fitzpatrick  

Mulan (1998)  

Directed by: Tony Bancroft, Barry Cook 

Produced by: Pam Coats 

Starring: Ming-Na, Eddie Murphy and BD Wong 

N.Y., N.Y. (1957)  

Directed by: Francis Thompson  

Produced by: Frederick Wiseman 

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020357&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020357&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808488777&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809687172&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800101392&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809137722&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809137722&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800325380&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/2005/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0551128/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000229/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0279651/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0926824/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0798661/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0955471/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0913822/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000706/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800023542&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800098474&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800152216&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800023540&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800023541&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800346990&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800346992&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1998/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0051643/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0176905/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0167703/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001840/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000552/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000703/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0365541/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1957/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0860136/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0936464/
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Starring: N/A 

Once Upon a Time in China III (1994) 

Starring: Jet Li, Rosamund Kwan, Max Mok, Hung Yan Yan 

Directed by: Yuen Bun , Tsui Hark 

Produced by: Raymond Chow, Tsui Hark, Ng Sze Yuen 

Paris (1960) 

Directed by: Edgar Morin, Jean Rouch 

Produced by: Anatole Dauman 

Starring: Angelo, Régis Debray and Jacques 

Police Story IV-First Strike (1994) 

Directed by: Stanley Tong  

Produced by: John BrousekLeonard HoBarbie Tung 

Starring: Jackie Chen 

Raise the Red Lantern (1992) 

Directed by: Zhang Yimou 

Produced by: Hou Hsiao-Hsien, Zhang WenzeStarring: Gong Li, Ma Jingwu , He Caifei (II), 

Cao Cuifeng , Jin Shuyuan 

Rain (1929) 

Directed by: Chris Marker 

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800018724&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800024986&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800217661&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809058022&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020656&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800059731&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020656&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809010427&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0602841/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0745541/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0202367/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3114067/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0213535/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3113580/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0867262/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0112757/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0112757/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0876602/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800357026&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809172224&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020352&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808903961&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808833109&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809030395&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809154953&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0003408/
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Produced by: N/A 

Starring: N/A 

 

Retreat, Hell! (1952) 

Directed by: Joseph H. Lewis 

Produced by: Milton Sperling 

Starring: Frank Lovejoy, Richard Carlson and Anita Louise  

Roger & Me (1989) 

Directed by: Michael Moore 

Produced by: Michael Moore 

Starring: Michael Moore, James Blanchard and James Bond  

Rumble in The Bronx (1996) 

Directed by: Jackie Chan, Stanley Tong 

Produced by: Barbie Tung, Leonard K C Ho, Roberta Chow 

Distributed by: New Line Cinema 

Starring: Jackie Chan, Anita Mui, Bill Tung, Francois Yip, Bai Cheun-wai 

Sans Soleil (1983)  

Directed by: Mannus Franken and Joris Ivens 

Produced by: N/A 

http://www.imdb.com/year/1952/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0507390/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0818328/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0522481/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0137999/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0521937/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0098213/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1989/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0601619/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0601619/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0601619/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1410040/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1208820/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022658&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800252798&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800367671&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809184909&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800152314&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800152212&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808860362&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808828594&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1983/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mannus_Franken&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joris_Ivens
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Starring: Florence Delay, Arielle Dombasle and Riyoko Ikeda 

Schindler's List (1993)  

Directed by: Steven Spielberg 

Produced by: Steven Spielberg, Branko Lustig,Gerald R. Molen 

Starring: Liam Neeson, Ralph Fiennes and Ben Kingsley  

Slumdog Millionaire (2008)  

Directed by: Danny Boyle, Loveleen Tandan 

Produced by: Christian Colson 

Starring: Dev Patel, Freida Pinto and Saurabh Shukla 

Shao Lin Soccer (2004) 

Directed by: Stephen Chow 

Produced by: Daniel Lam, Stephen Chow, Stephen Chow 

Starring: Stephen Chow, Ng Mang-tat, Patrick Tse, Li Hui, Cecilia Cheung 

Super Size Me (2004)  

Directed by: Morgan Spurlock 

Produced by: Morgan Spurlock  

Starring: Morgan Spurlock, Daryl Isaacs and Lisa Ganjhu  

Temptress Moon (1995) 

Starring: Leslie Cheung, Gong Li, Kevin Lin , He Saifei ,Zhang Shi 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0140316/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0231319/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0407441/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1993/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000229/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000229/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0527322/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0596520/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000553/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000146/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001426/
http://www.imdb.com/year/2008/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000965/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0849164/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1384503/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2353862/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2951768/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0795661/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251247&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808979852&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251247&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251247&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251247&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808394767&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808538022&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808558593&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1804319115&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/2004/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1041597/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1041597/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1549745/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1655727/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022195&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020352&cf=gen
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Directed by: Chen Kaige 

Produced by: Sunday Sun, Tong Cunlin, Feng Hsu 

The Birth of a Nation (1915)  

Directed by: D.W. Griffith 

Produced by: D.W. Griffith 

Starring: Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh and Henry B. Walthall  

TMNT (2007)  

Directed by: Kevin Munroe 

Produced by: Paul Wang Kyle Clark Galen Walker  

Starring: Patrick Stewart, Mako and Chris Evans  

The City of Golden Armor (2006) 

Directed by: Zhang Yimou  

Produced by: Bill Kong, Zhang Weiping, Zhang Yimou  

Starring: Chow Yun-Fat, Gong Li, Liu Ye, Chen Jin, Jay Chou 

The Fog of War  (2003)  

Directed by: Errol Morris 

Produced by: Julie Ahlberg, Errol Morris, Michael Williams 

Starring: Robert McNamara 

The Fugitive (1993) 

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020357&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808786871&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800287409&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800287411&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1915/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000428/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000428/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001273/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0550615/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0910400/
http://www.imdb.com/year/2007/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1083489/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0911002/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0164180/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0907742/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001772/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0538683/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0262635/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808650141&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1802771067&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800019656&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020352&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808411775&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809697315&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809668744&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0317910/
http://www.imdb.com/year/2003/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0601619/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0013968/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001554/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0931308/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0573726/
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Directed by: Andrew Davis 

Produced by: Rosemary Orlando, Bekki Vallin, Keith Barish 

Starring: Harrison Ford, Tommy Lee Jones, Sela Ward, Julianne Moore, Joe Pantoliano 

The Good Earth (1937)  

Directed by: Sidney Franklin  

Produced by: Albert Lewin, Irving Thalberg 

Starring: Paul Muni, Luise Rainer and Walter Connolly 

The Karate Kid (2010)  

Directed by: Harald Zwart 

Produced by: James Lassiter, Jada Pinkett Smith, Will Smith, Ken Stovitz, Jerry Weintraub 

Starring: Jackie Chan, Jaden Smith and Taraji P. Henson  

The Killer (1989) 

Directed by: John Woo  

Produced by: Tsui Hark  

Starring: Chow Yun-Fat, Sally Yeh, Danny Lee, Kenneth Tsang, Chu Kong 

The Last Emperor (1987)  

Directed by: Bernardo Bertolucci 

Produced by: Jeremy Thomas 

Starring: John Lone, Joan Chen and Peter O'Toole  

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800012224&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809135174&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808784899&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800075983&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800017113&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800016536&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800074939&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020233&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800016627&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1937/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0291548/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0506797/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0856921/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0612847/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0707023/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0175369/
http://www.imdb.com/year/2010/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0958969/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0489876/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000586/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000226/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0832944/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005545/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000329/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1535523/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0378245/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800021620&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020656&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800019656&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800152011&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800023425&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800019657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800152013&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1987/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000934/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0518821/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001040/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000564/
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The Legend Of Zu (2001) 

Directed by: Chen Kaige 

Produced by: Tiffany Chen, Brian Cox,Charles Heung,.Harvey Weinstein, Anant Singh, Bob 

Weinstein, Hark Tsui 

Starring: Ekin Cheng, Cecilia Cheung, Louis Koo, Patrick Tam, Kelly Lin, Sammo Hung 

Kam-Bo, Ziyi Zhang 

The Myth (2005)  

Directed by: Stanley Tong 

Produced by: Jackie Chan, Albert Yeung, Willie Chan 

Starring: Jackie Chan, Hugo Weaving, Tony Leung, Hee-seon Kim, Yu Rong-Guang 

The Thin Blue Line (1988)  

Directed by: Errol Morris 

Produced by: Mark Lipson 

Starring: Randall Adams, David Harris and Gus Rose 

The Touch (2002) 

Directed by: Peter Pau  

Produced by: Michelle Yeoh, Thomas Chung, Gao Fengjun 

Starring: Michelle Yeoh, Brandon Chang, Ben Chaplin, Richard Roxburgh, Lung Sihung  

The River (1938)  

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020357&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1103748/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0184937/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0381857/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005544/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0802081/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0918424/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0918424/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0007139/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0155562/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0156444/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0465503/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0848377/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0510914/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005033/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005033/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0955471/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022658&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1807858677&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1802866886&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800019597&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808672853&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809677769&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800250177&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1988/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001554/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0513812/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0011278/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0364595/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0741410/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800278156&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026424&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809478975&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809666811&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026424&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808469252&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800023141&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800287463&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1938/
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Directed by: Pare Lorentz 

Produced by: N/A 

Starring: Thomas Chalmers 

Thunderbolt (1994) 

Directed by: Gordon Chan  

Produced by: Chua Lam  

Starring: Jackie Chan, Michael Wong , Anita Yuen  

To Live (1994) 

Directed by: Zhang Yimou 

Produced by: Kow Fuhong, Christophe Tseng, Barbara Robinson 

Starring: Ge You, Gong Li, Niu Ben, Guo Tao , Jiang Wu 

Tomorrow Never Dies (1997) 

Directed by: Roger Spottiswoode, Vic Armstrong 

Produced by: Michael G. Wilson, Barbara Broccoli, Mara Bryan 

Starring: Pierce Brosnan, Jonathan Pryce, Michelle Yeoh, Teri Hatcher, Joe Don Baker 

Unzipped (1995)  

Directed by: Douglas Keeve 

Produced by: Michael Alden 

Starring: Isaac Mizrahi, Sandra Bernhard and Robert Best 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0520671/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0017490/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0150045/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800274217&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800251178&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800159436&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808905736&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808930531&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809133452&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800025438&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020352&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809163950&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809158495&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800444399&cf=gen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomorrow_Never_Dies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1997
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800011460&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800209259&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026289&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026290&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808985172&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800019685&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800013032&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026424&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800026425&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800012028&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/year/1995/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0444857/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0017490/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0594617/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000928/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2353614/
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Warriors of Heaven and Earth (2003) 

Directed by: He Ping 

Produced by: Wang Zhonglei, Wang Zhongiun, Wang Zhongjun 

Starring: Jiang Wen, Nakai Kiichi, Zhao Wei, Wang Xue Qi, Hasi Bagen 

Witness to War: Dr. Charlie Clements (1985)  

Directed by: Deborah Shaffer 

Produced by: David Goodman 

Starring: Charlie Clements 

When the Mountains Tremble (1983)  

Directed by: Newton Thomas Sigel  

Produced by: Peter Kinoy 

Starring: Rigoberta Menchú, Susan Sarandon 

Who am I (1998) 

Directed by: Jackie Chan, Benny Chan Muk Sing 

Produced by: Barbie Tung Wan, Leonard Ho Koon 

Starring: Jackie Chan, Michelle Ferre, Mirai Yamamoto, Ron Smerczak, Ed Nelson 

Yellow Earth (1984) 

Directed by: Chen Kaige 

Produced by: N/A 

http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800239504&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808460492&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808584810&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808450276&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800025437&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808584809&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1804510761&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800235904&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1808593373&cf=gen
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0090330/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1985/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0787304/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0329045/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2831966/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0421089/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1983/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005875/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0455853/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0578787/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000215/
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800273182&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809646432&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1809531466&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800022657&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800321165&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800321167&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800079245&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800017603&cf=gen
http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hc&id=1800020357&cf=gen
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Starring: Xue Bai, Wang Xueqi 

You Are on Indian Land (1969) 

Directed by: Mort Ransen 

Produced by: George C. Stoney 

Starring: N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0224427/
http://www.imdb.com/year/1969/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0710372/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0832321/
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